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Abstract

This thesis describes an experimental and theoretical exploration of some of the

physics ofmicrochip lasers and micro-lasers, with particular reference to the

selection of the transverse and longitudinal modes. The guiding of the transverse

mode in Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG microchip lasers is examined at pump powers

well above threshold. In Nd:YAG, the guiding is found to be purely thermal.

However, in Nd:YVO4 there is found to be a significant gain-related component

to the guiding. This is the first time such an effect has been observed in a

continuous wave, four-level microchip laser away from threshold. Modelling of
the gain-related and thermal effects gives good agreement with experiment.

A Jones matrix formalism is used to understand the polarisation and longitudinal
mode structure in frequency doubled microchip lasers and micro-lasers. Such

modelling of a frequency doubled microchip lasers gives good agreement with

experiment and represents a starting point in understanding the unusual intensity

stability properties of these lasers.

The Jones matrix model is also applied to the design of single frequency micro-
lasers utilising a birefringent filter and having a birefringent gain crystal. This is
the first time that birefringent filtering in such lasers has been fully studied. The
results of the modelling indicate the importance of the choice ofbirefringent
material in the birefringent filter and its length. The length of the laser cavity and
the birefringence of the gain material are also shown to be very important.

Utilising the results of this modelling, a single frequency green laser based on

Nd:YY04 and KTP was designed and built. More than 230 mW of single

frequency green was produced in a high quality beam (M-squared less than 1.1)
for 1.2 W of laser-diode pump power. Tuning ofmore than 20 GHz was
demonstrated for 0.5 W of laser-diode pump power.
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Preface

The purpose of the work that has gone into this thesis has been to try to provide
an understanding of the mode structure, both transverse and longitudinal, in

microchip and micro-lasers: how it originates and how it may be controlled. The
work concentrates on Nd:YV04 as the gain material, because it is readily
available and well suited to micro-lasers, However, it is a material for which the

physics specific to compact geometries has not been fully studied. It is hoped that
the work presented here will both go some small way to increasing the

understanding of the physics particular to microchip lasers and, through the

exploitation of this knowledge, allow for better device design.

In order to achieve these aims, whilst producing a document that is appropriate
for submission as a Ph.D. thesis, the work has been divided into seven chapters
and five appendices. Chapter one contains a review of the state of the art in

microchip and miniature lasers. Chapters two to six contain the main body of
work for this thesis and are designed to be as self-contained as possible without
undue repetition ofmaterial. In pursuit of this aim, all figures, equations and
tables are numbered in the form x.y where x is the chapter number and y is the

figure, equation or table number, with number one being the first in that chapter.

Referencing is done individually for each chapter, starting at one for the first
reference in every chapter. Chapter seven attempts to draw the fairly disparate
strands of the work together. The appendices are intended only as a resource for
someone wishing to extend or develop any of the work presented here. For that

reason, Mathcad work sheets of the three major mathematical models are

presented and a CD-ROM will be left with the Microchip Laser Group containing
software copies of these worksheets. It is intended that this thesis should stand
alone without the appendices. The appendices are, hopefully, a way ofbridging
the gap between a Ph.D. thesis and a record ofwork useful to members of the

Microchip Laser Group in the future.

Alan Kemp September 1999
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Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

Chapter 1:

Microchip and Micro-Lasers:
The State of the Art

Abstract:

The current state ofthe art in compact diode-pumped solid-state
lasers is reviewed and the advantages and limitations ofminiature

geometries are discussed. Particular attention is paid to continuous

wave operation with sections outlining the performance ofminiature

single-frequency andfrequency-doubled lasers. The important issue

ofguiding in microchip lasers is also discussed. Attention is given to

how micro-lasers differfrom conventional diode-pumped solid-state
lasers in these areas.

Although not a theme ofthis thesis, the O-switching ofmicrochip
lasers is discussed briefly in this chapter. It acts as a prime

illustration ofhow the differences between microchip lasers andmore
conventional geometries can be exploited to give superior

performance, which is aparticular theme of this chapter.
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Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

1.1 Introduction

Great strides have been made in the field of diode-pumped solid-state lasers over
the past few years, with the push to ever higher powers, the generation of new

wavelengths, and of ever shorter pulses. When it comes to the miniature and the
low cost, again diode-pumped solid-state lasers have moved forward in the form
ofmicrochip lasers. These lasers, first demonstrated in 1989 separately by

Zayhowski and Mooradian [1] and Dixon et al. [2], consist of a very thin slice of a
solid state laser gain material (typically sub millimetre) which is polished plane-

plane, and coated with dielectric mirrors on its faces. This device is then

longitudinally pumped by a laser diode which can be close, lens or fibre coupled

(see figure 1.1). A small, near circular, TEMoo transverse mode is produced due
to guiding mechanisms linked to the localised pumping. These guiding
mechanisms break the plane-plane symmetry of the unpumped resonator and draw
it into a stable configuration (see section 1.4).

Figure 1.1: The microchip laser concept

This monolithic design means that these lasers provide a very compact source of
the sort of high quality laser radiation typical of diode-pumped solid-state lasers.
For example, a 0.25mm thick, 3% (atomic) doped slice ofNd:YV04, pumped by
a 0.5W diode, can produce more than 140mW of single frequency radiation at

2



Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

1064 nm in a beam with M2< 1.1 [3], The very simple design means that these
devices are much easier and cheaper to manufacture than larger diode-pumped
solid-state lasers [4], Furthermore, in many areas, their performance can match, if
not surpass, the operating characteristics of their larger cousins (see for example
the section 1.6 on Q-switched microchip lasers).

1.2 Microchip Lasers Operating at their Fundamental Frequency

Microchip lasers operating on their fundamental frequency have been fabricated
from a number of gain materials and hence have been demonstrated to produce

high quality laser light at a number of useful wavelengths in the near infra-red.
The neodymium based materials (e.g. Nd:YAG [1, 5], Nd:YV04 [3, 6-9], LNP

[2, 10], Nd:LSB [11-13], Nd:GdV04 [14, 15], Nd:SVAP [7], Nd:SFAP [7],

Nd:YOS [7]) operating around 1 pm have already been alluded to, and this

wavelength has many well developed applications. In addition, microchip lasers

can access the telecoms windows at 1.3 and 1.5 pm, by utilising respectively, the

1.3 pm transition in some of the neodymium doped materials [16-19] mentioned
above and the Er:Yb:Glass system [20-23], Further to these systems, CnLiSAF,

with a wavelength range between 0.8 and 1 pm has been demonstrated in

microchip format [24] (1 mW of single frequency radiation tuneable between 847

and 875 nm), as has Yb:YAG at 1.05 pm [25, 26], Moving further to the infra¬

red, Tm and Ho doped systems [27-33] have been built, with remote sensing

applications around 2 pm being one of the main driving forces, and a Er:YSGG

microchip lasers [28] has been demonstrated lasing at 3 pm, a wavelength with
medical applications.

The transitions mentioned in this section cover a broad sweep of laser transitions,
from the rare-earths through to a transition metal (CrLiSAF), from high gain
transistions (Nd:YV04, Nd: YAG) through to the lower gain systems like the
erbium doped glasses, from near-ideal four level lasers through to quasi three
level systems (Er:Yb:Glass, Yb:YAG). Although microchip lasers lack the design
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Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

freedom ofmore conventional bulk laser systems, there is no reason to assume

that their utility is limited to the easiest laser transitions. With careful design, the
benefits of compactness, robustness and ease ofmanufacture can be brought to
more 'difficult' transitions.

1.3 Single Frequency Operation of Micro-Lasers

As has been stressed, microchip lasers tend to give an output beam of very high

spectral and spatial purity. The output is almost always TEMoo, at least in the
lower pump power range and very often single longitudinal mode. Indeed, it was
the wish to produce a simple laser that would run on a single longitudinal mode
that was the major motivating factor behind the initial work on microchip lasers

[5], The basic idea is to make the laser cavity (in this case that amounts to nothing
more than the laser crystal) short enough such that only one longitudinal mode
will fall beneath the gain peak (see figure 1.2). Thus, a narrow emission linewidth
is one of the properties of a good gain material for microchip laser fabrication.
The absorption properties ofmost laser crystals mean that the thickness required
to ensure single frequency operation, being so short, begins to compromise the

efficiency of the laser by reducing the fraction of the pump radiation that is
absorbed. In 1% doped Nd:YAG, only about 32% of the incident pump power is
absorbed in the 0.4 mm length required to ensure single frequency operation. For
3% doped Nd:YVO4, the situation is greatly improved with about 86% of the

pump power being absorbed in the 0.2 mm ofmaterial required to guarantee

single frequency operation. Thicknesses as small as 0.2 mm make the crystal

fragile and difficult to handle, properties that are not ideal for manufacture.
However many microchip lasers with dimensions longer than those naively
calculated for single frequency operation, still run on a single frequency at

significant output powers by overcoming a phenomenon known as "spatial hole

burning" [34], In an ideal homogeneously broadened solid-state laser medium, the
first mode to oscillate will saturate the gain for all other potential modes and

prevent them reaching threshold. However, in a standing wave cavity which
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Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

utilises a solid state laser medium, the laser mode will tend to saturate the gain at

its anti-nodes but leave pockets of gain at its nodes. This is because the rate of

energy diffusion in the medium is small. Any other longitudinal mode will have a

slightly different standing wave pattern and so if its standing wave pattern gets

sufficiently out of step with the oscillating mode, it will see gain and oscillate.

Detuning from Linecentre (nm)

Figure 1.2: The longitudinal modes ofa 0.5 mm Nd:YV04 microchip laser
superimposed on the small signal gain profile.
The vertical blue lines represent the longitudinal modes, and the red line represents the gain
profile, which has been assumed to be Lorenzian in form with a full-width half maximum of 1
nm.

Spatial hole burning can be mitigated if the pump is strongly absorbed near the

pumped surface of the crystal. The available gain will then be strongly localised
near this surface. As this surface is one of the resonator mirrors, the longitudinal
modes of the laser will have a strong spatial overlap in this region. Thus, the first
mode to oscillate will saturate the gain available to any mode in this region. As a

result, subsequent modes will not oscillate until much higher pump powers are

reached than might be expected from a naive argument considering only the gain-
bandwidth and longitudinal mode spacing. Thus, it is advantageous to choose a

laser crystal with a large pump absorption coefficient (such as Nd:YV04).

Serendipitously, this will also mean that the crystal length required for efficient

pump absorption is reduced. However, the single frequency output power
obtainable in this way is probably limited to a couple of hundred milliwatts.
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Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

To obtain higher single-frequency output powers, it is necessary to move to more

complicated geometries. There are essentially two ways of doing this. One is to
eliminate spatial hole burning and the other is to introduce some form of

frequency dependent loss into the cavity. There are many methods for doing both.

Here, some of those appropriate for minature geometries will be discussed, with

particular emphasis on those that retain the virtues of simplicity and robustness
associated with microchip lasers.

The most common method to eliminate spatial hole burning, and hence enforce

single frequency operation, is to use a ring cavity. The eigenmodes of a ring cavity
are counter propagating travelling waves. If the cavity can be arranged so that

only one of these counter propagating waves is allowed to oscillate, then spatial
hole burning is eliminated and this first mode will saturate the gain in a

longitudinally uniform fashion. This prevents other modes from reaching
threshold. The usual method to accomplish unidirectional operation is to use the
combination of a Faraday rotator, a polariser (e.g. a Brewster plate) and a

reciprocal polarisation rotator (e.g. a simple bireffingent crystal) [35, 36], By this

method, the reciprocal polarisation rotation induced for a mode going one way

round the ring is cancelled out by the rotation in the Faraday rotator, whereas in
the other direction it is enhanced. In this way, the counter propagating modes

experience different losses at the polariser and hence one direction is favoured.

Although very impressive results have been achieved with such unidirectional ring
lasers (e.g. [37]), their complexity and size means they do not fall within the ethos
ofmicro-lasers as outlined in this chapter, where compactness and simplicity have
been emphasised. However these devices can be impressively miniaturised via the

concept of the monolithic non-planar ring oscillator [36, 38], In this system a laser

crystal is cut such that a non-planar ring path round the cavity is provided by total
internal reflection off all but one surface. This surface is coated to act as the

output coupler. Traversal of the non-planar ring provides the reciprocal

polarisation rotation and non-normal incidence on the output coupler gives

polarisation discrimination. If a magnetic field is applied to a crystal that has a

6



Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

finite Verdet constant (such as Nd:YAG) the non-reciprocal polarisation rotation

required to enforce single-frequency oscillation is obtained [35, 36], On diode

pumping, a compact, robust and stable source of single frequency radiation
results. For example, Freitag et al. [39] have reported continuous wave, single-

frequency output powers of 2 W from a diode pumped Nd:YAG system. These

systems do however require very careful manufacture and careful design of the

pumping geometry.

Spatial hole burning can also be eliminated in a linear cavity by means of a twisted
mode cavity [40-42], In this geometry, quarter wave-plates are placed at either
end of the gain medium. If the quarter wave plates are appropriately orientated a

helical field pattern in the gain medium results. This field has no nodes and hence

spatial hole burning is eliminated.

As an alternative to eliminating spatial hole-burning, single-frequency operation
can be encouraged by introducing a frequency dependent loss into the cavity.
There are many ways of doing this and some of those more appropriate to micro-
lasers will be discussed here.

In a standing wave cavity, the geometry of the field pattern can be utilised by

spatial positioning of a loss inducing element. Single frequency lasers based on

this idea have been demonstrated using both a thin metal film or a saturable
absorber as the loss inducing mechanism [43], If the thin metal film is placed at a

node of the mode which is to be favoured, then that mode will experience minimal
loss due to the film. Other longitudinal modes which fall within the gain
bandwidth are unlikely to have a node at this point and hence will experience
elevated loss. In this way, single frequency operation can be encouraged [44], If a
saturable absorber is placed in the centre of the laser cavity, where the

longitudinal modes are least spatially correlated, the first mode to oscillate will
saturate the loss and hence run with a relatively low round trip loss. However, any
other modes which try to oscillate will have to do so in areas which have not been

heavily saturated by the original mode and hence will experience an elevated loss.
It is for this reason that passively Q-switched microchip lasers tend to run on a

7



Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

single frequency [45], Whilst both of these methods have the merit of simplicity,
the former requires precise positioning and both introduce a loss to the lasing
mode which would make them unattractive for frequency doubled and low gain

systems. In addition, tuning of the metal film based system would be complicated.

A more common method of frequency selection is to introduce some form of
interferometer into the cavity. Two methods of doing this which are particularly
suited to micro-lasers are to use a Fabry-Perot etalon or to make use of coupled

cavity ideas. Etalons used in micro-lasers are typically thin plates of glass. The
reflections from the two surfaces of the glass plate interfere with each other. If the
interference between these multiple back reflections is destructive, 100%
transmission results. These resonances are frequency dependent and hence mode
selection results. This technique has been used to produce impressive results in
micro-lasers (e.g. [46, 47]) because it is simple and allows for some tunability.
However angular control of the etalon is important if stability is to be maintained
and this requires careful mechanical design. In addition, etalons tend to be thin
and hence rather fragile and difficult to handle components.

The coupled cavity system works by having two (or more) cavities with different
resonance characteristics [24, 48-50], The idea being that the extra conditions

imposed for resonance by the second cavity constrain the laser to work on a single

frequency. This system can be realised in a very simple cavity requiring only a gain

crystal (coated to be high reflecting on one side and uncoated on the other) and an

output coupler. However, the single frequency operation of such a device is

critically dependent on the position of the output coupler, and low loss operation

requires that the transverse mode sizes and radii of curvature in the two coupled
cavities be the same at the central interface. This requires careful cavity design.

A related approach is to use an external etalon [51] or diffraction grating [48] to
feedback some of the output laser power into the cavity. With the etalon system

for example, discontinuous tuning (i.e. a series of hops between longitudinal

modes) can be achieved simply by rotating or translating the etalon relative to the
laser (continuous tuning would require simultaneous temperature control of the

8



Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

etalon). This method looks promising for achieving single frequency operation at

low powers in materials with a broad gain bandwidth utilising a simple microchip

geometry.

The technique used to enforce single frequency operation in the micro-lasers that
will be discussed in chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis was that ofbireffingent filtering

[52], This method will be discussed in more detail in these chapters, but to

summarise, a bireffingent filter consists of a polarising element, typically a

Brewster plate, and a birefringent crystal which has its axes at 45° to those of the

polarising element. If this combination is inserted into the cavity, maximum

transmission through it only occurs if the birefringent crystal is a full or halfwave

plate at the wavelength in question. The wave plating in the bireffingent crystal is

frequency dependent and so maximum transmission only occurs at a discrete set

ofwavelengths. The main advantage of this system is that it can enforce single

frequency operation with very low insertion loss. This is particularly true of

frequency doubled green systems based on the frequency doubling of the 1 pm

transition in Nd3' materials. Here, the type-II phase matched KTP which is

typically used as the non linear material can also act as the bireffingent crystal

[53], This system can allow for frequency modulation if carefully designed (see

chapters 5 and 6 and [53]). It is also possible to utilise the polarisation dependent

gain in a material like Nd:YV04 as the polarising element, thus simplifying the

cavity further [54-56], Using such a system, 3.2 W of single mode green power

has been generated for 12.6 W of pump power [56],

It is fair to say that, at least as yet, no one design is the clear favourite as a

mechanism for enforcing single frequency operation in micro-lasers. Indeed it is

probable that the solution chosen will depend on the detailed specifications

required. What is certain, however, is that much research is required on the
various geometries. In particular, work is needed to determine which designs best
suit the unique requirements of the micro-laser, where robustness and simplicity
are vital.

9



Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

1.4 Guiding Mechanisms in Microchip Lasers

Many applications ofminiature solid state lasers require a diffraction limited
beam. Indeed, to obtain single frequency operation (see section 1.3), a single
transverse mode is needed. Here, the microchip laser geometry doesn't look

nearly so promising at first glance. Unpumped, the microchip laser is plane-plane,
and hence so is the cavity, since the mirrors are coated directly on to the crystal.
Such a cavity is on the edge of stability and yet as previously mentioned,

microchip lasers almost always produce a TEMoo beam. The explanations for this

apparent contradiction stem from the strong localisation of the pump beam (see

figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3: Guiding mechanisms in microchip lasers

For a microchip laser operating under typical pumping conditions, the main

guiding mechanisms are thermal. Thermal guiding in microchip lasers takes two
forms. The pump radiation is absorbed in a very localised region due to the short

absorption depth materials and small pump spot sizes typically used. However,

Surf*"* Thermal Lensing

Gain-r<

Aperture Guiding
(if quasi three level)
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Chapter 1: Microchip and Micro-Lasers

not all of the absorbed energy is extracted by the output beam; due to the

quantum defect of the material and higher order spectroscopic effects [57, 58],
there is some heating in the crystal which in turn causes a temperature gradient in
the microchip lasers. This leads to a refractive index profile in the gain medium
which takes the form of a quasi-spherical distributed lens in the pumped region. If
the thermo-optic coefficient of the material is positive, a positive lens is formed in
the cavity thus stabilising it. Nd:YAG is an example of a material where this effect
is the major cavity stability mechanism at commonly utilised pump powers. This
was confirmed by the work ofZayhowski [59],

LNP, however, has a negative thermo-optic coefficient and yet it has been shown

by MacKinnon and Sinclair [10] to be thermally stabilised. This is due to another
thermal effect. The "waste" heat from the pump radiation causes the face of the

microchip laser to expand, resulting in bulging centred on the pumped area. The
confined geometry of the pumping means that this bulge is quasi-spherical in the

pumped region. Thus, because the coatings are placed directly onto the crystal,
the pumped laser effectively operates with a curved input coupler and this
confines the mode. This effect is most important in materials, such as LNP, which
have a high absorption coefficient [10], Work conducted in St. Andrews (see

chapter 2) has shown that Nd:YV04 is an intermediate case where both thermal
effects are important.

It should also be noted that whilst thermal effects are vital in the operation of
almost all microchip lasers, they also set one of the major limitations on their

performance. There is an upper limit on the amount of power one can reasonably

expect to extract from a microchip laser and this is usually set by the thermal

properties of the crystal. First, there is the problem ofmaterial failure: if a lot of

pump power is incident on a small area of a crystal, whose small size limits the
effectiveness of any heat sinking, there will come a point where catastrophic
material failure occurs. This is due to the high thermal gradients and the thermal

expansion causing stresses in the material. There is also a more insidious problem.
As the pump power is increased the thermal guiding mechanisms become stronger

hence confining the mode to a smaller volume. There will thus come a point when
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the mode volume becomes too small to give efficient overlap with the pump and
the efficiency of the device is compromised.

Whilst thermal effects are the most important stability mechanisms at the pump

powers where microchip lasers are commonly utilised, it is found that if these

pump powers are reduced, gain-related effects become important. Again, these
effects are strongly tied in with the localisation of the pump. The simplest gain-
related effect is gain guiding itself, whereby the profile of the available gain in the
forwards direction acts to guide the mode. In addition, the presence of spatially

varying gain leads to a spatially varying refractive index profile, the exact form of
which is dependent on the detuning of the laser from the gain line centre. Thus
both gain-related index-guiding and anti-guiding can result (see chapter 3). The

implications of such effects for microchip lasers operating just above threshold
have been extensively modelled [60-64],

Until the publication of the work described in chapter 3 of this thesis [65] and a

paper by the St. Andrews group on self Q-switching in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers

[66], the literature divided neatly into two parts: those treating the typical

operating conditions ofmicrochip lasers and hence dealing with pump powers

well above threshold [10, 59], and those dealing with the regime of pump powers

around threshold [60-64], The former dealt only with thermal guiding, the latter

only with gain-related guiding. The work detailed in chapter 3 of this thesis will
show that for Nd:YV04, which is a very important microchip laser material, this is
a false dichotomy. In Nd:YV04, both thermal and gain-related guiding
mechanisms must be accounted for, even at pump powers well above threshold.
This is the first time that it has been shown to be necessary to deal with gain-
related guiding mechanisms at anything but the lowest pump powers in four-level

microchip lasers.

A variant of the gain-related effects which is important in quasi-three level

systems is aperture guiding. Here, the presence of reabsorption losses in the

unpumped areas causes the mode to be confined to the pumped region. It is

essentially the loss-based analogue of gain guiding. Fan has shown this to be the
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major guiding mechanism in Yb:YAG microchip lasers operating at 1.05 pm,

certainly for pump powers up to 700 mW [25] (at these pump power levels,

guiding in Nd:YAG microchip lasers, for example, is thermally dominated).

Guiding mechanisms in microchip lasers are important, not only because they
control the transverse beam size and quality, but also because they set limits on

power scaling and efficiency. As the work described in chapters 2 and 3 will

demonstrate, the existing assumptions about which mechanisms dominate in
which pump power regimes are not true for all materials. Much research is

required to characterise these effects and hence to work out how to circumvent or

even exploit them, particularly with power scaling in mind.

1.5 Two Component Microchip Lasers

It is hoped that the potential ofmicrochip lasers operating conventionally at their
fundamental wavelength has been demonstrated; however with the addition of a
second crystal in contact with the gain medium to form a compact composite

cavity with the mirrors coated on the outside (see figure 1.4), many of the most

exciting features of the microchip laser can be demonstrated. This type of design
has been dubbed a "sandwich geometry".

Dielectric Mirrors

Gain Crystal
Non-Linear Crystal, Saturable Absorber

or Electro-Optic Element

Laser Diode

Pump Light

Figure 1.4: The composite cavity, "sandwich geometry", microchip laser
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If the second crystal is a Q-switch, then short, high peak power pulses can be

generated, which can be as good as and in some respects better than those from
conventional diode-pumped solid-state lasers. If a non-linear crystal is added,

highly efficient generation of visible wavelengths can be achieved with beam
characteristics otherwise available only from more complex and more expensive

systems. Also, with the addition of a phase modulator, a tuneable device can be
constructed which can work at very high modulation rates [5, 67, 68],

1.6 Q-switched Microchip Lasers

The Q-switching ofmicrochip lasers can be undertaken both actively and

passively [45], To produce an actively Q-switched device, with all the advantages
of a controllable repetition rate that this method provides, an active Q-switch
must be inserted into the cavity. This is usually some form of electro-optical
element. Examples of such systems are the anti-resonant Fabry-Perot system
demonstrated by Zayhowski and Dill [69] and the deflector Q-switch reported by
the St. Andrews group [70], At a repetition rate of 1 kHz, the anti-resonant

Fabry-Perot device produced Q-switched pulses of 115 ps at peak powers in
excess of 80 kW for a 0.5 W fiber coupled pump diode. These are the shortest

pulses yet reported from an actively Q-switched solid state laser. Such devices
have been demonstrated with repetition rates up to 2.25 MHz although with

longer pulses (8.8 ns) and lower peak powers (16 W) [69], When the deflector

system is longitudinally pumped with a 1.2 W fibre coupled diode, pulses of 1.3 ns

are produced with peak powers of 11 kW at repetition rates ofup to 4 kHz. The
electronics limit the repetition rate to 18 kHz, but at these higher repetition rates

the peak power is reduced [70], Although the performance of the deflector system
is lower, it does require much less stringent construction tolerances than the anti-
resonant Fabry-Perot system for which production must be interferometrically
controlled.

As good as these results may be, perhaps the most attractive way to Q-switch a

microchip laser is passively, thus doing away with the complex and expensive high
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voltage electronics required to drive active Q-switches. Passive Q-switching
utilises a saturable absorber as the second element in the cavity. As the population
inversion builds up, the loss associated with the absorption in the saturable
absorber suppresses lasing until a critical inversion density is reached. At this

point, a large enough intracavity field is produced to bleach the saturable absorber
and drastically increase the Q of the cavity. This results in a short output pulse,
the amplitude and width ofwhich are set, to a first approximation, by the cavity

parameters and are independent of pump power. The pump power sets only the

repetition rate and hence the average power [45, 71, 72],

Such laser systems utilising Nd:YAG as the gain material and Cr:YAG as the
saturable absorber have produced pulses as short as 218 ps with peak powers of
18 kW when pumped with a 1 W laser diode. Repetition rates of up to 70 kHz
have been demonstrated, but with longer pulses [45], With semiconductors as the
saturable absorber, pulses as short as 37 ps have been produced with peak powers
of around 1 kW for a 2 W pump diode [73], These are the shortest Q-switched

pulses yet achieved from any solid-state laser.

All the Q-switched lasers so far described have operated at 1 pm, however
Cr:YAG has also been used to Q-switch a Nd:YAG laser at 946 nm [74] and the

use ofV:YAG as a passive Q-switch has be been demonstrated at 1 pm and 1.3

pm [75], A great advantage of semiconductors is that they can have their

absorption bands engineered to allow Q-switching at a variety ofwavelengths. In
addition to 1 pm, passively Q-switched microchip lasers utilising semiconductor
saturable absorbers have been demonstrated at 1.3 and 1.5 pm [17, 20, 76, 77],

(It should be noted, however, that damage problems limit the use of
semiconductor saturable absorbers to fairly low power systems.)

The availability of high peak power pulses from compact and easily manufactured

systems make Q-switched microchip lasers, especially the passive variety, ideal
candidates as sources for non linear frequency conversion. The first five
harmonics of a passively Q switched microchip laser have all been produced (14
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pj at 1064 nm, 7 pj at 532 nm, 1.5 pj at 355 nm, 1.5 pj at 266 nm, and 50 nJ at

213 nm). This was done very simply using thin slices of appropriate non-linear

crystals close coupled with no intervening optics [78],

Higher power Q-switched microchip lasers have been produced. Although still

monolithic, they are 6 to 24 mm long and when pumped with a 12 W fibre

coupled diode produce sub-nanosecond pulses with peak powers in excess of 130
kW [45, 79], These lasers have been used to pump monolithic optical parametric

amplifiers (OPA) [79] and optical parametric oscillators (OPO) [80], A

periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) optical parametric amplifier has been
used to generate wavelengths between 1.4 and 4.3 pm in a single pass geometry.

Sub-nanosecond pulses in the technologically significant area around 1.5 pm have
been generated with peak powers in excess of 100 kW. Pulsed, intracavity optical

parametric oscillators have also be demonstrated in microchip laser style

geometries [81, 82],

If the output of one of these high power Q-switched microchip lasers is single

pass frequency-doubled into the green, the resulting second harmonic pulses can

be used to pump a KTP Fabry-Perot (or it might be said microchip, as the mirrors
are coated directly on to the crystal) optical parametric oscillator [80], This

system is not constructed so as to be continuously tuneable but rather to produce

particular wavelengths for given purposes. For example, such a system has been
built to run at 820 and 1515 nm. By using properly orientated slices ofKTP and
no intervening optics, the optical parametric oscillator signal and idler can be
summed with the remaining fundamental to give red (625 nm) and blue (463 nm)

pulses in addition to the green at 532 nm. This system was packaged in a 75 mm

long can. Thus, by judicious use of non linear optics, compact, simple sources of

pulsed radiation can be tailored to produce pulses at specific wavelengths

anywhere from the ultra-violet to the mid infra-red. (Calculations suggest that
such systems could be designed to produce wavelengths from 190 nm out to 5

pm.)
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Such adaptability means that Q-switched microchip lasers are now used in

applications such as ranging, imaging, spectroscopy, remote sensing and

micromachining [4, 83],

1.7 Continuous Wave, Frequency-doubled Microchip Lasers

For many applications it is not pulsed, but continuous wave (CW) sources in the
visible that are required [84], Here too, microchip geometries are of great utility

[85], The microchip green laser developed at the University of St. Andrews serves

as a good illustration of this [86], Here a 0.5 mm slice of 3% doped Nd:YV04
was taken and coated to be highly reflecting at 1064 nm and highly transmitting at

532 nm on one surface. This was then brought into contact with a similarly coated
2 mm slice ofKTP cut for type-II phase matched doubling of 1 pm light at room

temperature. The crystals were orientated such that the coated surfaces were on

the outside of the package and the axes of the KTP crystal are rotated by 45°
from those of the Nd:YV04 crystal. The small number of optical surfaces in this

device, coupled with the short crystal lengths, means that this is a very low loss

cavity and hence ideally suited to efficient green generation. Indeed, pumped with
a 1.2 W lens coupled laser diode, such a device can produce up to 158 mW of
diffraction limited green power (see chapter 4). The Hamburg group have scaled
these powers even further, to produce green powers in excess of 1 W from a

Nd.LSB / KTP microchip laser, although this laser was no longer single
transverse mode [87],

The St. Andrews laser can have excellent noise characteristics, despite running
with three modes in the infra-red (usually a dominant mode and two subsidiary

modes). Such lasers normally suffer from the so called "green noise problem": this
is large amplitude intensity noise on the second harmonic output which is thought
to arise from coupling between laser modes [42, 84, 88], Normally, stabilising
such lasers requires a relatively complex cavity design, such as a unidirectional

ring, a twisted mode cavity, or a longer cavity running on very many modes [42,
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84]; however, for a wide range of operating conditions the St. Andrews laser runs

quietly with out recourse to a larger or more complex cavity.

It is not true to say that this laser always runs quietly; by varying the crystal

package temperature, for example, it can be made to run noisily. Work is on going
to understand why this laser should run quietly at all, and why there should be
some areas where it does not (chapter 4).

The microchip geometry is not limited to the generation of green light. Lasers

working in the red and the blue have also been demonstrated in St. Andrews.

Under 1.2 W of diode pumping, up to 33 mW of single transverse mode blue light
can be generated at 473 nm from a Nd:YAG / KNb03 package [89] and up to 10

mW of red light at 671 nm can be obtained from a Nd:YVO4 / LBO package [19],

The green device has applications in reprographics and biomedical
instrumentation and in this regard is seen as a more compact and more efficient

replacement for air cooled argon ion lasers in such OEM marketplaces. The blue
laser is now used in areas such as DNA sequencing. Diode lasers already exist in
the red and the blue, but frequency doubled micro-lasers can still win out for some

applications through a combination of output power, beam quality and line-width.

Frequency doubling is also possible in other compact geometries. Self-frequency

doubling materials offer the possibility of single crystal green devices (e.g. [90-

92]), however so far the performance of these systems has been significantly less

promising than the systems with discrete gain and non linear crystals. Using a

geometry very similar to the microchip sandwich geometry, but utilising a gain
and non-linear crystal which are not in contact, Chen et al. have demonstrated 3.2

W of single mode green power for 12.6 W of pump power [56], At lower pump

powers and using a Brewster plate between the two crystals, work at St. Andrews
has demonstrated up to 230 mW ofgreen for 1.2 W of pump power (see chapter
6 and [53]).
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For wavelengths at which good gain and non linear materials exist, intracavity

frequency doubling represents an excellent way of generating continuous wave
visible light. However, for spectral regions where the materials are less

favourable, or don't exist at all, other techniques may be more appropriate. The

development of better materials, in particular the periodically poled non-linear
materials (eg. [93-97]), and higher brightness pump sources, has started to
ameliorate this problem for some wavelengths. Indeed the future for blue devices
looks very good. Nonetheless there will still remain wavelengths which are

inaccessible to miniature frequency doubled lasers. Solutions such as sum-

frequency generation, up-conversion lasers [98] and the non-linear frequency
conversion of near infrared continuous wave optical parametric oscillators exist.
However none of these have yet been demonstrated as efficient minature systems

and this will be problematic due to the high intracavity powers required.

1.8 Conclusions and Future Prospects

It is hoped that this review has demonstrated that microchip lasers and micro-
lasers can produce both continuous wave and pulsed laser light at a variety of

important wavelengths from compact and often mass-producible geometries. This
can be done without sacrificing the beam characteristics that make larger diode-

pumped solid-state lasers such useful devices in the world beyond the laser lab.

However, what is also clear is that there are a number of unresolved problems:

power scaling and spectral coverage to name but two. Whilst this is definitely

partly because the performance ofminiature lasers will always be limited by the
need to keep them compact and simple in design, it also stems in part from an

incomplete understanding of the physics that governs the operation of these
devices. In areas such as guiding and single frequency operation, it is insufficient

merely to re-apply experience of traditional laser systems. Following the lead

given by passively Q-switched microchip lasers, the physics of these miniature

systems needs to be fully characterised and then exploited to produce better

devices, some ofwhich may even out-perform their larger cousins. The work
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which will be described in this thesis goes some way to achieving this. Chapters 2

and 3 deal with the guiding characteristics of two very important microchip laser

materials, Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG. Guiding in Nd: YV04, in the microchip laser

geometry, is shown to be somewhat different from anything yet reported. Chapter
4 discusses the mode structure in a green frequency doubled microchip laser

utilising Nd:YV04 and KTP. Full modelling of the polarisation and wavelength
structure in this laser has not be published before and the results effect the

efficiency and intensity stability of this class of laser. Chapters 5 and 6 discuss the
effect ofusing an Nd:YV04 gain crystal, which is birefringent, in a cavity

containing a birefringent filter to enforce single frequency operation. This, and the
effect of short cavity lengths are modelled fully for the first time. In chapter 7, the

implications of these results are discussed along with their impact on future
research into the science and technology ofminiature lasers.
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Chapter 2:

Thermal Guiding in Nd:YV04 and

NdrYAG Microchip Lasers

Abstract:

The thermal guiding effects in Nd:YV04 andNd:YAG are explored via

interferometric measurements of the cavity geometry under diode

pumping andmeasurements ofthefar-field beam divergence. As

expected, it is found that guiding in Nd:YAG is purely thermal, however
the experimental datafor Nd: YVO4 cannot be explained by recourse

solely to thermal guiding mechanisms. It is concluded that other guiding
mechanisms must play a role in defining the transverse mode in

Nd: YVO4 microchip lasers even at pump powers well above threshold.
This new result runs counter to the situation in all other microchip laser
media that have been studied.

Some basic thermal modelling is undertaken and the results ofthese
calculations are found to agree well with the experimental observations

of the cavity geometry. In addition, the results of the modelling
illuminate the reasons why it is easier to achieve good beam quality with

Nd:YV04 microchip lasers than Nd:YAG microchip lasers with the

pumping geometry used.
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2.1 Introduction

Microchip lasers typically produce TEMoo beam profiles. Such high beam quality
indicates that the plane-plane symmetry of the unpumped cavity must be broken on

pumping. The confined nature of pumping in microchip lasers can give rise to both

gain-related guiding [1-7] and to thermal guiding [1,8-11], Gain-related guiding
arises because of the spatial variation in the gain and is discussed in chapter 3.
Thermal guiding is due to the waste heat deposited in the laser on pumping inducing

changes in the cavity geometry. Waste heat is dumped into the microchip due to the

quantum defect and additional effects such as excited state absorption and up-
conversion [12-15],

Up until now, it has been assumed that thermal effects are the major contribution to

cavity stability in four level, continuous wave microchip laser systems at pump

powers well above threshold. It is at such pump powers that practical systems are

typically operated. There are two pump induced thermal effects that give rise to

guiding:

(1) Thermally induced refractive index change which produces a stabilising
distributed thermal lens in materials with a positive thermo-optic
coefficient (dn/dT) [11],

(2) Bulging of the pumped face of the crystal due to thermal expansion of the
material caused by the localised heating resulting from pumping [9],

Previous work by Zayhowski [11] states that the first mechanism predominates in
Nd:YAG microchip lasers, whilst work by MacKinnon and Sinclair [9] has shown
that the second mechanism stabilises the cavity in LNP microchip lasers. In LNP, the

thermo-optical coefficient, the rate at which the refractive index changes with

temperature, is negative. This means that the thermal lens that is formed is negative
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and hence destabilising. The cavity is only stable because the end-face curvature

caused by the thermal expansion more than compensates. In the case ofNd:YAG, the

thermo-optical coefficient is positive and hence the thermal lens stabilises the cavity.
As this comparison indicates, the thermal guiding present in a microchip laser

depends strongly on the thermal properties of the laser gain material: the thermo-

optical and thermal expansion coefficients and the thermal conductivity. The nature of
the laser diode pumping is also important, not merely in terms of how much pump

power is absorbed but also the pump spot size and the pump absorption coefficient in
the laser material. In addition, the way in which the lasing material is cooled changes
the nature of the thermal lens. Typically a laser rod is cooled transversely to the
direction of propagation of the laser radiation. This is called edge cooling and the
heat sinking arrangements used for the lasers described in this thesis approximate to
this. However another method of heat sinking, face cooling, can also be used in

microchip lasers (e.g. [16,17]). In this situation, the heat can be removed directly
from the pumped face, by having it in contact with a transparent material and

pumping through this material, or from the rear surface. This method of heat sinking
tends to reduce the end-face deformation and associated aberration. As a result it has

become very common to use undoped end caps on the laser rod in high power diode

end-pumped laser systems [18],

The investigations described in this chapter were carried out to explore the nature of

thermally induced guiding in Nd:YV04 and to compare this guiding with that in
Nd:YAG. Fizeau interferometry was used to measure the change in optical path

length of the chip on pumping. From these measurements, the expected waist size
was calculated and compared to the waist calculated from measurements of the far-
field beam divergence.
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2.2 Fizeau Interferometry

The method used to examine the cavity geometry of the pumped microchip laser

cavity was that ofFizeau interferometry [9], The pumped microchip laser was
illuminated by a non-resonant probe laser and the fringes formed from the reflections
off the two surfaces of the microchip laser analysed. These fringes give information
about the shape of the distributed thermal lens / surface bulge combination. From this
information the cavity geometry can be worked out and the characteristics of the

output beam predicted.

Figure 2.1: The Fizeau interferometer

The image in figure 2.2 is a Fizeau interferogram of a 0.5 mm thickness Nd:YV04

microchip laser pumped with 445 mW of light at 810 nm from a 0.5W diode laser.
The pump spot at the chip's surface is 55 pm full width halfmaximum (see Appendix

A2), the diode laser beam having been collimated then focused down with a pair of 8

Microchip 50/50 Collimatmg
\ Beamsplitter Lens Microgreen Laser:\ I j >50mW @532nm

CCD Camera Lens 70-150mm
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mm focal length lens. (The deformation appears elliptical because of the aspect ratio
of the processed image is not unity.) In order for one complete fringe to be seen on

an interferogram, the optical thickness of the microchip laser must change by 266 nm.

Figure 2.2: Fizeau interferogram ofapumpedNd:YV04 microchip laser
The microchip was 0.5 mm thick and doped to 3% with Nd3". It was pumped with a 0.5 W
microchip laser though a pair of 8 mm lenses.

The oscillating mode has a 1/e2 radius of about 30 pm, This means that it only

impinges on the central black area in the interferogram and hence only the optical
distortion in this region is important. As a result, it is necessary to calculate the
distortion within one interference fringe. This puts stringent requirements on the

quality of the interferogram in terms of freedom from stray interference patterns,

uniformity of illumination and signal to noise ratio. The interferometer shown in

figure 2.1 is the result of careful development to achieve these requirements. The first

improvement was to replace the 633 nm HeNe laser originally used for illumination

purposes with a 532 nm green microchip laser. The benefits of this were two fold:
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• The higher powers available (> 50 mW , as opposed to ~ 3 mW from the HeNe )

improved the signal to noise ratio and allowed the beam size to be expanded up to

improve the uniformity of illumination whilst maintaining sufficiently good signal
to noise ratio. Most importantly, perhaps, the use of a higher power illumination
source meant that the interferogram could be imaged onto a spinning disk and this

image recorded with a CCD camera. This represented a significant improvement
on previous systems which imaged the interferogram directly onto the CCD array.

Since the light was still coherent at this point, this gave rise to spurious fringes
from the rather non-uniform glass cover slip on the CCD array being used.

Imaging first onto a spinning paper disc meant that the light incident on the array

was incoherent and hence no interference arose. Spinning the disc eliminated laser

speckle from the image on the paper disc.

• The shorter wavelength meant that the probe light could be better isolated from
the pump and microchip laser light with appropriate colour filters. In addition, use
ofgreen light meant that an RG610 filter could be used to prevent interference

fringes forming from reflections off the diode focusing lens (see figure 2.1). These

fringes were perhaps the most awkward source of noise on the interferogram since

they were of necessity in the region ofpump spot and cause a significant
modulation in the interference pattern from the pumped microchip laser. A shorter

wavelength also acted to improve the depth resolution of the interferometer by

reducing the change in optical length required to produce one complete
interference fringe (see equation 2.1).

In addition to this higher power illumination source and the inclusion of the RG610

filter, it was necessary to scrupulously clean all the optical components in the
interferometer and tilt them off axis to avoid stray inference patterns and noise. The
choice of collimating lens for the illuminating laser was important. If the focal length
was too long, the intensity at the microchip laser was insufficient for a good signal to
noise ratio and stray light from clipping of the beam became a problematic noise
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source; too short a focal length resulted in insufficiently uniform illumination and

fringes from the lens itself became a problem. The best compromise was typically
found to be a lens with a focal length in the region of 50-100 mm.

Distance across Chip (pm)

Figure 2.3: Grey level on a line through thepump spot
A vertical slice was taken through the interferogram in figure 2.2 and the grey level of each pixel on
the slice plotted against distance from the start of the slice.

The first step in analysing an interferogram such as that shown in figure 2.2 is to
define a straight line across the image which includes the pump spot and determine
the grey level (i.e. the intensity of the fringes) at each point on this line. Figure 2.3
shows the sort of trace that arises if the grey level is plotted against the distance
across the chip. This figure represents a vertical slice though the interferogram shown
in figure 2.2.

It is now necessary to turn this intensity variation back into a variation in the distance
between the two surfaces of the chip. (To be precise, the change observed is in both
the physical distance and the refractive index between the two surfaces. These two
effects cannot be differentiated within this experiment so they will be lumped together
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and treated as an optical length change. Since the cavity length is a fraction of the

Rayleigh range of the laser mode (~6 mm), it makes no difference to the predicted
laser mode whether the deformation is modelled as a curved mirror or a lens.) Fringes
that result from the interference of the reflections off two surface have an intensity
variation that goes as the square of the cosine of the optical distance between the two

surfaces. Thus in working back from the intensity to the surface profile the following
function is used:

G-G„;„
sin

D
G_ G_:_
n

A

4 n
(2.1)

Where D, plus some integer number of quarter wavelengths (in the medium) of the

illuminating radiation, is the distance between the two surfaces of the chip, G is the

grey level at the point in question, Gmin is the grey level that represents an interference

minimum, Gmax is the grey level that represents an interference maximum, A is the free

space wavelength of the illuminating radiation and n is the refractive index of the
material.

The periodic nature of a sinusoidal function means that care must be taken when

working over a length across the chip that takes in a maximum or a minimum.

However, the pumped area is small enough so that this caused a problem only

infrequently.

Care must also be taken in assessing the grey levels associated with minima and
maxima. Ideally this should be done as close as possible to the region under
examination (the pumped region) since the grey level ofmaxima and minima is almost

certainly not position independent. This, however, was sometimes difficult. For this

analysis, a maximum (completely constructive interference) was taken to occur at the

peaks in grey level either side of the pumped area. Determining the minima solely
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from figure 2 was a bit more ambiguous. However from looking at the grey levels
minima would appear to occur in the top right and bottom right of figure 2.2. Often it
was necessary to determine the maximum and minimum levels from separate

interferograms.

When this data and the grey levels shown in figure 2.3 were fed into equation 2.1, the

picture of the distortion around the pumped area in figure 2.4 emerged. When

considering this figure it should be noted that the central dip should really be reflected
around the maximum level on the graph in order to give the peak one would expect.

(This anomaly arises from the periodicity of the cosine function as noted earlier.)

However, since only a small distance around the central minimum is of concern, there
is no necessity to do this explicitly.

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

Distance across Chip (jira)

Figure 2.4: Optical distortion with distance across the chip
Here the grey level shown in figure 3 has been converted to a measurement of the optical distortion.
Note that the central dip should really be reflected around the maximum level to give a single peak.
This anomaly arises from the periodic nature of the cosine-squared interference fringes.
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The next thing to do is to work out whether the distortion in figure 2.4 represents the

spherical distortion in the pumped area that is required to confine a TEMoo laser

mode.

Taking the points around the centre of the distortion in figure 2.4 to lie on a circle

like that in figure 2.5, R and 8 can be worked out for each data point. R is the
distance from the centre of the distortion, r is the radius of curvature of the circle and

8 is the difference between the height of the distortion at the centre and at the point
under consideration. It can be seen from figure 2.5 that for 8« R, the relation in

equation 2.2 holds.

R2
8 = (2.2)

2 r

Thus a plot ofR2 versus 8will return the radius of curvature of the deformation via
the gradient. Figure 2.6 is an example of such a plot for the deformation shown in

figure 2.4. Figure 2.6 is plotted for points 50 pm on either side of the central dip on

figure 2.5. If a line is fitted to this data (as shown in figure 2.6), a radius of curvature
for the distortion of46 mm is returned which corresponds to a predicted minimum
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beam radius for the laser mode of 27.3 pm. If the line is fitted for points 30 pm to

either side of the central dip then values of 40 mm and 26.3 pm are calculated.

These predicted waists can then be compared to those measured by observing the far
field divergence of the actual laser mode. A far-field profile from the laser that was
examined interferometrically is shown in figure 2.7.

The experimental data was gathered from a CCD camera image of the far field

intensity profile. By analysing five such profiles taken at different distances from the

microchip laser, the waist of the laser mode was estimated. This was done for a

number of different pump powers and compared to the interferometric data for both
0.5 and 0.25 mm microchips. The resulting data are shown in figures 2.8 and 2.9.

Figure 2.6: R2 versus 8
A straight line in this plot is indicative of a spherical thermal lens / surface bulge. The radius of
curvature can be calculated from the gradient. (N.B. Squaring R cannot generate a negative value as
is suggested on the graph. Points which are to the left of the central dip in figure 2.4 have been
assigned negative values ofR and 8in order to make the graph clearer.)
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Divergence angle (rnrad)

Figure 2.7: Farfieldprofilefor a 0.5mm microchip laserpumped with 445 mW
The profile was recorded on a CCD array from the reflection off a spinning paper disk. The laser
set-up was identical to that used during the recording of the interferogram in figure 2.2. The black
squares are the data points and the red line is a Gaussian fit.

As can be seen from figures 2.8 and 2.9, the agreement between the interferometric
and far-field data, whilst functionally correct for the 0.5mm chip at least, is not good
in detail. The solid lines drawn in these figures have a pump power to negative one

quarter dependence, a relationship suggested by Zayhowski for thermal guiding in
Nd:YAG microchip lasers [11] and one typical ofmost models of thermal guiding

[8], Whilst this dependence would seem to fit well for the 0.5mm microchip, it does
not give good agreement with the far field data for the 0.25mm chip.
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Figure 2.8: The variation ofwaist size with pumppower as inferredfromfar-field
measurements and interferometryfor a 0.5 mm chip.
The red points show the variation as inferred from far-field measurements and the blue points show
the variation as measured by interferometry. The two solid lines are fits with pump power to the
negative one quarter dependencies.
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Figure 2.9: The variation ofwaist size with pump power as inferredfrom far-field
measurements and interferometryfor a 0.25 mm chip.
The red points show the variation as inferred from far-field measurements and the blue points show
the variation as measured by interferometry. The solid line is a fit with a pump power to the negative
one quarter dependency.
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2.3 The Discrepancy between the Far field and Interferometric data

The conclusion drawn from the data presented in figures 2.8 and 2.9 was that there is
a definite discrepancy between the waist size as measured from the far-field beam

divergence and that predicted from the interferometry. This discrepancy is not

explicable via experimental uncertainty. In order to justify this conclusion, the

following detailed analysis of a single data point is presented. In this case a 0.25 mm

chip was pumped with 420 mW of Ti: Sapphire radiation at 810 nm. The

interferogram gave a radius of curvature of 3.7 cm which gives a predicted waist of
21.7 pm, when measured over a 50 pm radius, and 2.5 cm and 19.8 pm over 30 pm.

This disagrees starkly with the data calculated from the far field divergence, which

predicts a waist of the order of 35 pm and a radius of curvature of the order of 30
cm.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison ofthe actual curvature of the optical length ofthe
microchip laser as measured via Fizeau interferometry with the curvature that
would be expectedfrom thefar-field beam divergence.
The dash-dot line represents the sort of curvature measured via the interferometry (radius of
curvature -3.7 cm). The dashed line represents the sort of curvature that would be expected from
measurements of the far-field beam divergence (radius of curvature ~ 30 cm).

It is interesting to consider what one might expect to see arising in an interferogram
from a radius of curvature of 3.7 cm or 30 cm. First a plot was made ofwhat these
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radii of curvature mean in terms of the profile of the surfaces over 40 pm either side
of the distortion centre (figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.11: Comparison ofa cut through the interferogramfrom the Fizeau
interferometry with that expectedfrom thefar-field beam divergence.
The triangles represent a cut through a typical interferogram. The dash-dot line is represents the sort
of interferogram that would be expected for a radius of curvature ~ 3.7 cm. The dashed line
represents the sort of interferogram that would be expected from measurements of the far-field beam
divergence (radius of curvature ~ 30 cm). The distance between the two surfaces of the chip at the
centre of the distortion has been set to give a fractional intensity comparable to that of the
experimental data. The experimental data doesn't quite reach a minimum at the centre of the
distortion.

The profiles shown in figure 2.10 would result in the sort of intensity profiles shown
in figure 2.11. It can be seen that, at least for the left hand side of figure 2.11, the 3.7
cm radius of curvature represents a reasonable fit to the experimental data. (This data
is not as smooth as that presented earlier in this chapter because it was taken with an

earlier generation of the interferometer where the illumination was done with a HeNe
laser. The limited power in this source meant that the interferogram had to be imaged

directly on to the CCD array. This leads to spurious fringes from the glass cover slip
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on the array. It is one of these fringes that spoils the agreement on the right hand side
of the graph.) Further, it is not possible to reconcile the curve for the 30 cm radius of

curvature with the experimental data, even for the data close to the centre of the

distortion. Thus, it would be desirable to gain some idea as to what might be
considered a reasonable uncertainty to attach to the interferometric radius of
curvature. In the figure 2.12, the experimental data is plotted along with two curves

which represent the author's view ofwhat represents the extremes of that which

might be considered a fit to the experimental data.
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Figure 2.12: Estimate of the experimental errors via the extremeplausible fit
curves.

The triangles represent a cut through a typical interferogram. The dash-dot line is represents the sort
of interferogram that would be expected for a radius of curvature 2 cm. The dashed line represents
the sort of interferogram that would be expected for a radius of curvature of 6 cm.

The two lines on figure 2.12 represent the interferograms that might be expected for

chips with effective radii of curvature in the pumped region of 2 cm and 6 cm. It can
be seen that these curves sandwich the experimental data and are considered to
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represent the extremes of the radii of curvature one might calculate from the

experimental data. These probably represent rather generous estimates of the errors,

however they still do not come close to the far-field values. In terms ofminimum

beam radii, the 6 cm radius of curvature gives a waist of 25.6 pm, and 2 cm gives

19.4 pm. That is to say that the interferometric data suggests that the radius of

curvature is 3.7 ±2 cm and the waist is 22.7 ±3 pm. By way of comparison, the far
field data suggests a radius of 30 cm and a waist of 38.3 pm. These figures are not

reconcilable, hence it must be concluded that there is a real discrepancy.

Given the data presented, two possible conclusions offer themselves. First, that the

analysis of the interferometric data is in some sense erroneous, or second, that the

physics of the interferometry, or more seriously the laser mode confinement, is not

properly understood. To test the validity of the interferometry, plano-convex lenses
of radii of curvature similar to the radii of curvature of the optical distortions
observed in pumped microchip lasers were used as test objects in the interferometer.
The radii of curvature of these lenses were measured with the interferometer. The

analysis of the resulting interferograms was done over about a 30 pm radius at the
centre of the central fringe in the ring pattern. Hence the analysis was sub-fringe, just
as it was with the pumped microchip laser. The radius of curvature measured via the

interferometry was in good agreement with the known value, indicating the validity of
the method for measuring radii of curvature of the size observed in the pumped

microchip lasers.

The only conclusion which can be drawn from the data presented here is that the

guiding of the transverse mode in Nd:YY04 microchip lasers cannot be frilly
understood via considerations of thermal guiding mechanisms alone, even at pump

powers well above threshold. (A pump power of 400 mW is thirteen times above a

typical threshold of about 30 mW.) In all other four-level microchip laser media in
which the guiding has been studied, the transverse mode has been explicable via
thermal guiding effects at all but the lowest pump powers, hence the observations
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described here ofNd:YV04 microchip lasers are something rather new. In these

lasers, it is postulated that gain-related guiding effects must be significant even at

pump powers well above threshold where previously it has been assumed they could
be ignored. This conclusion will be justified in chapter 3, which will be devoted to
these effects.

2.4 Fizeau Interferometry on Nd:YAG

It is intriguing that the discrepancy described in section 2.3 for Nd:YV04 microchip
laser systems has not been observed in any other microchip laser media. In order to

investigate this, measurements were made on Nd:YAG, another common microchip
laser material. The Nd:YAG microchip lasers used were doped to 1.1% (atomic) and
were 2 mm in diameter by 1.5 mm in length. The surface through which the

microchip was pumped was coated to be highly reflecting (HR) (>99.9%) at 1064 nm

and highly transmitting (HT) (measured to be 70% transmitting) at 808 nm. The
second surface was specified to be 98.8% reflecting at 1064 nm and >70% reflecting
at 808 nm.

In exactly the same way as for the Nd:YV04 microchip lasers, measurements were
made of the pumped cavity geometry via Fizeau interferometry. The predictions that
these measurements made about waist size in the laser cavity where then compared to
measurements of the far-field beam divergence. As figure 2.13 shows, in the case of
Nd:YAG there is good agreement between the measurements of the waist size based
on the far-field beam divergence and the interferometry. This indicates that, at least at
these pump powers, guiding in Nd: YAG is purely thermal.
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of the waist size inferredfrom interferometry andfrom
far-field beam divergence measurementsfor a Nd:YAG microchip laser.
The open blue squares represent the waist size inferred from interferometry. The red diamonds
represent the waist size inferred from measurements of the far-field beam divergence. The black line
has a pump power to the negative one quarter dependency. It should be noted that at the very
highest pump powers, the M2 may have been elevated to 1.2 or 1.3 (see Appendix Al).

2.5 Modelling of the Thermal Effects

In order to understand the differences in the guiding mechanisms between Nd:YAG
and Nd:YV04 microchip lasers, it is first important to understand the way the

geometry of the pumped cavity is defined thermally. These thermal effects can be
modelled using the simple but elegant approach proposed by Cousins [19], The work
ofConroy [8] has adapted this theory to the case ofmicrochip lasers. All theories of
thermal guiding in diode pumped solid state lasers take the standard heat equation

(equation 2.3) as their starting point.
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p(T)-c{T)-— -k(T)-V2T = 0(r ,t) (2.3)

In equation 2.3, T is the temperature, p(T) is the density of the material, c(T) is the

specific heat capacity and k(T) is the thermal conductivity. Q(r, t) describes the spatial
and temporal extent of the heat source. The first term describes the temperature

change over time in the region of the heat source. Since the situation under
consideration here is steady-state, this term can be set to zero. The two remaining
terms simply state that the net outflow of heat though a closed surface around the
heat source must equal the net inflow of heat from the heat source. For an edge
cooled microchip laser such as all those discussed in this thesis, it can be assumed that
the heat flow is predominantly radial [8], A further approximation that can be made is
to treat the thermal conductivity as independent of temperature. For the case of diode

pumping, it is not an unreasonable starting point to assume a 'top hat' profile for the
heat source. Given that the heat source has radius a:

Q, r <a«Ho. r>„ <24)

If this functional form for the heat source is inserted into equation 2.3, Cousins shows
that the temperature profile is given by [19]:

Q
T(r) = T0 + 4•n-k■ L

a r2
- 2 ■ ln(—) + 1 -—r , r < a

b a

-21n(^) , r >a
(2.5)

where T0 is the ambient temperature, L is the length of the crystal, and b is the radius
of the crystal. This can be converted to a change in the optical path length, S(r), as
follows [8]:
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dn
S(r) = (n +— -(T(r)-TJ)\\ + a-(.T(r)-Tjl-L-n-L (2-6)

where n is the refractive index and a is the thermal expansion coefficient.

At radial distances less that the pump width a, the temperature change and hence the

optical path profile is described by the parabolic term. This implies that the thermal
lens and surface bulge seen by the laser mode are largely free from aberration

provided the laser mode is smaller than the pump spot size. For radial distances

extending beyond the pump radius, the profile of the optical length change is

logarithmic. This gives rise to a highly aberrated thermal lens which cannot easily be
corrected.

Nd:YV04

400

Radial Distance (jam)

Figure 2.14: Calculated optical length profiles for a Nd:YV04 and a Nd:YAG
microchip laser.
The blue curve is for a 1.5 mm thick Nd:YAG microchip laser and the red curve for 0.5 mm
Nd:YV04 microchip laser. Averaged pump spot sizes of 70 and 55 pm respectively were used and
the incident pump power as assumed to be 0.5W in both cases.

If the appropriate values are fed into equation 2.6, the form of the thermal distortion
in the optical length of a Nd:YV04 and a Nd:YAG crystal can be plotted. In figure
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2.14 this has been done for a 0.5 mm thick, 3% doped Nd:YV04 microchip laser of
2.5 mm radius, and a 1.5 mm thick, 1.1% doped Nd:YAG microchip laser of 1mm
radius. These are specifications typical of the microchip lasers used experimentally.

Incident Pump Power (W)

Figure 2.15: Waist calculatedfrom the thermally defined cavity geometryfor a
Nd:YAG and a Nd:YV04 microchip laser.
The blue curve represents the theoretical predictions for the Nd:YAG laser and the red curve
represents the theoretical predictions for the Nd:YV04 laser. The points are calculated from
interferometric data, with blue points for Nd:YAG and red points for Nd:YV04

Figure 2.15 shows a graph of the waist size predicted by interferometry, and the same

quantity predicted via the Cousins model, against pump power. Curves are given for
both Nd:YAG and Nd:YV04 microchip lasers. In the case of the Nd:YV04 microchip

laser, the pump spot was measured by measuring the size of the area of fluorescence
in a pumped but non lasing chip (see Appendix A2). This gives a pump spot that is

averaged over the length within which the pump is absorbed. Given that the model
doesn't account for longitudinal variation in the pump mode, this is the most

appropriate figure to use. In the case of the Nd:YAG microchip laser, these
fluorescence spot size measurements have not been carried out and so the average

spot size was used as a fitting parameter. A value of about 70 pm was returned. This
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compares to about 55 pm in Nd:YV04. That the averaged spot size in Nd:YAG is

larger, is to be expected given the longer absorption depth.

As figure 2.14 shows, the optical distortions in Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG are very

different. This arises, in the main, from the a higher thermal conductivity in Nd:YAG

(0.14 W.cm.K"1 compared to 0.05 W.cm.K"1 in Nd:YV04), but also from the longer

absorption depth leading to an averaged pump spot size that is larger.

The differences in the thermal parameters mean that the laser mode size is larger than
the pump spot size in the Nd:YAG microchip lasers but smaller in the Nd:YV04

microchip lasers. As will become apparent in the next chapter, this has important

implications for the gain-related guiding observed in the different gain media. That is
to say, in the microchip laser geometry, gain-related guiding cannot be considered

separately from thermal guiding since it is thermal guiding which controls the cavity

geometry, except at pump powers close to threshold.

The relative sizes of the pump spot and the laser mode are important not only in
terms ofgain-related guiding, but also in terms ofmode quality. As the work

presented in appendix A1 shows, the Nd:YV04 microchip lasers operated with good
beam quality (M2 < 1.1) far more consistently that the Nd: YAG microchip lasers.
This is unsurprising when the relative sizes of the laser mode and the pumped area are

considered. For a 0.5 mm 3% doped Nd:YV04 microchip laser at 0.5 W pump

power, the mode size is typically around 30 pm. The pumped region is somewhat

larger than this, typically around 55 pm in radius. This means that all but a very small
fraction of the laser mode is incident on a thermal lens / surface bulge of rather low

aberration. As a result, the mode quality is very good (M2 ~ 1.05). However in the
case of the a 1.5 mm thick 1.1 % doped Nd:YAG microchip laser, the mode radius is
much larger (—70 pm). Although the pumped area is also larger due to the longer

absorption depth in Nd: YAG and high divergence of the pump diode, a larger

proportion of the laser power in incident on the highly aberrated lens outside the

pumped area. As a result the M2 can be as high as 1.5 in this case.
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The modelling presented here ignores a number of factors, chief amongst them, the
detailed geometry of the pump beam, the effects of the stress in the crystals and the

anisotropic nature ofNd:YV04. (Fluorescence measurements suggested the pump

profile was somewhere between Gaussian and top-hat.) The good agreement between

experiment and theory shown in figure 2.15, particularly for Nd:YV04, goes some

way to justifying these assumptions. More detailed work by Conroy [8] on finite
element analysis of the thermal effects in Nd:YV04 has shown that none of these

factors has a strong effect on the waist predicted.

2.6 Surface Bulge or Thermal Lens:

There are two thermally driven mechanisms which provide guiding in microchip
lasers. The heating that is the inevitable side effect of pumping causes thermal lensing.
In addition, this heating causes thermal expansion. This in turn causes a bulge on the
surface of the microchip which can act to confine the laser mode in the same way as a

curved mirror. It is interesting to consider which combination ofthese two
mechanisms leads to guiding in a particular laser material. In LNP, the thermal lens
that is formed is negative but the surface deformation overcomes this to stabilise the

cavity [9], In Nd:YAG, Zayhowski treated the guiding as arising solely from the

thermally induced changes in the refractive index [11], It is interesting to ponder the
extent to which each effect contributes to the guiding in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers.

Having said that, it is something of an academic question for edge cooled Nd:YV04

microchip lasers since if the observed deformation in the optical length of the laser is
treated as purely bulge, purely lens or a combination of the two, the predicted waist
size is not discernibly different. This is due to the Rayleigh range of the laser mode (~
6 mm) being significantly longer than the typical cavity length (0.5 mm). However, if
the microchip laser were to be face-cooled, or had undoped end-caps, end-face
curvature would be much reduced. If end-face curvature makes a significant
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contribution to guiding the laser mode these two approaches would be worthy of

investigation with regard to power scaling ofmicrochip lasers. Hence an experiment
was carried out to try to establish the contribution of the two effects and to confirm

the theoretical predictions of Conroy [8] that the two mechanisms should be of

similar importance in Nd:YV04.

Microchip
Mirror: HR @810nm

Good Transmission (2).633nm

50/50

Beamsplitter
Collimating Lens HeNe Laser: (^633nm

• 250 mm

Rotatable Half-
Wave Plate

(a>633nm

810 nm
from

Ti:Sapphire

CCD Camera

Figure 2.16: The experimental set upfor examination of the surface deformation

The analysis of the surface deformation is a some what more complicated procedure.
A second interferogram is needed for every data point. This is because the essence of
the procedure is to compare the form of the fringes between the input surface of the

microchip and an optical flat placed just in front of it, when the microchip laser is

pumped and unpumped. The insertion of an optical flat is difficult under diode
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pumping, thus Ti: Sapphire pumping was used in the experimental arrangement shown
in figure 2.16.

The rotatable half-wave plate is present to reduce the visibility of the fringes that arise
between two surfaces of the microchip (henceforth the "whole chip fringes"). If the

polarisation of the He-Ne illuminating light is misaligned from the axes of the

bireffingent Nd:YV04, the portion of the light which is reflected off the far surface of
the crystal will, in general, have a different polarisation from that reflected off the
front surface of the crystal and hence the visibility of such fringes will be reduced. It
did not prove possible to completely eliminate such fringes by this method, but their

visibility could be significantly reduced.

It can be seen that figure 2.17 (the unpumped case) exhibits the classic straight line

fringes associated with a wedge, whereas there is a bend in the fringes in figure 2.18

(the pumped case). It is this bend in the fringes that indicates that there is some

deformation of the pumped surface. In an attempt to quantify this deformation the

following analysis was undertaken. First, the fringes in figure 2.18 were cleaned up in
two ways. The fringes associated with the whole chip were recorded (by misaligning
the flat slightly) and subtracted from figure 2.17 and 2.18, and the high spatial

frequency noise was removed by software techniques.

The next step was to undertake line scans of the grey levels in both the pumped and

unpumped cases. This was done perpendicularly to the fringes in both cases. The

unpumped data was actually taken along a parallel line to the pumped data, but

displaced from the pump spot. These line scans gave the results shown in figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.17: Interferencefringes between the input surface ofthe microchip and
an opticalflat in the unpumped case
These fringes are of a lower quality than those in figure 2.2 because an earlier generation of the
interferometer set-up was used, and in particular a He-Ne laser rather than a green microchip laser
was used for illumination.

Figure 2.18: Interferencefringes between the input surface of themicrochip and
an opticalflat in the pumped case
These fringes are of a lower quality than those in figure 2.2 because an earlier generation of the
interferometer set-up was used, and in particular a He-Ne laser rather than a green microchip laser
was used for illumination.
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Distance across the chip (pm)

Figure 2.19: Line Scans of the Pumped and Unpumped Interferograms
The dash-dot line represents the unpumped case and the solid line represents the pumped case.

Since the pumped and unpumped cases do not refer to the same locations on the chip,
it was decided that the best approach was to fit a line representing the change in

optical path length to the unpumped case and then compare the pumped data to the
fitted line. It is expected that the fit to the unpumped data should be a straight line,
thus such a fit was made, having used equation 2.1 to turn the grey level data into
distances. (Note that in equation 2.1, n must be set equal to 1 as the wedge between
the microchip laser and the flat contains air.)

Next, the pumped case is compared to the unpumped case in order to look for the
deviation from the linear fit above that would be expected if a surface deformation
occurred in the pumped area. To extract the shape of the surface deformation, the

unpumped case line must be subtracted from the pumped case curve. This gives the
form for the deformation shown in figure 2.20. The flat top of this plot gives the

impression of a deformation that is not particularly spherical in form. It is difficult to

know, however, to what extent this is a real feature and to what extent it arises from

the inherent noise in the measurement system.

Fitting a radius of curvature to this distortion in the same way as explained for the
whole chip fringes, gives a value of 3.6 cm (waist = 21.6 pm) for points 50 pm to
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either side of the distortion and 5.4 cm (waist = 23.9 jam) for 30 (am either side. The
latter corresponds to the "flat" portion of the graphs and the former takes in the steep

sides. Neither represents a particularly good fit to the data. These figure are a little

larger than those calculated from the whole chip fringes (waist =19.8 pm), as one

might expect.
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Figure 2.20: Form of the surface deformation

It is perhaps interesting at this point to compare the deformations of the surface and
the whole chip with that predicted from the far-field. The far-field case takes the
calculated minimum beam radius of 35 pm and hence calculates a radius of curvature

of 25.3 cm. This has been plotted as a surface deformation in figure 2.21 along side
those measured from the surface and whole chip fringes. The form of the fringes from
the whole chip and those from the surface appear somewhat inconsistent, the surface

fringes representing a somewhat more abrupt change in the chip's geometry. The
most reasonable conclusion is that the fringe pattern is rather too noisy to draw

quantitative conclusions about the nature of the surface deformation. Good

quantitative data could probably be obtained if the sort of developments used to

improve the interferometer described in figure 2.1 were applied to this interferometer.
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Figure 2.21: Comparison of the surface deformation, the whole chip deformation
and the deformation back-calculatedfrom thefar-field beam divergence
The crosses represent the surface deformation, the closed squares represent the whole chip
deformation and the open triangles represent the deformation back-calculated from the far-field
beam divergence. All traces have been adjusted such that they cross the x axis at -50 pm.

That said, it is clear from the data presented here that a surface deformation does
exist and that it has a significant impact on the guiding of the laser mode. These
results are in line with the conclusions ofConroy [8] that the surface deformation and
the thermal lens give comparable contributions to the confinement of the transverse

mode in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers.

If this is the case, then the use ofundoped end-caps on Nd:YV04 microchip lasers
becomes of great interest when power scaling is considered. This geometry would
remove a great deal of the end-face curvature, hence reducing the overall thermal

guiding and thermal aberration. As was mentioned in section 2.1, the severity of the
thermal guiding represents a major obstacle to power scaling.
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2.7 Conclusions:

The work on thermal lensing in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers carried out at the

University of St. Andrews, as presented here and more extensively by Conroy [8],

bequeaths rather a full understanding of the thermal processes which underpin the

guiding of the transverse mode in what is a laser material of extensive and growing
commercial importance. Whilst mode sizes in Nd: YVO4 cannot be fully understood in
terms of thermal guiding mechanisms, the work presented in chapter 3 will show that
it is the thermal mechanisms that provide the frame-work within which other guiding
mechanisms work. As a result, it is the thermal guiding mechanisms which will

ultimately dictate the limits of the microchip laser geometry in terms of power

scaling, efficiency and beam quality.

Nd:YAG and Nd:YVO4 have been shown to behave very differently in the microchip

geometry as a result of their thermal guiding. In Nd:YAG, under the pumping
conditions used in this thesis, the mode size was comparable to the pump spot size. It
is hypothesised that this leads to the observed problems with mode quality at higher

pump powers, due to the fact that a larger proportion of the laser mode is incident on
the highly aberrated thermal lens and surface deformation outside the pumped area. In

Nd:YVO4 the mode size was smaller than the pumped region and so the production
ofnear-ideal spatial quality output beams was truly routine.

An understanding of the thermal guiding characteristics underpins much of the

operation ofmicrochip, and miniature diode-pumped, Nd:YV04 lasers. As such, the

understanding that has been gained of these mechanisms represents a valuable aid to
effective device design as well as an advance in the understanding of the physics of
these lasers.
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Chapter 3:

Gain-related Guiding

in Microchip Lasers at Pump Powers

well above Threshold

Abstract:

Experimental and theoretical studies ofguiding in Nd: YVO4

microchip lasers at pump powers well above threshold are presented.
It is shown that the guiding in this pump power regime cannot be

explainedpurely by thermal effects. A model based on thermal

guidingplus gain-related index guiding is shown to give good

agreement with the experimental results.

In otherfour-level materials studied, such as Nd: YAG, guiding has
been found to be purely thermal at these pump powers. In an

experimental and theoretical comparison between Nd:YV04 and
Nd: YAG, it is shown that the differences in the guiding arise from the

way the lasers tend to be set up, rather than directlyfrom differences
in the material parameters. The longer crystal lengths and lower

output couplings used in Nd:YAG microchip lasers tend to suppress
the effects ofgain-related index guiding.
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3.1 Introduction

Microchip lasers represent a particularly simple method of producing high spatial
and spectral quality laser radiation from a compact, and readily mass-produceable

package. As has already been discussed in chapter 2, the output of these lasers is

typically single transverse mode, and for the Nd:YY04 microchip lasers most
often used in the work described in this thesis, the measured M-squared is usually
less than 1.1 at the pump powers considered (typically less than a Watt or so).

In order to produce such a high quality beam and the small spot sizes typically

observed, the geometry of the plane-plane un-pumped cavity must be modified by
the pumping process. For four-level systems, such as Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG

operating at 1064 nm, the literature describes two stabilising mechanisms, each
with a distinct operating regime. For pump powers close to threshold, guiding is
attributed to gain-related effects [1-3], In contrast, for pump powers well above

threshold, thermally induced changes in the cavity geometry are considered to be
the primary mechanisms controlling the transverse mode [4, 5], It is this latter

pumping regime which will be considered in this chapter. However, in contrast to

the work in the literature, and in the light of the results presented in chapter 2,

gain-related effects will be considered alongside thermal effects to give a more

accurate description of guiding effects in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers at pump

powers well above threshold.

The work presented in chapter 2 of this thesis showed that whilst Nd:YAG
conformed to the conventional wisdom that guiding in microchip lasers can be
assumed to be thermal at pump powers well above threshold, such an assumption
is invalid for Nd:YV04. In this chapter the role of gain-related guiding effects in

microchip lasers at pump powers well above threshold will be explored. First,
such effects will be explored in the context of explaining the nature of guiding in
Nd:YV04. In addition the reasons for the differences between Nd:YAG and

Nd:YV04 will be explained.
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Work in St. Andrews by Conroy et al. has already demonstrated self Q-switching
effects in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers [6], This effect results from the differences in
the gain-related guiding experienced by the two longitudinal modes operating in
the cavity. This, together with the work presented in this chapter, represents the
first proper consideration of gain-related guiding effects in 4 level microchip lasers
at pump powers away from threshold.

The laser mode size is critical to many areas of the operation of these lasers, from

efficiency [7], through power scaling, to the operation of frequency doubled [8]
and passively Q-switched microchip lasers [9], Thus, the guiding mechanisms at

significant pump powers are crucial, yet relatively poorly understood design

parameters for microchip laser systems. Given that Nd:YV04 is a very important

microchip laser material, it is imperative that the mechanisms by which the
transverse mode is defined be understood.

6.2 Gain-related Guiding Mechanisms

As was discussed in chapter 2, the geometry of the microchip laser cavity is
defined thermally. However the laser mode is not only in resonance with the

cavity, it is also resonant with the available gain. Recognition of this fact leads to
the consideration of three gain-related guiding effects (see figure 3.1):

1. Gain-Guiding
2. Gain-related Index-Guiding
3. Aperture guiding (quasi three level lasers only)

Gain-guiding occurs when a spatially varying population inversion profile leads to

preferential gain for different parts of the beam. For example, a high inversion on

axis falling off towards the edges of a laser rod, provides more gain for the centre

of the beam with respect to the wings and hence guides the mode [1-3, 10],
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Surface Deformation Thermal Lensing

Gain-Guiding
+

Gain-related Index-Guiding
Aperture Guiding
(if quasi three level)

a microchip laser

1060 1061 1062 1063 1064 1065 1066 1067 1068

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 3.2: Variation in refractive index around a gain line
The red line is an idealised representation of the gain around the 1064 nm transition in
Nd:YV04 and the blue line represents the associated change in refractive index over the zero
gain case.
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Gain-related index-guiding is also controlled by the gain profile but both spatially
and spectrally, since optical gain provides dispersion. Hence, laser modes detuned
from the line centre will see different refractive indices as a function of their

detuning (see figure 3.2). Since the gain profile is varying spatially, the refractive
index will also have a spatial variation. This is illustrated in figure 3.3. When a

laser is operating well above threshold, one must consider the spatial variation in
the saturated gain. So, for example, if the saturated gain has a local minimum on

axis, the laser mode will experience what amounts to a negative lens if it is
detuned to the lower wavelength side of line centre and a positive lens if it is
detuned to higher wavelengths. Hence, depending on the sign of the detuning and
the shape of the spatial variation in the gain, both guiding and anti-guiding can

result. (For the purposes of this thesis, detuning has been defined in terms of

wavelength. Thus a negative detuning is a detuning to the low wavelength side of
line centre.)

To date, treatments of gain-related guiding effects in microchip lasers have dealt

only with the regime of pump powers around threshold, due partly to the fact that
this eases the analysis and partly to the assumption that thermal effects will
dominate at higher pump powers [1-3, 7], The papers which have looked at gain-
related guiding in microchip lasers are based on a Maxwell-Bloch analysis of the
interaction between the electromagnetic field and the medium [1-3], All these

papers assume that thermal effects can be neglected. This means that these papers

are not applicable to higher pump powers where thermal guiding plays a dominant
role. Such an assumption means that none of these papers consider the possibility
that laser mode size might be smaller than the pump mode, the usual situation in
Nd:YVO4 microchip lasers at pump powers well above threshold. In the case of

Longhi [2] and Sanchez and Chardon [3], near threshold conditions are explicitly
assumed and saturation is not accounted for. In Harkness and Firth [1], pump

depletion and longitudinal variation in the gain are explicitly assumed to be

negligible. None of these assumptions are valid for an Nd: YVO4 microchip laser

pumped well above threshold.
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The spatial form of the gain-related change in refractive index is illustrated for the case where
the laser mode is larger than the pump mode (centre column) and vice-versa (right hand
column). In both cases detunings to the low wavelength side of line centre (second bottom row)
and to the high wavelength side of line centre (bottom row) are examined.

Given the results presented in chapter 2, it becomes important to consider gain-
related effects in the context of higher pump powers, the usual operating regime
ofmicrochip laser devices. The model presented in this section will account for

gain saturation and thermal effects and is thus valid in the regime of pump powers

well above threshold.

In quasi-three level lasers another guiding mechanism similar to gain guiding
exists. It is known as aperture guiding. In contrast to the four level laser systems
that will be discussed in this chapter (e.g. Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG operating at
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1064 nm), quasi-three level lasers (e.g. Nd:YAG operating at 946 nm and

Yb:YAG operating at 1.1 pm) exhibit re-absorption losses, particularly in

unpumped regions. These losses arise because the lower laser level is close to the

ground state manifold and hence has a significant thermal population. This means

that photons at the laser wavelength have a significant probability ofbeing
absorbed. Under strong pump excitation, the population in the ground state, and
hence also the lower laser level, is reduced. As a result, re-absorption losses tend
to be highest in the wings of the laser mode. This leads to a guiding mechanism
which is the loss driven analogue ofgain guiding. Work by Fan [11] has shown
that this is the dominant guiding mechanism in an Yb:YAG laser in a plane-plane
resonator.

In the context ofNd:YV04 microchip lasers, the work presented in chapter 2
makes it imperative that gain-related guiding effects in these lasers are studied in
the regime of pump powers well above threshold. This is something which has yet
to be presented in the literature.

3.3 Modelling of Gain-related Index Guiding

The crucial factor when considering either of the gain-related guiding effects is
the spatial distribution of the saturated gain in the cavity, or equivalently of the
saturated population inversion.

The first step in determining the saturated population inversion is to determine the

population inversion in the absence of a saturating field. In this situation the

population inversion can be described approximately by [12]:

N0(r,z)
2 • t ■ f ■ P • aJ P

n-h-v -afir)2

f —2r2 \2
• e (3.1)
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Where r is the radial direction in the plane transverse to the laser propagation

axis, z is the direction along the axis, ris the fluorescence lifetime,/is the fraction

of the upper laser level multiplet in the correct crystal field component, Pp is the

pump power, a is the absorption coefficient for the pump radiation, h is Planck's

constant, vp is the frequency of the pumping radiation, and (ofz) is the pump spot

size for given z. Here the pump spot has been assumed to be circular and the

pump beam to be Gaussian. Whilst this is clearly an approximation, the short

absorption depth in the 3 % doped (atomic) Nd:YV04 and the tight pump

focusing mean that the differences in effect expected between the modelled
circular Gaussian distribution and the actual pump beam are small. This was
confirmed by measurements of the fluorescence from a pumped but non-lasing

chip (see appendix A2). Although a "top-hat" profile was used for the thermal

modelling (see chapter 2), the difference between using a "top-hat" and a

Gaussian pump profile for the thermal modelling was also found to be small [13],
hence this decision does not compromise the coherence of the argument.

Given this form for the unsaturated population, the saturated population can be
written as follows:

NAr,z)
*(r.x.A)= 2//) <3-2>

i,w

where I(r,z) is the single pass intensity of the laser mode inside the cavity and I/A)
is the saturation intensity of the gain medium. Since, for a 0.5 mm or a 0.25 mm

Nd:YV04 microchip laser pumped with a 0.5 W laser diode, the laser mode
radius (-20-30 pm) is experimentally seen to be smaller than the pump radius

(-50 pm), the saturated population inversion has a characteristic local minimum
on axis (see figure 3.4). The fact that the laser mode is smaller than the pump
mode arises from the strong thermal guiding effects described in chapter 2 and has

important implications for the guiding of the transverse mode.
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Figure 3.4: Saturatedpopulationfor a 0.5 mm thick, 3% doped chip of
Nd:YV04 coatedHR / 90% andpumped with 400 mWofdiode laserpump
power.
Typical experimental values of 36 pm and 55 pm have been assumed for the laser mode and
pump spot radii.

Assuming that the spectral profile of the gain of the transition is Lorenzian, the

gain at any point is a simple function of the saturated population [14]:

g(r,z,X) =
N(r ,z,X)

(f-1
f A 1 "N2A2

+
2-2

A2 • 22
16■ n1 •n2 ■ t-c

(3.3)

0 z

where c is the speed of light in vacuo, 2 is the wavelength of the laser radiation in

vacuo, AX is the full width halfmaximum of the gain line, 20 is the central

wavelength of the gain line and n is the refractive index for the laser wavelength.
This gain profile can then be converted into a change in refractive index as follows

[14]:

2) ■ (2 — 2i)
Aw(r,2,2) = —— ——g(r,z,A) (3.4)

2- n-A2
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By integrating the refractive index along the length of the crystal, including the

changes induced by heating, the new optical length profile can be calculated.

L+Mth(r)

L'(r,A)~ j(« + knth(r) +^n(r,zA))dz (3.5)
o

Where:

AL[h(r) = a<T(r)>L (3.6)

is the change in the length of the crystal due to thermal expansion and

to»(r) =~<T(r)> (3.7)

is the change in refractive index due to thermal effects. In equations 3.5 and 3.6, a

is the coefficient of thermal expansion, L is the length of the crystal, n is the
refractive index, T is the temperature and <T(r)> is the radial temperature change
over the ambient as described in chapter 2.

The part of this deformation within the pumped region is found, as for the thermal

deformation, to be spherical to a good approximation. Thus, the resulting beam
waist can be calculated using the same proceedure as was outlined in chapter 2 for
thermal guiding.

There remains a problem with this analysis in that it allows the calculation of the
beam waist in the presence of gain-related index-guiding only if the waist is

already known. This information is required so that the saturated gain profile

might be obtained. However, this loop can be broken into for the case of zero

detuning of the lasing mode, that is the case when the lasing mode and gain line
centre are at the same wavelength. For this special case, the gain-related change in
refractive index is zero for all values of the saturated population. Thus, the laser
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waist size can be calculated from thermal considerations alone. Once the waist

size is known for zero detuning, it can be calculated for detunings a little to either
side of line centre by using the waist size at line centre to calculate the saturation

of the gain. Working from one detuning to the next in this fashion, the variation in
waist size with detuning can be calculated. A schematic of this algorithm is given
in figure 3.5.

Figure 3,5: Schematic of the algorithmfor calculating the effect ofgain-
related index guiding
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Figure 3.6: Calculated change in waist size with detuning, for a 0.5 mm thick,
3% doped chip ofNd: YV04 coatedHR / 90% andpumped with 500 mWof
diode laserpump power.
For details of this calculation see appendix A3.

Figure 3.6 shows such a graph for a typical microchip laser configuration: in this
case a 0.5 mm thick, 3% doped chip ofNd:YV04 coated HR / 90%. The laser
was assumed to be pumped with 500 mW of diode laser pump power. The details
of this calculation can be seen in appendix A3. The temperature, and hence the

wavelength of the cavity modes and the peak of the gain, change with pump

power and hence so does the detuning of the laser. It can be seen from this graph
that if the laser were to run with sufficient detuning, the change in waist size from
the thermal case could be very significant, with changes of up to about a third in
the waist possible. The approximate full width halfmaximum of the gain line in
Nd:YV04 is about 1 nm. It is this parameter which controls the distance between
the turning points on figure 3.6.

Given the potential for large changes in the laser waist size with detuning, the
laser would have to run with detunings close to zero for the guiding in Nd: YV04
to be purely thermal. However given that Nd:YV04 has a gain-bandwidth of
around 1 nm full width at halfmaximum and the cavity mode spacings are about
0.6 nm for a 0.5 mm microchip laser and 1.1 nm for a 0.25 nm microchip laser,
there would appear to be scope for detuned operation. This is especially true since
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the thermally defined waist of around 30 (am is considerably smaller that the pump

spot size of 55 pm. Hence if the laser were to run negatively detuned (in

wavelength terms) and hence with a larger mode size, the lower gain per unit
inversion accessed that would result would be compensated by a better spatial

overlap between the laser and pump modes.

The orthodoxy in the literature previous to this work was that gain-related

guiding effects were only important in four level microchip lasers at pump powers

just over thershold. It is pertinent to ask what predictions the model makes

regarding the effect of pump power on the potential for gain-related guiding. For
this purpose, calculations were made of the predicted waist size at three detunings
from curves similar to that presented in figure 3.6. This was done at a number of
different incident pump powers. The three detunings chosen were -0.25 nm, 0 nm

and 0.25 nm. -0.25 nm is in the range of detunings typical of those measured for a
0.5 mm thick Nd:YV04 microchip laser under pumping from a 0.5 W laser diode.
The results of this analysis are shown in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Calculated change in waist size with incidentpumppower for
detunings of -0.25, 0 and +0.25 nm.
For a 0.5 mm thick, 3% doped chip ofNd:YV04 coated HR / 90%.
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As figure 3.7 shows, gain-related index guiding is certainly stronger at lower

pump power, however it is still significant even for 1 W of pump power.

Typically, the threshold for a 0.5 mm, 3% doped Nd:YV04 microchip laser

pumped with a 0.5 W diode laser is less than about 30 mW, thus even on the far

left of figure 3.7, at an incident pump power of 200 mW, the laser is operating
more that 6 times above threshold and hence well into the regime that has be
considered thermally dominated up to now.

Notice that the potential changes in the waist size for gain-related index guiding
are highly asymmetric with respect to the sign of the detuning at low pump

powers. This is what is predicted by the near-threshold models [1-3], However as
the pump power is increased the level of asymmetry is greatly reduced. The curve

for a negative detuning of 0.25 nm flattens off at low pump powers because at

these pump powers this detuning is close to the maximum in the waist size with

detuning curves. The curve for zero detuning shows what happens to the waist
size if only thermal guiding is accounted for since there can be no gain-related
index guiding if there is no detuning. This curve has the pump power to the

negative one quarter dependence typical of thermal guiding [5],

3.4 Modelling of Gain Guiding

In order to estimate the change in mode size due to the effect of gain-guiding as

opposed to gain-related index-guiding, a simple model based on the ABCD matrix
formalism was constructed.

The waist of the laser radiation in the cavity defined by thermal effects was
calculated using the method described in chapter 2 based on the work ofCousins

[15]. This was then used to calculate the saturated population inversion in the
same manner as for the calculations on gain-related index-guiding. The saturated

population inversion and hence the saturated gain has a local minimum on axis.
That is to say the gain (or equivalently the transmission) is radially increasing over
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the central section. By considering the amplification experienced by a beam of

intensity I(r), the amplitude transmission through a region of spatially varying
saturated population of length L can be calculated as follows:

t(r,yI) 1
I(r)+ f cr-N(r,z,A)-g(A)-I(r)-dz

(3.8)
/(r)

where g(A,) is the normalized Lorenzian line shape.

If this integral is performed over the whole length of the microchip, or over some
sub-section of the length, then it is found that the central section of the resulting
transmission function has a shape very similar to that of a Gaussian aperture,

although the sign of the curvature is opposite. Hence the effect of the gain in the

cavity was modelled by looking at the effect of the appropriate Gaussian aperture
on the cavity. The effect of the aperture will be to reduce the mode size in the

cavity, whilst the residual gain will tend to increase it (if there is a local minimum
on axis); however it is to be expected that the magnitudes of these effects will be
similar.

Thus the cavity was modelled as a mirror, the curvature ofwhich was calculated
from thermal considerations as before, a Gaussian aperture ofwidth that best
fitted the central section of the calculated transmission profile, a drift space of

length and refractive index the same as those of the crystal, and a plane mirror.
The waist of the round-trip eigenmode for the cavity with the Gaussian aperture

was less than the waist in the cavity excluding the Gaussian aperture. This

suggests that the eigenmode of a cavity with gain would be correspondingly

larger.

These calculations suggest that at a pump power of 0.5 W and no detuning of the
laser wavelength, the mode size would increase by some 0.3 pm from the 29 pm

calculated for purely thermal guiding. However any increase in the waist size will
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cause a consequent decrease in the curvature of the gain profile and so reduce the
effect of gain guiding. Thus to get a more accurate estimate of the effect of gain-

guiding this calculation must be iterated until a stable solution is produced (see

figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8: Schematic of the algorithm for calculating the effect ofgain
guiding
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Gain Guiding Gain-Related Index Guiding

Figure 3.9: Approximate calculation of the effect ofgain guiding on the waist
size in a 0.5 mm 3% dopedNd:YV04 microchip laserpumped with 0.5 Wof
diode-laserpump power.

This process was undertaken at a number of detunings for a 0.5mm chip pumped
with 0.5 W of pump power and with an output coupling of 10%. This represents a

pumping rate about 14 times that at threshold. The change in waist size over that
calculated considering only thermal effects is shown in figure 3.9. In this case the
waist defined solely by thermal effects would be about 30 pm. The effects of gain-

guiding are small compared to those of gain-related index-guiding. In addition the
rate of change of the waist size with detuning is slight over the range found

experimentally (detunings from about -0.5 nm to 0 nm). Thus gain-guiding can

typically be approximated as a constant offset in the laser waist size for Nd:YY04

microchip lasers operating well above threshold. The calculations described in this
section do not return anymore than an approximation to the size of effect that
would be expected from gain-guiding. Work is continuing at St. Andrews using
more sophisticated methods for prediction of the results of gain-guiding.
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3.5 Comparison with Experiment

In order to apply the theory to the question of the variation ofwaist size with

pump power, the laser wavelength and output power were also measured during
the experiment. Since the position of the gain centre and the gain linewidth are

both temperature dependent, they were estimated from measurements on a non-

lasing chip at various pump powers, adjusted to take account for the differences in
thermal loading between lasing and non lasing conditions. With this information,
most crucially an estimate of the detuning of the laser wavelength from line

centre, the model can be used to calculate the expected waist size for the
measured pump power and detuning. The rates of tuning of the lasing wavelength
and line centre for a 0.5 mm and a 0.25 mm Nd:YV04 microchip laser are shown
in figure 3.10.

Incident Pump Power (W)

— — Line Centre (0.5 mm Laser) Lasing Wavelength (0.5 mm Laser)
— — Line Centre (0.25 mm Laser) Lasing Wavelength (0.25mm Laser)

Figure 3.10: Tuning of the lasing wavelength relative to line centrefor a 0.5
mm and a 0.25 mm Nd:YV04 microchip laser.
These were the tuning rates used in the modelling and are based on experimental measurements.
In the case of the measurements of line centre, the experiment was done under non lasing
conditions and adjusted for the expected change in the thermal enviroment.

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the experimentally measured beam waists for the 0.5
and 0.25 mm microchip lasers. The thermal modelling alone produces a
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reasonable fit to the mode size predicted by interferometry. This vindicates this

part of the modelling. However, the actual waist sizes, measured from the far-field

divergences, are in strong disagreement with the cavity modes sizes determined by
these geometric considerations alone. In contrast, the measured mode size is in

close agreement with the novel theory presented here which takes into account

both thermal and gain-related index guiding effects. This is despite the fact that
the shapes of the graphs for the 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm chips are markedly
different. This agreement was achieved without recourse to any fitting parameters.

(Since gain-guiding will produce what amounts to a small offset in the theoretical

curve, it has been ignored here.)

This is the major result of this chapter and shows that gain-related index guiding is
an important factor in determining the transverse mode profiles in Nd:YV04

microchip lasers.

A closer examination of the results produced by the model illuminates the
differences between the two lengths of chip further. The salient factor to examine
when comparing the shapes of the change in the overall waist with pump power,

is the difference in the rate of change of the detuning with pump power between
the two chip lengths (see figure 3.10). In the case of the 0.5mm chip, the rate of

change in detuning with pump power is relatively small and the value of the

detuning remains large and negative for all pump powers considered. Thus the

shape of the graph for the actual waist size rather closely follows that calculated
from the geometry of the thermally defined cavity. The difference in absolute
value between the two arises from the detuning to the low wavelength side of line
centre.
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Incident Pump Power (W)

Figure 3.11: Comparison of the gain-related index guiding model with
experiment for the variation ofwaist with pumppowerfor a 0.5 mm Nd:YV04
microchip laser
The blue points are represent the waist expected from interferometric measurements of the
cavity geometry and the blue line is based on the purely thermal theory outlined in chapter 2.
The red points represent the actual waist size based on measurements of the far-field beam
divergence. The red line is obtained from the gain-related index guiding theory discussed in this
chapter and accounts for both thermal guiding and gain-related index guiding.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of the gain-related index guiding model with
experimentfor the variation ofwaist with pump powerfor a 0.25 mm
Nd: YVO4 microchip laser
The blue points are represent the waist expected from interferometric measurements of the
cavity geometry and the blue line is based on the purely thermal theory outlined in chapter 2.
The red points represent the actual waist size based on measurements of the far-field beam
divergence. The red line is obtained from the gain-related index guiding theory discussed in this
chapter and accounts for both thermal guiding and gain-related index guiding.
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In the case of the 0.25 mm chip there is a significant difference between the rate

of change of the laser-mode wavelength and of line centre. This results in the laser

being significantly detuned to lower wavelengths at the lower pump powers and

slightly detuned to higher wavelengths at the very highest pump powers shown.
This change in the detuning is large enough such that the change in waist size is
dominated by this effect rather than by thermally induced changes in the cavity

geometry.

These lasers tend to favour operation at a negative detuning because this increases
the mode size and hence the overlap with the pump mode. This, in turn, improves
the efficiency. Even after the effect of gain-related index guiding is accounted for,
the mode size is still rather smaller than the pump size. However good efficiency
is maintained due to the high level of gain saturation. Thresholds of less than 35
mW and slope efficiencies around 50% are typical for both the 0.5 mm and 0.25
mm Nd:YV04 microchip lasers described here.

Despite the very different forms of the graphs for the two chip lengths, the

modelling presented here on gain-related index guiding has produced a good fit to
both data sets. This is indicative that gain-related index guiding is indeed an

important effect in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers.

3.6 Two Mode Experiments

The model proposed in section 3 .3 and indeed the application of it just described,
assumes the operation of a single longitudinal mode in the cavity. In the case of
Nd:YVO4 microchip lasers operating far above threshold this is an approximation,
since the laser will tend to operate on two modes, often with one significantly
more intense than the other. However this observation should not be dismissed

merely as a caveat in consideration of the model, since it can also be utilised as an

important validation of the model.
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When the secondary mode is considered, it becomes apparent that there are two

modes oscillating in the same thermally defined cavity, in the presence of the same

gain profile. The only difference between the two is their detuning. Hence any

difference in the measured mode sizes of these two modes will be attributable only
to gain-related effects.

Figure 3.13: Independent measurements of the waist size of the two
longitudinal modes in a 0.25 mm, 3% dopedNd:YV04 HR/95% microchip
laser at a range ofpumppowers
The red squares represent the dominant mode, the blue triangles the subsidiary mode.

If the case of the 0.25mm crystal is considered (here a crystal with a 95%

reflecting output coupler was used), the situation is easier to interpret since the

magnitude of the secondary mode is small enough (<10% of the primary mode) to

neglect any contribution that the secondary mode might make to the saturated

gain profile. In order to analyse this situation experimentally, an optical fibre was

scanned across the beam in the far field and the spectral powers of the two modes

coupled into the fibre at a number of positions across the beam were recorded

using an Optical Spectrum Analyser. By carrying out a Gaussian fit to the

resulting profiles, the waists at the laser for the two modes were estimated. This
was repeated at a number of pump powers. In all cases the profiles were found to

give excellent fits to Gaussian intensity distributions.

0.2 0.25 0.3

Incident Pump Power (W)

0.35
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The results of this experiment are shown in figure 3.13. It can clearly be seen that
while the waist of the dominant mode varies considerably with pump power, that
of the secondary mode varies much less. This difference in the magnitude of the
waist sizes, and in the shape of their variation with pump power, is strong
evidence for the importance of gain-related guiding.

The shapes of the curves can be explained qualitatively as follows. At the highest

pump power, the primary mode has a detuning of approximately zero and so the
waist size is small and defined by thermal effects. The detuning of the secondary
mode is always approximately 1 nm less than that of the primary mode and hence
the secondary mode is significantly anti-guided and its waist is larger.

Qualitatively, the shape of the change in waist size with detuning is as per the
curve in figure 3 .6.

As the pump power is reduced, the laser modes tune more quickly to lower

wavelengths than does the line centre (see figure 3.10), and hence the primary
mode quickly becomes significantly antiguided. Since the secondary mode is now

slightly detuned to the low wavelength side of the maximum in figure 3.6, it

experiences a reduction in the amount by which it is antiguided, but this effect is
much smaller than the increase experienced by the primary mode. In addition to
the changes in the gain-related antiguiding, both modes experience a reduction in
the amount of guiding they receive from the thermally defined cavity geometry. In
the case of the minor mode, this change is more significant than and opposite in

sign to, the change in the gain-related effects and so the waist size increases

slowly. For the primary mode, the effects combine to produce a much faster
increase in waist size.

These results, and their explanations, are an important verification of the ideas

underlying the simple model presented here.
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3.7 A Comparison of the Guiding in Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG

As was noted earlier in this chapter and in chapter 2, the experimental and
theoretical results presented in this thesis, along with the associated paper [16],

represent the first report of non-thermal guiding effects being significant in a

continuous wave, four level microchip lasers at pump powers well above
threshold. That is to say the sort of pump powers that would typically be used in
most practical applications ofmicrochip lasers. All previous work, on LNP [4]
and Nd:YAG [5], has pointed to the guiding in microchip lasers being thermally
dominated in this regime. Since the evidence presented in this chapter indicates
that Nd:YV04 microchip lasers are different in this regard, a comparison of the

guiding in these systems to a material which conforms to the orthodoxy,
Nd:YAG, should be instructive.

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Incident Pump Power (mW)

Figure 3.14: Comparison between the laser mode waist inferredfrom thefar-
field beam divergence and interferometric measurements of the cavity
geometry
The red diamonds represent the far-field measurements and the blue squared the interferometric
measurements. The black line has a pump power to the power of negative one quarter
dependence.

The experiments described in sections 3.5 and 3.6 can be repeated for Nd:YAG

microchip lasers. For these experiments, a 1% doped, 1.5 mm long microchip of
Nd:YAG was used. It was coated to be highly reflecting at 1064 nm on one

surface and 98.5% reflecting on the other surface. Under identical pumping with a
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0.5 W laser diode through a pair of 8 mm lenses, the Nd:YAG microchip lasers
had a threshold of 40 mW and a slope efficiency of43% compared to less than 35

mW and around 50% for the Nd:YVC>4 microchip lasers (see appendix Al).

Figure 3.14 shows the results of an experiment equivalent to those described in
section 3.5 for Nd:YV04. The waist measured via the far-field beam divergence is

compared to that inferred from interferometric measurements of the thermally
defined cavity geometry. If figure 3.14 is compared to the equivalent diagrams for
Nd:YV04 systems (figures 3.11 and 3.12), it can be seen that there is not the

marked differential between the waists inferred from the far-field and from

interferometry for Nd:YAG systems that was observed for Nd:YV04 systems.

That is to say there is no significant difference between measurements that

account for all guiding mechanisms and those that account only for thermal

guiding mechanisms. Any difference between the two measurements for Nd: YAG
is within the experimental errors. The larger waist sizes observed in Nd:YAG
arise because of the weaker thermal effects in this material (see chapter 2).

Incident Pump Power (mW)

Figure 3.15: Independent measurements of the waist size of two of the
longitudinal modes in a 1.5 mm, 1% dopedNd:YAGHR/ 98.5% microchip
laser at a range ofpump powers
The red squares represent the dominant mode, the blue triangles the subsidiary mode.
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The two-mode measurements for the Nd:YAG microchip laser tell a similar story.
If the measurements for Nd:YAG (figure 3.15) are compared to those for

Nd:YV04 (figure 3.13), it can immediately be seen that difference in mode size

between the strongest mode and the next strongest mode in Nd:YAG is a much
smaller fraction of the overall mode size. Again this is indicative of the fact that

gain-related guiding effects are negligible in Nd:YAG microchip lasers, a finding
which is in agreement with the work in the literature on guiding in Nd:YAG

microchip lasers which attributed guiding purely to thermal effects [5],

Figure 3.16: Calculatedpercentage change in waist size with detuning for a
Nd:YV04 and a Nd:YAGmicrochip laser with 0.5 Wof incidentpumppower
The Nd:YV04 microchip laser was taken to be 3% doped, 0.5 mm long and coated HR / 90%,
the Nd:YAG microchip laser to be 1% doped, 1.5 mm long and coated HR / 98.5%.

As a first step to trying to understand this difference between Nd:YAG and

Nd:YV04 microchip lasers in terms of guiding, the model described in section 3.3
was applied to both systems. This model allows the change in mode size with

detuning to be calculated accounting for both thermal guiding and gain-related
index guiding. The specifications of two of the lasers that have been examined

experimentally were fed into the model, assuming 0.5 W of incident pump power

in both cases and identical pumping geometries. The results of this modelling are

shown in figure 3.16. It is clear from this diagram that the sort of deviation in the
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mode size, from that set by thermal consideration, in the Nd:YV04 microchip
lasers is not going to be observed in Nd: YAG. This gives strong theoretical

backing to the experimental observations, but it does nothing to explain why these
two microchip laser systems should behave so differently.

Nd

1.5% lmm

Pump Spot Laser Waist Output Coupling Absorption Depth

55pm 30pm 5% 0.1mm

Nd
m-

m2s

0.5 mm

Figure 3.17: Comparison between the material and set-up parameters ofNd:
YAG (top) andNd:YV04 (bottom) microchip lasers 0.5 Wofpump power

In order to explain the differences between their guiding characteristics, it is

important to consider the differences between the two systems. These fall into
two categories: those that arise from the different gain material and those that
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arise from the different set-ups of the lasers. These differences are summarised in

figure 3.17. In terms of the material parameters, the major difference are in the

absorption depth (1 mm in Nd:YAG as opposed to 0.1 mm in Nd:YV04), the
stimulated emission coefficients (2.3 *10"23 m2 and 9.8 *10"23 m2), the upper state
lifetime (255 (is and 50 (is) and the thermal parameters. The thermal parameters
are important because they set range in which the waist size will lie. Nd:YAG has
a considerably larger thermal conductivity than Nd:YV04 (0.13 WcmK"1 as

opposed to 0.05 WcmK"1). This results in a larger rate of heat flow away from the

pumped area and hence a less severe thermal lens and reduced end face curvature.

As a result of this and the longer cavity length, the waist size in the Nd:YAG

microchip lasers tends to be considerably larger: perhaps 70 (im for 0.5 W of

pump power as opposed to only 30 (im for the Nd:YV04 system.

In terms of the laser set up, Nd:YAG microchip lasers tend to be longer than
Nd:YV04 systems due to the longer absorption depth in Nd:YAG. To absorb
90% of the incident pump power, a 1% doped Nd:YAG microchip laser must be
2.3 mm in length, where as a microchip laser made of 3% doped Nd:YV04 need

only be 0.23 mm long. As a result it is necessary to use longer microchips in a

Nd:YAG based system in order to maintain the efficiency of the system. The

microchip lasers used were 1.5 mm long in the case ofNd:YAG and 0.5 mm long
in the case ofNd:YV04. In addition, because Nd:YV04 is a higher gain material,
it is better operated with a higher output coupling. The Nd:YV04 microchip
lasers were typically operated with a 5 or 10% output coupling whilst the
Nd:YAG lasers were operated with a 1.5% output coupling. From practical

experience, these are the sorts of output couplings that work best, however the

figures quoted in figure 3.17 attribute a higher ax product to Nd:YAG. This is not

usually considered to be the case. This anomaly has its root in the wide variety of

values for a and x that are quoted in the literature, particularly for Nd:YV04. This
is partly due to some vagueness over definitions, but also with Nd:YV04, high

density pumping tends to lower the effective ax product. The numbers quoted for
Nd:YV04 are in line with the sort of reduction experiments at St. Andrews

suggest might be appropriate for these pumping arrangement. No such data is
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availible for Nd:YAG and so the commonest figures from the literature have been

used. It may be that some reduction would also be appropriate here, but as work
described latter in this chapter will show, this would not make much difference.

In order to probe which of these differences are crucial in determining the amount

of gain-related index guiding observed, four simulations comparing Nd:YAG and

Nd:YY04 were undertaken using the model described in section 3.3:

• The effect of varying the length of the microchip laser.
• The effect of varying the output coupling.
• The effect of varying the absorption coefficient.
• The effect of varying the ox product.

For the first case, the length of the microchip laser was varied under constant

pumping conditions. In the case ofNd:YV04 this meant that the strength of the
thermal lens and the end face curvature were essentially constant since, even at

the shortest length considered (0.5 mm) greater than 99% of the pump power is
absorbed. In Nd:YAG however, changing the length of the microchip laser from
0.5 mm to 3 mm increases the pump power absorbed from 40% to 95%, and
hence there is a significant change in the strength of the thermal lens and the end
face curvature. In both cases, there is an increase in the thermally defined mode
size as the length of the laser is increased, but in the case ofNd:YAG this is

partially offset by the increasing strength of the thermal guiding effects.

As figure 3.18 shows, the effect of increasing the cavity length for Nd:YV04 is to
reduce the potential for gain-related guiding. This is due, in the main, to the

thermally defined waist size gradually increasing towards the pump spot size,
which leads to a reduction in the curvature of the saturated population inversion
and a consequent reduction in the amount of gain-related index guiding observed.
In the case ofNd:YAG, the increase in the waist size takes the system between
the two regimes described in figure 3.3. At chip lengths longer than about 1.7

mm, the laser is in the regime whereby there is a peak in the saturated population
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on axis because the laser mode is larger than the pump mode. As a result, waist
sizes are larger for positive detunings (in terms of wavelength) and smaller for

negative detunings. For cavity lengths less than 1.7 mm the laser mode size is

becoming equivalent to or less than the pump modes size and so this situation is
reversed. The change over between these regimes occurs at a laser mode size of

60 pm: a little larger that the pump modes size, which was modelled at 55 pm but

is more divergent.

-20 v

Length Of Microchip Laser (mm)

Negative Detuning: Vanadate — —
— Positive Detuning: Vanadate
— Positive Detuning: YAG

Figure 3.18: Variation in gain-related index guiding with length of the
microchip laserfor Nd:YV04 andNd:YAG.
The percentage change over the thermal waist size for detunings of +/- 0.5 nm is taken as an
indication of the potential for gain-related index guiding.

Notice that the length of microchip laser used with Nd:YAG as the gain material

(1.5 mm) is very close to this change over region and so gain-related index

guiding is supressed. In contrast, the short lengths ofmaterial typically used in
Nd:YV04 microchip lasers tend to maximise the potential for gain-related index

guiding. This, of course, all depends on the lasers being sufficiently detuned. In
Nd:YV04 microchip lasers, figure 3.10 shows that typical detunings are around -

0.25 nm. Such a detuning acts to make the mode size bigger, thus increasing the
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overlap and presumably compensating for the loss of gain associated with

operating detuned from line centre.

Negative Detuning: Vanadate — — Positive Detuning: Vanadate

Negative Detuning: YAG — Positive Detuning: YAG

Figure 3.19: Variation in gain-related index guiding with output coupling of
theMicrochip Laserfor Nd: YVO4 andNd: YAG.
The percentage change over the thermal waist size for detunings of +/- 0.5 nm is taken as an
indication of the potential for gain-related index guiding.

Another simulation was conducted to study the effect of output coupling on gain-
related index guiding. In this case, two 1 mm long microchip lasers were assumed,
one made of 3% doped Nd:YV04 and the other of 1% doped Nd:YAG. 0.5 W of

pump power was assumed to be incident in identical geometries. The further

approximation that the output power did not change with output coupling was

also made. Whilst this is not too gross an assumption for Nd:YV04 over the range

of output couplings discussed, it is not clear that it is so valid for Nd:YAG.

However, appropriately output coupled Nd:YAG microchips lasers to test this
were not available. Nevertheless, this simulation is still interesting in terms of

isolating the effect of output coupling and the results are shown in figure 3.20. As
this figure shows, the effect of increasing the output coupling is to increase the
effect ofgain-related index guiding. This arises because increasing the output

coupling will tend to reduce the intracavity intensity and hence the degree of
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saturation, this in turn acts to increase the potential for gain-related index guiding

(that is to say the gain-related index guiding that would be observed for a given

detuning). As can be seen from figure 3.19, the low output couplings that tend to
be used in Nd:YAG microchip lasers (1.5% in the case of the lasers used in this

chapter) will act to suppress gain-related index guiding, especially when compared
to the much larger output couplings used in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers (5 or

10%). Were it possible to run Nd:YAG microchip lasers at these higher output

couplings, one would expect to see larger gain-related index guiding effects.

However, it is probable that the performance of these lasers would be reduced.
This has not been accounted for in figure 3.19, but it is likely that it would in fact
increase the potential for gain-related index guiding at high output couplings since
a decrease in output power would be accompanied by a decrease in the intracavity

power and hence in saturation.

Thus, it would seem that the laser set-up parameters ofmicrochip laser length and

output coupling, act to strongly favour gain-related index guiding in Nd:YV04

microchip lasers whilst suppressing it in Nd:YAG. The next question to consider
is to what extent the difference in the amount of gain-related index guiding
observed in these two laser systems is due to the difference in laser set-up, and to
what extent it results for the basic material properties. In order to answer this

question, two simulations were carried out, one to investigate the effect of

absorption coefficient on gain-related index guiding and the other to investigate
the effect of the a.x product. In both cases, the microchip lasers were assumed to
be 1 mm long and have a 5% output coupling.

For the modelling of the effect of absorption coefficient, the lasers were assumed
to be made from 3% doped Nd:YV04 and 1% doped Nd:YAG except that the

absorption coefficient was artificially varied from 1000 m"1 (approximately the
coefficient in 1% Nd:YAG) to 10000 m"1 (approximately the coefficient in
Nd:YV04). Both the thermal guiding mechanisms and the output power are a

function of the absorption coefficient. This has been accounted for in the model.
The effect of the variation in absorption coefficient is shown in figure 3.20 and
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can be seen to be rather insignificant. That is to say were a 1% doped Nd:YAG

microchip laser to have an absorption coefficient of 10000 m"1, its potential for
gain-related index guiding would not be greatly changed and certainly not similar
to that ofNd:YV04.

12 T
10

§ 8
"J 6
o

Absorption Coefficient (/m)

— Positive Detuning: Vanadate
— Positive Detuning: YAG

Figure 3.20: Variation in gain-related index guiding with absorption
coefficientfor Nd:YV04 and Nd: YAG microchip lasers.
The percentage change over the thermal waist size for detunings of +/- 0.5 nm is taken as an
indication of the potential for gain-related index guiding.

Varying the g.t product is a slightly more involved procedure since t appears on

its own in equation 3.3. The approach that was taken was to hold x constant at

the value for the material in question and vary a. All the other parameters were
taken as those for the material concerned and so a Nd:YAG-like material and a

Nd:YV04-like material were studied under the variation of the g.t product. The

results of this simulation can be seen in figure 3.21. As this figure shows, there is
some significant change in the potential for gain-related guiding, however,
Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG have rather similar g.t products which occur in the
central region of figure 3.21 where the change in the potential for gain-related

guiding with g.t is small. Hence this cannot be the reason for the differences
between Nd:YAG and Nd:YV04. The actual value of the g.t product is difficult
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to tie down from the literature. Values for Nd:YV04 of 12.5*10"27 m2s to 4.9*10"
27 m2s can both be obtained from the various values ofa and x quoted [17, 18],
The latter figure has been used here because it better suits experimental evidence
of a reduction in the a.x product under high density pumping. The figure of
7.1*10"27 m2s used for Nd:YAG does not account for these effects, and this,

coupled with the superior performance ofNd:YVO4 microchip lasers, might

suggest that the figure for Nd:YAG should be lower than that for Nd:YVO4. Even
in the light of these questions, it can still be asserted that the potential for gain-
related index guiding is insensitive to the value of the o.x product, at least of the
sort of values being discussed here.

Negative Detuning: Vanadate-like — — Fbsitive Detuning: Vanadate-like

Negative Detuning: YAG-like — — Fbsitive Detuning: YAG-like

Figure 3.21: Variation in gain-related index guiding with a. tproductfor
Nd:YV04-like andNd:YAG-likemicrochip lasers..
The percentage change over the thermal waist size for detunings of +/- 0.5 nm is taken as an
indication of the potential for gain-related index guiding.

The work in this section has shown that the differences in the amount ofgain-
related index guiding observed in Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG microchip lasers does
not arise directly from the different material properties, but rather from the way
the lasers are set up. Neither the absorption coefficient, nor the o.x product was
found to have a large effect on the potential for gain-related guiding. By contrast,
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the length of the microchip laser and its output coupling were found to play a

strong role. The short lengths and high output couplings typical ofNd:YV04

microchip lasers were found to encourage gain-related index guiding, whilst the

long laser lengths and low output couplings ofNd:YAG microchip lasers acted to

suppress it.

This is not to say that the material parameters do not play any part, for whilst the

absorption coefficient and the ct.t product have been shown to play little direct

part, they do effect the laser set-up parameters that are chosen. For example, the

longer lengths of crystal used in Nd:YAG lasers are required to maintain high

efficiency when the absorption coefficient is low. The role of the laser mode size,

which was discussed earlier in the section is also vital. The size of the laser mode

is set, in the first instance, by thermal effects. Hence, the thermal parameters of
the material become important along with the pump spot size. For the pumping

geometry discussed in this chapter, the higher thermal conductivity ofNd:YAG
meant that the laser mode size was similar to the pump spot size and hence gain-
related index guiding was suppressed.

3.8 Conclusions

The work in this chapter has shown, both experimentally and theoretically, that

guiding in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers is not purely thermal at pump powers well
above threshold. Not only that, but there is a deviation in the laser waist size of
25% or so from what would be expected from purely thermal guiding. This is the
first time that non-thermal guiding has been reported in a four level microchip
laser material pumped well above threshold. In such systems it had always been
assumed that the guiding was purely thermal except for pump powers close to
threshold and this was found to be the case for the other microchip laser materials
examined [4, 5],
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Modelling of both gain-guiding and gain-related index guiding showed that the
latter was the major mechanism causing the deviation from the behaviour

expected from thermal guiding alone. A model based on gain-related index

guiding provided a good fit to the experimental data.

This work was repeated for Nd:YAG and experiments showed that, as expected

[5], the guiding in Nd:YAG is purely thermal at pump powers well above
threshold. Theoretical work demonstrated that this difference arose from

differences in the way Nd:YAG and Nd:YV04 microchip lasers are set up rather
than directly from differences in the material parameters. In particular it was
found the length of the microchip laser and its output coupling were very

important. In Nd:YV04, the laser crystal is typically short because of the high

absorption coefficient and the output coupling high because of the high available

gain. This tends to enhance the potential for gain-related index guiding.

As a result of the experimental and theoretical studies presented in this chapter, it
can be concluded that, in contrast to all the other 4-level microchip laser materials
so far studied, gain-related guiding cannot be neglected in Nd:YV04, even at

pump powers well above threshold.
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Chapter 4:

The Polarisation Eigenmodes and

Intensity Stability of Frequency-
Doubled Microchip Lasers

Abstract:

The use ofJones calculus to model the wavelengths andpolarisations

of the longitudinal modes ofgreen intracavityfrequency-doubled

microchip lasers will be demonstrated and experimentally verified.
The importance of these parameters to the efficiency and intensity

stability of these lasers will be described.

An experimental study of the intensity stability of two green

intracavityfrequency-doubled microchip lasers will be described.
The results will be used to indicate, although not conclusively, the

importance of the polarisation ofsubsidiary infra-red modes in

determining when the laser will operate stably.
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4.1 Introduction

The frequency-doubled microchip laser represents a particularly simple and

compact method for producing visible laser radiation of high spatial and spectral

quality [1-5], This laser system retains the simplicity inherent in the microchip

geometry, whilst extending the utility of these devices by producing visible

wavelengths (figure 4.1). Green (532 nm) [1, 5], blue (473 nm) [2] and red (671

nm) [3] systems have all been demonstrated. These devices consist of a slice of
laser gain crystal (e.g. Nd:YVO4 or Nd:YAG) and a slice of non-linear material

(e.g. KTP). The crystals are polished to be plane parallel and are in contact. The
outside surfaces of the combination carry coatings of appropriate reflectivity. This

package is then longitudinally pumped by a laser-diode.

Gain Medium: Non Linear Crystal:
Nd:YV04 KTP Green 532nm
Nd:YAG KNb03 Blue 473nm
Nd:YV04 LBO Red 671mn
Figure 4.1: Schematic ofan intracavity frequency doubled microchip laser.
For type II phase matching (green device), the principal axes of the gain and non-linear media
are at 45° to each other.

The devices developed in St. Andrews have delivered up to 158 mW in the green

[4], 33 mW in the blue [2] and 10 mW in the red [3], all with TEM0o output
beams and for a 1.2 W pump diode. The superior performance of the green laser
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makes it an interesting candidate for study. The excellent performance is due, at
least in part, to the conjunction of two good materials: Nd:YY04 for the gain

crystal and KTP for the non linear crystal. Nd:YV04 has a number of excellent

properties for this application:

• Strong absorption at the pump wavelength (absorption coefficient of about
10000 m"1, compared to about 1000 m"1 in Nd:YAG). This means that a short

length of the material may be used without compromising the efficiency of the
device. In addition, because the cavity mirrors are coated directly onto the

crystals, the strong pump absorption means that the gain is localised near one

of these mirrors. Thus, the tendency for spatial hole burning to encourage

multiple longitudinal mode operation is partially overcome and the maximum

single longitudinal mode power is increased [6],
• The gain is higher than Nd:YAG, the obvious widely available alternative for

operation at 1 pm. The ax products for Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG are about 17.9
17 2 172*10" ps.cm and 7.92 *10" ps.cm respectively. (It should be notes that the

values quoted in the literature vary considerably.)
• The gain is strongly polarisation dependent which is advantageous for

encouraging the appropriate polarisation for the correct phase matching of the

frequency doubling.
• Nd:YV04 is readily available with good crystal quality and so the intrinsic

losses at the fundamental wavelength are low.

KTP is also an excellent material for this laser system:

• The non-linear coefficient for the doubling of the 1064 nm radiation is

relatively high. (-3.6 pm/V for type II phase matching of the doubling of 1 pm

radiation.)
• The phase matching bandwidths are wide with the temperature, angular and

spectral bandwidths being 25 °C.cm, 25 mrad.cm and 0.56 nm.cm respectively.
This means that the tolerances for environmental control, beam divergence and

alignment are generous. At 0.26°, the walk-off angle is also small.
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• It is readily available with good crystal quality and so the intrinsic losses at the
fundamental wavelength are low.

The work reported in this chapter will concern itselfwith the longitudinal mode
structure of the green laser. This type of laser consists of two birefringent crystals,
the principal axes ofwhich are rotated by 45°. Both of these crystals can be

thought of as wave plates, and hence light propagating through this cavity will
have its polarisation altered as it proceeds. If the modes of this cavity are to be

calculated, it is not sufficient simply to impose the usual condition that the phase

of a mode of the cavity must change by an integer multiple of 2rc on a round trip.
This condition must still hold, but one further condition must be imposed: the

polarisation of the mode must repeat on a round trip. In order to perform such a

calculation, a method of analysing changes in polarisation as light progresses

through an optical system is required. A convenient way of doing this is to utilise
a matrix formalism known as Jones Calculus.

4.2 Jones Calculus

In order to calculate the changes in polarisation that a light beam experiences as it
traverses an optical system, the formalism of Jones Calculus [7] associates with

every optical element in the system a 2x2 matrix, its Jones matrix. This matrix
describes the effect of the optical element on the polarisation of the light. The

polarisation is represented by a two component column vector. Suppose light
were to travel through an optical component, say a halfwave plate or a polariser.
The polarisation state after the optical component would be obtained by

multiplying the vector representing the original polarisation by the Jones matrix of
the component.

To give concrete examples, if the vector representing a vertical polarisation were
of the form:
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0

j (4-1)

then that representing a horizontal polarisation would be of the form:

(4.2)

Left handed circularly polarised light would have a Jones vector of the form:

1

VI
-/

(4.3)

These definitions can be extended to include other linear polarisations and

elliptical polarisations.

As an example of an optical component, a perfect polariser with its transmission
axis orientated horizontally would have the following Jones matrix [7]:

1 0

0 o <44>

Multiplying the previous vectors by this matrix gives the expected results, i.e. that
the horizontally polarised light is transmitted, the vertically polarised light is not,
and only that component of the circularly polarised light in the horizontal
direction is transmitted.

A more relevant example for the work being described in this chapter is the effect
of a quarter wave plate with its axis set at 45° to the axes defining the

polarisation. Consider a vertically polarised beam incident on the halfwave plate.

Analysis of this system requires three steps and hence three matrices. The first

step is to notice that the polarisation and the wave plate are not set up to the same
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axis system: there is a 45° rotation. Thus, the polarisation vector must be
transformed into the frame of the wave plate by multiplication by the appropriate
rotation matrix. The rotation matrix is given in equation 4.5 [7],

R(0)
cos(O) - sin(0)
sin(0) cos(0)

(4.5)

In this case 6= -45°. Then the effect of the quarter wave plate is factored in by

multiplying the resulting vector by the Jones matrix for a halfwave plate [7]:

(4.6)

This done, the transformation back to the original frame must be made by

multiplying by the rotation matrix with 0= 45°. Thus, the resulting matrix
calculation is the following:

1 "i -f e 4 0 1
"

1 f 0" 1 -/

71 i i
K

0 V2 -1 1 1 =77 i
(4.7)

The result is, as expected, left hand circularly polarised light.

A general optical element has a Jones matrix of the form [7]:

a (3
y S

(4.8)

The factor multiplying the matrix is often omitted (as in equation 4.7) since it
affects only the phase of the light. This was true of the calculation of transmission

through a quarter wave plate described earlier in this section. However, for
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calculating the resonance condition of a laser cavity, the phase information is

important and must be retained.

For a laser cavity, a round-trip Jones matrix is formed by multiplying together the
Jones matrices corresponding to the cavity elements in the order they are met.

The resonance condition for the cavity imposes restrictions on the oscillating light.

First, the phase change on a round trip must be an integer multiple of 2n and

second, the polarisation must repeat after a round trip. These two conditions can

be summarised in the following eigenequation:

where M is the round trip Jones matrix, X is the two component vector

representing the polarisation and a is a positive real number. The fact that X is the
same on both sides of the equation imposes the condition that the polarisations
must match after a round trip. The condition that a must be positive and real
ensures that the phases are correct for resonance. This second condition only
holds if the phase factors are included for the individual Jones matrices. For a

loss-less cavity, awill be 1 on a round trip, but if, for example, a Brewster plate

were included in the cavity, a could be less than one. Indeed, 1-c? is the round

trip loss for that mode. (This discussion has considered only "cold" cavities, that
is to say gain has been neglected.)

The optical elements that will be considered in this and the following chapter are

bireffingent crystals and Brewster plates. The Jones matrix for a bireffingent

crystal is [7]:

M-X - a-X (4.9)

C =
e 2 0 _i4>

.1 -e
0 e~'2

(4.10)

where:
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£=[»,(*)-«/W] (4.11)

^_[nt(X)+nf(A)] 2-n-L

T~ (4.12)2

In equations 4.11 and 4.12, ns(A) and n/A) are respectively the refractive indices

along the slow and fast axes, A is the free space wavelength of the mode and L is
the length of the crystal.

The Jones matrix for a Brewster element is:

Here Tr is the amplitude transmission of the Brewster plate for the high loss

polarisation. The other required Jones matrix is that for a rotation (equation 4.5).
This is needed because the axes of a given optical element may be rotated with

respect to the axes relative to which the polarisation is defined.

It should also be noted that any air gaps in the cavity will have an associated

phase factor. This phase factor multiplies the identity matrix to give the Jones
matrix for the air gap.

For given lengths and refractive indices of the crystals used, such a model will
return the loss per round trip and the wavelength of a given mode by solving

numerically for the eigenvalue a in equation 4.9, remembering that a must be real
and positive. Once the eigenvalue is known, the polarisation can be calculated by

solving for the eigenvector X.

1 0
(4.13)
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4.3 Jones Calculus applied to the Green Microchip Laser

It is important to understand the longitudinal mode structure of these lasers, in
terms ofwavelength and polarisation, for a number of reasons:

• The gain cross-section in Nd:YV04 is strongly polarised and hence the gain
available for the fundamental modes will depend strongly on their polarisations.

• Phase matching for frequency doubling also depends strongly on having the
correct fundamental polarisation and wavelength.

• These lasers are not single frequency and yet can be made to run with low

intensity noise on the second harmonic output. This means that the green noise

problem is being circumvented. Green noise arises because of coupling of the

longitudinal modes through cross saturation of the gain and sum frequency

mixing [8-10] (see section 4.5). These coupling strengths will be dependent on
the wavelengths and polarisations of the modes. Hence, green noise must also
be related to these factors.

The Jones Calculus techniques described in section 4.2 can be used to model the

wavelengths and polarisations of the modes and how they vary with, for example,
the temperature of the laser package. (In the microchip laser geometry it is not

possible to vary the temperature of the two crystals independently.) In order to

carry out this analysis, the round trip Jones matrix of the cavity was constructed.

Starting from the pumped end of the laser (the input coupler), and multiplying

together the individual Jones matrices as the corresponding optical elements are

met (figure 4.2), the round trip matrix is found to be:

M, = Cv ■ R(-45) CKCK-R{45) Cv (4.14)

Where CV and CK are the Jones matrices for the Nd: YV04 and the KTP crystals

respectively and are as described in equation 4.10. The matrix R(6) represents the
rotation between the principal axes of the two crystals, in this case 45°. A similar
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Jones matrix can also be formed for a round trip starting at the output coupler;
note that this matrix is not identical to that in equation 4.14:

M0 = R(-45) • CK ■ R(45) ■ Cv ■ Cv ■ R(-45) • CK ■ R{45) (4.15)

Solving equation 4.9 for the matrices described in equations 4.14 and 4.15, the

polarisation eigenvectors at either end of the cavity and their infrared wavelengths

can be found. For this loss-less cavity, a is constrained to be 1. Note that whilst
the wavelength of a given mode will be the same at both couplers, the polarisation
need not be, since the associated round-trip Jones matrices are different.

microchip laser cavity

The nature of the equations 4.9, 4.14 and 4.15 is such that the polarisation of the

output from both couplers is always linear. Further, the modes exist in orthogonal

pairs, the two modes in a pair having different wavelengths. This wavelength

splitting of the mode pairs is a direct result of the birefringence in the cavity, as
indeed is the fact that modes within the mode pairs do not have polarisations that
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are parallel to the polarisations of the equivalent modes in adjacent mode pairs.
This fact becomes evident when the calculated wavelengths are fed back into the

eigenequation and the polarisation vectors calculated. If this process is repeated at

a number of temperatures and note is taken of the fact that the crystal lengths and
refractive indices will change with temperature, the wavelength and polarisation

tunings with temperature of such a device can be calculated.

These calculations were undertaken using Mathcad, a computer mathematics

package. A typical Mathcadwork sheet for calculations discussed in this section
is presented in appendix A4.

4.4 Comparison with Experimental Results

In order to test the validity of this model, an experiment was carried out to

measure the wavelength and polarisation tunings of one of these lasers. The set-up

shown in figure 4.3 was used. The temperature of the microchip was varied. At
each temperature, the wavelength and the polarisation angle of each of the
infrared lasing modes was noted. The polarisation angle was obtained by using a

Glan-Thomson polariser to extinguish each of the modes in turn. With the set up

as shown in figure 4.3, the particular chip-set used oscillated on two modes (one
about ten times more powerful than the other). At various temperatures, other
weak modes were also observed.

An attempt was then made to fit the model presented in section 4.3 to this data. It
should be noted that the crystal lengths were not known well enough to allow for
an apriori prediction of the mode tuning. This would require knowledge of the

crystal lengths to around a wavelength. However, the zero crossing at about 44°C
in figure 4.4b indicates that the KTP crystal was acting as a full or half-wave plate
at that temperature and wavelength. This constrains the length of the KTP crystal
to a discrete set of values. The starting length of the Nd: YV04 was then treated
as a fitting parameter. An excellent fit was achieved for the angle tuning of the
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dominant mode (figure 4.4b) and a good fit is shown for the wavelength tuning

(figure 4.4a). The error in the gradient may be due to changes in the pump

absorption parameters due to heating of the crystal.

GreenMicrochip

Figure 4.3: Experimental set-upfor measuring thepolarisation eigenmodes of
a green microchip laser
The optical spectrum analyser had a resolution of 0.1 nm.

Typically, these green microchip lasers run on two modes, one usually

significantly more intense than the other. The secondary mode can be used to
further test the validity of this model, since the fit to the tuning of the dominant
mode means that there are no longer any free parameters. Hence, the fact that

figure 4.5 also shows excellent agreement between the experimental and
theoretical data for the secondary mode, is strong evidence for the validity of the
model proposed in this paper.

A number of interesting features of these lasers can be noted from figures 4 .4 and
4.5. First, because the round trip Jones matrices are different at the two couplers,
the tunings of the polarisation angles can be of different magnitude and direction.
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Further, the adjacent longitudinal mode pairs differ not only in wavelength but
also in polarisation angle.

Note that it is the mode which has a polarisation closer to the high gain direction
at the input coupler (i.e. the mode examined in figure 4.4) which is the stronger

mode. The modelling presented in this section indicates the complications in

optimising the green output power in these lasers. Optimum green output power

will occur when the laser mode is polarised along the high gain direction at the

input and along the phase matched direction at the output coupler. In the

geometry being discussed here, this amounts to the same polarisation direction.
These conditions must be satisfied simultaneously and this is achieved when the
KTP is a half or a full wave-plate.

The birefringence in the Nd:YV04, as will be discussed in the next chapter, is not
a factor in when this condition is satisfied, since the laser mode will be propagate

along the c-axis of the Nd:YV04 and will experience no birefringence. The

birefringence in the Nd:YV04 will, however, determine how quickly the

polarisation will rotate away from the desired polarisation if the temperature or

wavelength vary. For the device examined in this section, the KTP is a halfwave-

plate at about 44°C. For ideal operation one would like this temperature to be at

the centre of the temperature acceptance bandwidth (-25 °C); however this would

impose very tight tolerances on the length of the KTP. (To prepare a piece of
KTP with a relative phase difference between the fast and slow axes within 5% of

being halfwave, would require a length tolerance of better than about 300 nm.)
The wide temperature acceptance bandwidth ofKTP (~125°C for a 2 mm piece)
is thus vital to allow optimised operation without expensive interferometrically
controlled polishing of the KTP length.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Wavelength tuning and (b) rotation of the angle ofpolarisation
of the dominant mode with temperature.
In both graphs the blue circles represent measurements at the input coupler, and the red crosses
measurements at the output coupler, (a): The solid black lines represent the calculated
wavelength tuning, with the dashed lines representing adjacent longitudinal modes, (b): The
solid blue line represents the calculated angle tuning at the input coupler and the red line the
angle tuning at the output coupler. In all cases the dashed lines are adjacent longitudinal modes.
For the highest and the two lowest temperatures, the laser hopped to a different longitudinal
mode.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Wavelength tuning and (b) rotation ofthe angle ofpolarisation
of the secondary mode with temperature.
In both graphs, the blue circles represent measurements at the input coupler, and the red crosses
measurements at the output coupler, (a): The solid black lines represent the calculated
wavelength timing, with the dashed lines representing adjacent longitudinal modes, (b): The
solid blue line represents the calculated angle tuning at the input coupler and the red line angle
tuning at the output coupler. In all cases the dashed lines are adjacent longitudinal modes. For
the two highest temperatures, the laser hopped to a different longitudinal mode.
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4.5 Instabilities and Green Noise

Perhaps the major challenge in building an intracavity frequency doubled laser is

maintaining the intensity stability of the second harmonic output [10], This is an

important parameter for a wide variety of applications; however the apparent

simplicity of basic intracavity frequency doubling schemes belies a system that is
more difficult to run stably than one might suppose. The major mechanisms which
can cause such systems to suffer output power instabilities are [9, 10]:

1. Polarisation changes
An intracavity frequency-doubled laser, like any laser system, will run in
such a way as to minimise its intracavity loss and maximise its net gain.
The major loss in a well designed intracavity frequency doubled system

will be the non-linear loss to the second harmonic. Due to the phase

matching conditions in the non-linear crystal, the magnitude of this loss
will be dependent on the polarisation of the fundamental radiation and
hence it may be favourable, in terms of reduced loss, for the laser to

operate on a less than perfectly phase matched polarisation. This effect
tends to manifest itself as large jumps in the output power of the laser over
seconds or minutes.

2. Line-hopping
If the gain medium has subsidiary gain lines around the line the laser is

designed to operate on, it may be beneficial for the laser, in terms of
reduced non linear loss, to operate on one of these lines. This is because
these gain lines will see lower non-linear losses if they have less well phase
matched wavelengths for second harmonic generation. Nd:YAG, for

example, has two weaker lines either side of the well known 1064 nm

transition. These lines lie at 1061 nm and 1074 nm. If the reduced non¬

linear loss can overcome the weaker gain, these transitions can start to

lase, drawing power away from the phased matched transition and hence
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from the visible output. This effect can lead to changes of typically less
than 10% in the laser power over seconds or minutes.

3. Backreflections

Second harmonic light reflected back into the cavity, or reflected off

intracavity elements, can cause instabilities in the laser output. In a

standing wave resonator, the second harmonic is generated in two
directions and so an appreciable amount of the light heading away from
the output coupler may be reflected back toward the output direction. This
can interfere destructively with the second harmonic light propagating
towards the output coupler, unless the positions of the components are

controlled to sub-wavelength accuracies. Backreflection induced
instabilities tend to manifest themselves as fluctuations in the output

power of a few percent at audio frequencies or below.

4. Mode-coupling or green noise
When an intracavity frequency-doubled laser runs on more than one mode,
the intensities of the modes become coupled via two effects [8,9]:

(1) Cross saturation of the available gain in the gain crystal

(2) Sum frequency generation in the non-linear crystal

These two couplings can combine to produce periodic or chaotic
fluctuations of tens ofpercent and bistable operation can result.

A great deal ofwork has gone into stabilising intracavity frequency doubled
lasers. The sorts of steps that can be taken to eliminate the previously mentioned
sources of instability are:

1. Polarisation changes

Polarising elements such as Brewster plates can be included in the cavity
to increase the loss for non-phase-matched polarisations. Alternatively, a

gain crystal with strongly anisotropic gain can be used. It is this approach
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that is used in the green frequency-doubled microchip laser. These lasers
utilise Nd:YV04 as the gain medium. This crystal has a strongly polarised
emission.

2. Line-hopping

Intracavity wavelength-selective elements can be used to increase the loss

for the parasitic lines. Alternatively a gain crystal with a single emission
line in the spectral region supported by the cavity can be used. It is this
latter approach that is utilised in the green frequency doubled microchip
lasers through the use ofNd:YV04 as the gain crystal. Nd:YAG, a gain

crystal used in a lot of green frequency doubled lasers, has subsidiary lines
either side of the main 1064 nm line.

3. Backreflections

Instabilities caused by backreflections can be eliminated by preventing the
beckreflections from occurring by means, for example, ofwedging or

slightly tilting cavity elements. Ring geometries also present a potential
solution. In the frequency-doubled microchip laser there are very few

intracavity surfaces and so the potential for instabilities caused in this way
is reduced.

Back reflections off intracavity elements can lead to etaloning effects.
These effects, being frequency selective, may act to enhance single

frequency operation. However since these etalons generally arise

unintentionally, they are as likely to act as an additional parasitic loss.

4. Mode-coupling or green noise
Two classes of solution present themselves for solving the 'green problem'

[9], First, one of the two coupling mechanisms can be eliminated or

second, the laser can be designed to operate on tens of longitudinal modes
so that the fluctuations associated with green noise are essentially

averaged out. This solution necessitates the use of long laser cavities and
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has been successfully used by Spectra-Physics in their Millenia range of
lasers.

The obvious way to eliminate coupling is to ensure single-frequency

operation. This can be done with a uni-directional ring laser, a technique
Coherent have utilised in their Verdi lasers. Alternatively, the use of
etalons could be considered. A birefringent filter can also be used, as will
be described in chapter 5.

Oka and Kubota demonstrated that green noise could be suppressed by
means of a judiciously orientated intracavity quarter wave plate [11], The

quarter wave plate acts to decouple the polarisation modes in the cavity
and eliminate sum frequency mixing.

All these methods of avoiding green noise are characterised by increased

complexity or bulkiness of the laser system. The intracavity frequency
doubled microchip laser geometry includes none of this extra complexity;
indeed it is difficult to envisage a simpler intracavity frequency doubled

system, and yet these lasers have been demonstrated running free from

green noise [4], Section 4.6 will deal with some experimental work

designed to begin to shed some light on the mechanisms which make this

quiet operation of a multi-longitudinal mode, intracavity frequency
doubled laser possible.

The green microchip laser tends to operate on two longitudinal modes.

Usually one of these modes is between five and ten times more intense
than the other. It is probable that the near single frequency nature of the

green-microchip laser output contributes to the ability to get these laser to
run quietly. This near single frequency operation arises for a number of
reasons. Most important is probably the combination of short cavity length
and short absorption depth in the gain medium. The former means that the
mode spacing is large, and hence that secondary modes are forced further
out from the centre of the gain profile. The latter means that the modes
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have a strong longitudinal spatial overlap in the region of the laser where
the gain lies. As a result, the stronger mode will tend to saturate out any

gain which might otherwise have been exploited by secondary modes [6],

(There may also be frequency selective etaloning effects from the surfaces
of the crystals in the cavity. In addition, the combination of the type II

phase matched KTP and the stongly anisotropic gain in the Nd:YV04 will
tend to act as a birefringent filter (see chapter 5).)

In dealing with all these noise sources, the green frequency doubled microchip
laser manages to retain its compactness and design simplicity. This is made

possible by the existence of excellent materials for the generation and doubling of
1 pm radiation. The design ofblue microchip lasers is made much harder because
the available materials for the required wavelengths do not possess properties
which are nearly as conducive to stable operation. The blue microchip laser

developed in St. Andrews uses Nd:YAG as the gain medium [2], Nd:YAG does
not have the strongly polarised emission ofNd:YV04 which is so advantageous
for stable operation. Also, the pump absorption depth in Nd:YAG is much longer
and so spatial hole burning is a much greater issue. This means that the laser is

likely to have stronger secondary modes which gives greater potential for mode

coupling instabilities. In addition, the non-linear crystal used, Potassium Niobate

(KNbCT), requires much stricter control of the environmental conditions because
it has a much narrower temperature acceptance bandwidth than KTP (0.6 °C.cm
in KNb03 compared to 25 °C.cm in KTP for the respective interactions).

4.6 Experimental Observations of Green Noise

In order to begin to understand the connection between the mode structure in
these lasers and the stability of their output, an experiment was performed

whereby the power stability of the output was monitored, whilst the wavelength
and polarisation of the longitudinal modes were measured individually.
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Wavelength (nm)

(a)

Wavelength (nm)

(b)
Figure 4.6 Infrared spectra for (a) noisy and (b) quiet operation
These spectra are for the same chip set at 30.0 and 30.9 °C respectively. The absolute calibration
is probably not very accurate, but the calibration is consistent between spectra and the relative
calibration within a spectrum is good.

As figure 4.6 illustrates, it is insufficient merely to measure the infra-red spectra if
an insight into the stability properties of the laser is required. A spectrum taken
when the laser is operating with a great deal of intensity noise (figure 4.6a) can be
almost identical to a spectrum taken during quiet operation (figure 4.6b). For this

reason, consideration has to be given to the polarisations of the modes and so the
set up shown in figure 4.7 was used.
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By blocking one of the beams before the beamsplitter (see figure 4.7) and

selecting the appropriate filter before the monochromator, the infra-red and green

beams from the two couplers of the laser could be studied. For the infra-red,
extinction angles and wavelengths were noted for each mode. The height of the

peak produced by each mode on the linear array of photodiodes was also noted to

give a first approximation of the relative powers of the modes. In the green, the

spectra of the beams from each coupler were recorded.

Enlarger Lens

Figure 4.7 Experimental set-upfor simultaneous measurements of the
longitudinal mode structure and noise properties ofa green microchip laser

These measurements were taken at a number of different temperatures using two
different chip sets, and were carried out in conjunction with measurements of the

peak to peak amplitude noise of the green light and its radio frequency spectrum.

The green and infrared powers were also noted at each temperature.
The two chipsets examined consisted of different Nd:YVO4 and KTP crystals, but

crystals of the same nominal specifications. A survey of the noise level of the

green output from each was carried out over a temperature range of 15 to 60 °C.
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Figure 4.9: Noise surveyfor chip set 2
The blue diamonds represent the intensity noise on the green output. The green squares
represent the green output power and the red circles represent the infrared output power.

There is an essential difference between these two traces. Figure 4.8 shows a laser

which is mainly noisy with two quite zones, while figure 4.9 shows a laser which
is mainly quiet below 45 °C with some discrete areas on noise. The purpose of the
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surveys that will be described in this section, is to ascertain whether there is

anything in the longitudinal mode structure of the two chip sets that could explain
this difference.

The noise figures quoted for the low noise regions in figures 4.8 and 4.9 give only
an upper limit on the noise in these regions. The measurements were instrument
limited. That is to say the green power stability may be much better than the few

percent suggested by the graph. (The lower limit on the noise level which could
be measured was assumed to be set by the peak to peak voltage jitter on the

photodiode when it was not illuminated by the laser beam.)

In order to conduct more detailed studies in a reasonable time period, four areas
where picked out from figures 4.8 and 4.9 for full analysis. These were the areas

of noise level transition noted below:

(1) Chipset 1 in the area around 32 °C C1R1

It becomes important to understand the underlying difference between areas of

quiet operation and noisy areas. A study of the areas listed, gave rise to the

proposal of the following "rules of thumb":

(1) The presence of a mode of polarisation approximately parallel to the
dominant mode is an indicator of elevated noise levels.

(2) Change in noise level is usually accompanied by the growth or death of
a mode.

Unfortunately, the data obtained from these experiments was far from conclusive.
For region C1R1, the quiet zone was found to be coincident with a change over

between two parallel modes and hence in the quiet region itself there were no

parallel modes. (For the purposes of this study a "parallel mode" is taken to be

(2) Chipset 1 in the area around 54 °C

(3) Chipset 2 in the area around 32 °C

(4) Chipset 2 in the area around 44 °C

C2R1

C1R2

C2R2
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any mode with a polarisation approximately parallel to the dominant mode. By

analogy, a "perpendicular mode" will be taken to be any mode with a polarisation

approximately perpendicular to the dominant mode.) Indeed, when the
examination of region C1R1 was repeated, the quiet zone was smaller, but this
was associated with a smaller gap between the death of one parallel mode and the

growth of a replacement.

Examination of region C1R2 showed that all the modes present persisted

throughout the temperature region. This temperature region is towards the edge
of the KTP phase matching bandwidth, which may mean that care needs to be
taken in interpreting these results, but they do not fit in with the "rules of thumb"

presented. Both regions C2R1 and region C2R2 show correspondence between
the existence of parallel modes and an elevated noise level. In both regions the

change in noise level was accompanied by the growth or death of a mode.
However none of this evidence is in any sense conclusive.

4.7 Evidence from the Sum Frequencies in the Green

Green noise is hypothesised to require two non-linearities, cross saturation of the

gain and sum-frequency mixing [8, 9], Thus, it would seem reasonable to expect

that a survey of the existence of sum-frequencies in the green over the

temperature ranges discussed above might illuminate the difference between quiet
and noisy regions somewhat.

For C1R1 there is obvious sum frequency mixing between the dominant mode and

parallel modes, however there is no correlation between the amount of power in
the sum frequency mixing mode and the noise level. There is intermittent evidence
of sum frequency mixing between the perpendicular modes and the dominant
mode. On a repeat run there was no evidence of sum frequency mixing between
the perpendicular modes and the dominant mode.
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In C1R2, parallel mode sum frequency mixing is observed but no perpendicular
mode sum frequency mixing is seen. However, the strength of the sum frequency

mixing still bears no relation to the noise level.

For C2R1, parallel mode sum frequency mixing is observed below 35 °C and

perpendicular sum frequency mixing above this point; however the laser is quiet
above 35 °C.

The sum frequency mixing characteristics for C2R2 divide into four sections. For

temperatures less than 41.5 °C, evidence of perpendicular mode sum frequency

mixing is seen but no noise is observed. Between 41.5 and 43.5 °C, a noisy

region, both parallel and perpendicular mode sum frequency mixing is observed.
Between 43.5 and 47 °C, perpendicular mode sum frequency mixing is seen and
the laser runs quietly. Above 47 °C, the now noisy laser exhibits both types of
sum frequency mixing in its green spectrum. Over no temperature range is there

any correlation between powers in either of the sum frequency mixing modes and

the noise level.

Observations of sum frequency mixing do not harm the parallel mode hypothesis,
indeed there seems to be a strong correlation between parallel mode sum

frequency mixing and noisy operation. By contrast there is little or no evidence of
such a connection when perpendicular mode sum frequency mixing is examined.
The lack of a correlation between mode strengths and noise and between input
and output coupler spectra does not support the hypothesis. However, it is
debatable to what extent one would expect the input and output coupler green

spectra to be exactly the same, given that, in propagating from the input to the

output coupler, the green radation will experience some residual etaloning from
the intracavity surfaces. Further, the lack of correlation between the sum

frequency mode strengths and noisy operation is perhaps not altogether

unexpected, since green noise requires two non-linearities. Observations of sum-

frequency generation only diagnoses one of these.
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4.8 Green noise conclusions:

The results of the experimental observations on green noise are not wholly
conclusive. However two tentative suggestions can be made which will at least
serve as a starting point for discussion even if they prove, as is likely, to be

simplifications.

• Changes in the noise level are usually accompanied by the growth or death of a
mode. (The exception being C1R2.)

• The presence of a mode approximately parallel in polarisation to the dominant
mode is an indictor of elevated noise levels.

In opposition to the second statement, a model could be proposed whereby noise
is generated by mode competition when one mode comes in and another dies

away. This is a very plausible explanation for the noise peak in C2R1. However,
there are a number of problems with this hypothesis. First, if consideration is

given to C1R1, it can be seen that the low noise window coincides with the mode

change over point. It is very difficult to see how a mode change-over model could
be used to explain the behaviour of a chipset that exhibits mainly noisy behaviour,
since points ofmode change over are the exception rather than the rule and they
tend to occur in the quiet windows. It is not obvious why mode competition
should lead to a reduction in noise levels. A model which is based on the direction

of polarisation of the modes can potentially account for both a mainly quiet and a

mainly noisy green output. It also ties in with the first observation, since a change
in the mode structure would obviously be required to change the noise level, since
a change in the polarisations of the subsidiary modes would be required.

Neither model appears to be appropriate for C1R2: all modes persist throughout
this zone. However this is an area that is probably toward the edge of the KTP's

temperature acceptance bandwidth. This may complicate any analysis. It may well
be the case that both models can lead to noise and that they are appropriate under
different conditions. After all, there are two non-linearities in the system and the

two models deal, to a greater or lesser extent, with different ones.
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An interesting experiment that might be carried out in the future is to examine the

temporal behaviour of the individual infrared modes in noisy and quite regions. If
two modes were beating to cause noise in the green, the theory ofBaer [8] would
indicate that this should be reflected by time variations in the infrared mode

strengths. Thus one might expect to see periodic variations in the main mode and
the subsidiary which is causing the noise. Of course these changes would

presumably affect the gain available to the other infrared modes which might
cause fluctuation in their intensity. Consideration as to how large an effect this

might be would be required before conducting this experiment.

4.9 Conclusions

A model based on Jones calculus has been developed and shown to explain the

wavelengths and polarisations of the longitudinal modes in a frequency-doubled

microchip laser. This model was tested against the temperature tuning of a real
laser and gave good agreement.

The wavelength of the dominant mode in a green frequency-doubled microchip
laser will obviously impact on the efficiency of the device because of the finite
width of the gain line. However, when an anisotropic gain medium, like
Nd:YVO4, is used, the polarisation will also impact on the efficiency. Hence this

modelling will give understanding of the basic operation of the laser. Not only

that, but as was outlined in section 4.5, one would expect the intensity stability of
these lasers to be affected by the longitudinal modes structure through phenomena
like green noise.

The intensity stability of two green frequency-doubled microchip lasers was
studied on temperature tuning. Concurrent with this study, the wavelengths and

polarisations of the infrared modes and the spectra of the green modes were
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measured. No firm conclusions could be drawn, but two "rules of thumb" were

proposed.

• Changes in the noise level are usually accompanied by the growth or death of a
mode. (The exception being C1R2.)

• The presence of a mode parallel in polarisation to the main mode is an indictor
of elevated noise levels.

Hence the use of Jones calculus to model these cavities has been demonstrated

and justified, while the importance of the parameters this model predicts have
been indicted in the context of laser efficiency and intensity stability.
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Chapter 5: Modelling of a Birefringent Filter

Chapter 5:

Jones Calculus Analysis of a Laser

Cavity containing a Birefringent
Filter and a Birefringent Gain

Material

Abstract:

Jones calculus is used to model the performance ofmicro-lasers with
various birefringentfilter designs. These models can predict the

wavelength tuning andpolarisation rotation ofthe laser light as well
as the intermodal spacing and discriminationfor a given laser

geometry. Particular attention ispaid to the use ofNd:YV04, a

birefringent crystal, as the laser gain material. It isfound that the

temperature ofthe gain crystal and the length of the laser cavity are

importantparameters.

Various design parameters are discussed with a view to optimising

the design ofsingle-frequency micro-lasersfor various applications

including higher power single frequency operation andfrequency
modulation.
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5.1 Introduction

There are many applications for which it is desirable to have a laser running on a

single frequency and there are a number ofways to achieve this objective. Some
of these techniques were discussed in chapter one of this thesis. It was concluded
that a birefringent filter has a number of attractive properties when single

frequency operation is required in a simple and compact geometry. These include

very low loss operation (particularly attractive in frequency doubled or low gain

systems) and the potential for very simple, compact geometries. In this chapter,
the operation of a birefringent filter will be examined theoretically with particular
reference to compact cavities and operation with a birefringent gain material. This
scenario has yet to be examined rigorously in the literature. In chapter 6, a

experimental examination of these cavities will be described.

The combination of a polarising element and a birefringent crystal which has its

principal axes rotated by 45° from the high transmission axis of the polariser, a so-

called birefringent filter, can act as a wavelength selective element in a laser cavity

[1], The only laser modes that will experience low loss are those polarised parallel
to the low loss direction of the polariser. Imagine the bireffingent filter is at one

end of a standing wave cavity. Only for modes having wavelengths such that the

birefringent filter is a halfor a full wave plate, can propagate through the

birefringent filter and back and experience minimal loss. This is because, if the

bireffingent crystal is a half or full wave plate, the mode will, on propagating
twice through the birefringent crystal, be in the same low loss polarisation when it
re-encounters the polariser. However for arbitrary waveplating in the bireffingent

crystal, the light will not have this polarisation after traversing the bireffingent

crystal twice and hence will experience loss at the polariser. If the bireffingent
filter is set up such that the spacing between adjacent filter maxima is larger than
the gain bandwidth of the laser medium, mode selection can result.

It is also possible to realise a bireffingent filter by using a Brewster cut

birefringent crystal and discarding the separate Brewster plate. Whilst this is
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certainly an approach worthy of investigation in micro-laser geometries given the
reduction in the number of cavity components and the potential for high

discrimination, it has some drawbacks. First, it is not appropriate for schemes
where the frequency doubling and birefringent crystals are combined, since the
fundamental and second harmonic will be refracted differently at the Brewster

surfaces. In addition there is some degree ofwalk-off between the components of
the polarisation along the principal axes of the crystal. The need to precisely angle
and temperature tune the crystal while keeping the cavity compact also presents

additional engineering problems. Work in St. Andrews is continuing to assess the
merits of this scheme in the context ofmicro-laser geometries.

The Jones Calculus methods discussed in chapter 4 provide a very convenient
method for tracking the polarisation of light through an optical system. If the

phase terms are included with the Jones matrices for the optical elements,

polarisation effects in laser cavities can be fully studied. As for the frequency
doubled microchip lasers discussed in chapter 4, the first step is to construct the
round trip Jones matrix of the system, the building blocks ofwhich are the
matrices described in equations 4.5 and 4.10 to 4.13. From this, the eigenequation
can be formed:

M■ X - a- X (5.1)

where M is the round trip Jones matrix, X is the two component vector

representing the polarisation and a is a positive real number. The fact that X is the
same on both sides of the equation imposes the condition that the polarisations
must match after a round trip, and the condition that a must be real and positive
ensures that the phases are correct for resonance. This second condition only
holds if the phase factors are included for the individual Jones matrices. For a
loss-less cavity, awill be 1 on a round trip, but if, for example, a Brewster plate
were included in the cavity, a could be less than one. (This discussion has
considered only "cold" cavities, that is to say gain is neglected.) It should also be
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noted that any air gaps in the cavity will have an associated phase factor which
will multiply the identity matrix to give their Jones matrix.

The Jones calculus methods described in this section can be used to study the

operation of cavities containing birefringent materials and Brewster elements. For

given lengths and refractive indices, such a model will return the loss per round

trip and the wavelength of a given mode via the eigenvalue a in equation 5.1 (the

fractional loss per round trip is 1-ct2). Once the eigenvalue is known, the

polarisation can be calculated by solving for the eigenvectorX. Thus, by

examining the relative losses for adjacent modes, the likelihood that the laser will
run single frequency can be assessed. An example of the implementation of such a

model is given in appendix A4.

5.1 A Comparison ofKTP with Undoped YVO4 for Birefringent
Filter Applications

Work within the Microchip Laser Group at the University of St. Andrews has
shown that the combination of a Brewster plate and a KTP crystal cut for type-II

phased matched doubling of the 1064 nm radiation, can act as a very effective
means of enforcing single frequency operation in intracavity doubled continuous
wave Nd:YVO4 miniature lasers (see chapter 6 and [2]). The discrimination
between modes arises due to the birefringent filter effect.

The purpose of the work described in this chapter was two fold. The first

objective was to investigate the action of a bireffingent filter containing KTP in a

cavity which contains a birefringent gain medium, a situation which has not yet
been fully described in the literature. In some situations it may be desirable to
enforce single frequency operation at the fundamental, without the second
harmonic generation implicit in the use of a phase-matched KTP crystal. In

response to this requirement, the potential ofundoped YVO4 as a component was
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assessed. In this section, design parameters for both the green and fundamental
lasers will be calculated and discussed.

KTP/YV04 ;45o

Beam Propagation
Direction

Brewster Plate

Nd:YVO

c-axis

High Transmission
axis

c-axi:

(High gain axis)

Figure 5.1: Orientation of the crystals and the Brewsterplate toform the
birefringentfilter.

1mm HR/AR
Nd:YV(Xi

lWPump from
Laser diode

BK7 Brewster Plate

Single frequency
output at 532 nm or

1064 nm

5mm AR/HR KTP
or AR/~90% YVO,

10 mm

Figure 5.2: Design ofthe singlefrequency laser

In order to do this, Jones calculus methods were used to model two cavities,

which were identical with the exception of the birefringent crystal in the

birefringent filter. In the first case it was a 5 mm piece ofKTP, and in the second
a 5 mm piece ofundoped YY04. Otherwise the cavity was taken to consist of a 1
mm thick of piece ofNd:YY04 and a BK7 Brewster plate. The high gain axis (c-
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axis) of the Nd:YVO4 and the high transmission axis of the Brewster plate were
aligned, whilst the c-axis of the undoped YV04 or KTP was at 45° to this pair
(see figure 5.1). The total physical length ofboth cavities was taken to be 10 mm

(see figure 5.2). For the purposes of this modelling, the temperature of the gain
crystal was taken to be 25 °C, this sets its birefringence such that it is not close to

being half or full wave. As will be discussed in section 5.4 this turns out to be an

important consideration. The modelling of these cavities was done using the
computer mathematics programMathcad and the resulting worksheet can be seen

in appendix A5.

The tuning of the modes in such cavities can be studied under variation of the

temperature of the birefringent crystal in the birefringent filter, or of the overall

cavity length. If the temperature of the birefringent crystals in the birefringent
filter is varied, it is found that the wavelength tunes at a rate of 0.008 nm/°C for
the KTP and 0.003 nm/°C for the YVO4. The separations of neighbouring
longitudinal modes are 0.037 nm (9.8 GHz) and 0.035 nm (9.3 GHz) respectively.
These agree with what one would expect from a simple calculation of the cavity
free spectral range. Such a calculation yields a mode spacing of about 10 GHz.
The wavelength tuning around a birefringent filter maximum is shown in figure
5.3.

Temperature (°C)

Figure 5.3: Wavelength tuning with temperature ofthe birefringent crystalfor
KTP and YVO4 at a 10mm physical cavity length.
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the KTP laser and the blue for the YVO4 laser.
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Figure 5.4: Rotation of thepolarisation at the input coupler with temperature
of the birefringent crystalforKTP and YV04 at a 10mm physical cavity length.
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the KTP laser and the blue for the YV04 laser. The
angle shown is the angle to the c axis in the Nd:YV04.

Temperature (°C)

Figure 5.5: Rotation of the polarisation at the output coupler with temperature
of the birefringent crystalfor KTP and YVO4 at a 10mm physical cavity length.
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the KTP laser and the blue for the YV04 laser. The
angle shown is the angle to the c axis in the Nd:YV04.

Due to the presence of the rotated birefringent element, the polarisation of the

output radiation will rotate in these lasers as the temperature of the bireffingent
element is adjusted. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the rotation predicted at the input

coupler (gain crystal end of the cavity) and the output coupler (birefringent filter
end of the cavity). Notice that the predicted rotation is different for the two cases.
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Perhaps the most important parameter when designing a single frequency laser is
the differential in loss between the lasing mode and its nearest neighbour modes.
The square of the round trip eigenvalue, as discussed in the introduction, is

nothing other than the fractional round trip transmission of the cavity. That is to

say, one minus the square of the round trip eigenvalue is the round trip loss.

Figure 5.6 shows how the square of the round trip eigenvalue varies with

temperature of the birefringent crystal for two adjacent longitudinal modes.

Figure 5.6: Tuning ofthe square of the round trip eigenvalue with
temperature of the birefringent crystalforKTP and YVO4 at a 10mm physical
cavity length.
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the KTP laser and the blue for the YVO4 laser.

As can be seen from figure 5.6, the maxima for adjacent modes are displaced in

temperature. This effect arises because the different modes have different

wavelengths and hence experience a different birefringence in the KTP or

undoped YV04. Thus, for a given temperature, the various modes within the gain
bandwidth of the gain material will experience different round trip losses and the
mode that experiences the lowest loss will be favoured. If the loss differential is

large enough, the possibility of single frequency operation exists.

The separation of the filter maxima is 0.95 °C for the KTP laser and 1.3 °C for the
YVO4 laser. These figures are important in that they give an indication of how
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well the temperature of the birefringent element should be stabilised, and along
with the width of the filter peaks determine the discrimination between adjacent
modes. The temperature of the birefringent element must be stabilised to less than
these values to prevent the laser jumping between operation on adjacent modes.
In this regard the YV04 can be seen to out perform the KTP and will require a

little less environmental control. This window ofmode hop free operation will be
reduced as the laser is pumped further above threshold. However, these figures
indicate the minimum stability requirements and the relative performance of the
two systems.

In order to estimate the mode-hop free wavelength tuning that might be realised

by adjusting the temperature of the birefringent crystal, one can assume that the
maximum temperature change possible before a mode hop occurs would be equal
to the spacing of the filter maxima. That is to say the maximum available tuning is
from a point midway between filter maxima, through a filter maximum, to a point

midway between filter maxima on the other side. If this is the case, the available

wavelength tuning will be:

dX
A^=Ar-— (5.2)

where AT is the spacing, in temperature, between filter maxima for adjacent

longitudinal modes. The rate of change ofwavelength with temperature is taken
to be the gradient of the appropriate wavelength with temperature plot akin to
those in figure 5.3. For the KTP and YV04 lasers being discussed in this section,
this gives maximum possible tunings of 0.0076 nm (2.0 GHz) and 0.0039 nm (1.0

GHz) respectively.

The width of the filter peaks at 99% transmission will be used in this chapter as a

convenient way of comparing the width of the filter peaks. The width of the filter

peaks is interesting for two reasons. First, in conjunction with the separation of
filter peaks for adjacent longitudinal modes, it will set the discrimination between

adjacent longitudinal modes. More subtly, it also affects the potential tuneablity of
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the laser. If the filter peaks are very narrow, the power will roll off very quickly
when the laser is tuned, which is undesirable. By the measure described here, the

peaks for the KTP and YVO4 have widths of 3.2 and 2.15 °C respectively. This

suggests that the KTP system would both tune further and with less power roll off
than the YVO4 system. For practical reasons, it is unlikely that a laser system
would be tuned via the temperature of the bireffingent element.

The combination of a larger separation ofmaxima and a narrower filter peaks
means that the YV04 wins out significantly in terms of the discrimination
achieved over the adjacent mode. For the purposes of this report the
discrimination is taken to mean the extra loss experienced by a mode adjacent to
one which is sitting at the maximum transmission point of the bireffingent filter. In
this case, the discrimination for the YVO4 is some 1.4%, where as that for the

KTP is only 0.3%. (The discrimination is dependent on the birefringence in the

gain crystal since this affects the width of the filter peak. This will be discussed in
section 5.4, however in the calculations conducted for this section and section 5.3,

the temperature of the gain crystal was set at 25 °C and similar wavelengths were
examined for both laser set-ups so as to factor out this effect.)

Change in Cavity Length (m)

Figure 5.7: Wavelength tuning with cavity length forKTP and YVO4 at
around 10mm physical cavity length.
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the KTP laser and the blue for the YVO4 laser.
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Instead of tuning the temperature of the birefringent crystal in the birefringent

filter, the overall length of the cavity can be varied. If this is done for small

changes around a cavity length of 10 mm, the tuning of the wavelength is as per

figure 5.7. A wavelength tuning rate of 0.070 nm/pm is predicted for the KTP

system compared to 0.064 nm/pm for the YV04. The separations of adjacent
modes are 0.037 nm (9.8 GHz) and 0.035 nm (9.3 GHz) respectively. As would
be expected, the mode separations are the same as for the temperature tuning
case.

For the case of length tuning, the filter maxima are separated by 0.54 pm for the

KTP system and 0.53 pm for the YV04 system. The widths at 99% round trip

transmission are 1.79 pm for the KTP and 0.82 pm for the YV04. These in turn

produce discriminations of 0.3% for the KTP and 1.4% for the YV04. These

results are illustrated in figure 5.10. In a manner completely analogous to that
described for the temperature tuning case, an upper bound on the available tuning
can be defined as follows:

dX
AAl=AL— (5.3)

where AL is the spacing, in length, between filter maxima for adjacent longitudinal
modes. The rate of change ofwavelength with cavity length is taken to be the

gradient of the appropriate wavelength with cavity length plots akin to those in

figure 5.7. For the KTP and YV04 lasers being discussed in this section, this gives
maximum possible tunings of 0.038 nm (10.0 GHz) and 0.034 nm (9.0 GHz)

respectively.

Tuning via the cavity length, as opposed to adjusting the temperature of the

birefringent filter, gives the laser far greater frequency agility. This is presumably
due to the fact the birefringent filter is perturbed much less. Since adjusting the

cavity length, either through a piezo electric element or an electro-optic element,
will be much faster, this is the preferable method of tuning or modulating these
lasers. The width between the 99% transmission points is more than twice as large
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for the KTP system than the YV04 system and the available tuning is larger.

Assuming there is sufficient discrimination to ensure single frequency operation,
KTP may be the better choice for a modulated laser. However this tuning is only
useful for the range over which the laser is single frequency, so the discrimination
of the YVO4 system may give it the edge at higher pump powers.
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Figure 5.8: Rotation of the polarisation at the input coupler with cavity length
for KTP and YV04 at a 10mm physical cavity length.
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the KTP laser and the blue for the YVO4 laser. The
angle shown is the angle to the c axis in the Nd:YV04.
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Figure 5.9: Rotation of the polarisation at the output coupler with cavity
length for KTP and YV04 at a 10mm physical cavity length.
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the KTP laser and the blue for the YVO4 laser. The
angle shown is the angle to the high gain axis in the Nd:YV04.
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Figure 5.10: Tuning of the square ofthe round trip eigenvalue with cavity
length for KTP and YV04 at around 10mm physical cavity length.
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the KTP laser and the blue for the YV04 laser.

The calculations outlined in this section indicate that YVO4 should out perform
the same length ofKTP as the birefringent element in a birefringent filter. Given
that excellent single frequency performance has been obtained within the

Microchip Laser Group at the University of St. Andrews using 5 mm KTP in

green lasers (see chapter 6 and [2]), a 5 mm piece of YVO4 is a very promising
candidate for use in a birefringent filter.

5.3 A Comparison of 5mm of Undoped YVO4 with 2mm of

Undoped YVO4 for Birefringent Filter Applications.

Given that 5 mm ofYVO4 would appear to out perform the same length ofKTP
for bireffingent filter applications, and that 5 mm KTP has already proved to be

adequate for a birefringent filter (see chapter 6 and [2]), it would appear that the
use of shorter lengths ofYV04 may be possible. This hypothesis is further

strengthened if it is noted that the use of a shorter crystal will allow for a shorter
overall cavity length. This will in turn increase the mode spacing and hence the

partially offset the decrease in discrimination expected due to the broader filter

peaks produced by a shorter bireffingent crystal. (This effect will be examined
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quantitatively in section 5.5.) In this case, a 2 mm piece ofYVO4 has been

compared theoretically with a 5 mm piece. The shorter crystal allows a shorter

cavity and so, whilst a 10 mm cavity has again been assumed for the 5mm crystal,
a cavity of only 7 mm has been assumed for the 2 mm crystal.

As might be expected, the mode spacing is larger for the cavity with the 2 mm

crystal at 0.056 nm (14.8 GHz) compared to about 0.035 nm (9.3 GHz) for the 5
mm crystal. The tuning rates for the cavity with the 2 mm crystal are 0.002 nm/°C

(0.5 GHz/°C) and 0.104 nm/pm (27.6 GHz/pm) for temperature and length

tuning respectively. This compares to 0.003 nm/°C (0.8 GHz/°C) and 0.064

nm/pm (17.0 GHz/pm) respectively for the cavity with the 5 mm crystal.

Temperature (°C)

Figure 5.11: Tuning of the square of the round trip eigenvalue with
temperature of the birefringent crystalfor 2 mm and 5 mm YVO4.
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the 2 mm YVO4 laser and the blue for the 5 mm YVO4
laser.

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 illustrate the effect on the discrimination. The
discriminations were found to be 0.7% and 1.4% for the 2 mm and 5 mm crystals

respectively. That is to say the 5mm crystals perform about twice as well as the 2
mm crystals. However, given that there is about a factor of five difference
between 5 mm ofYV04 and 5 mm ofKTP, it is likely that 2 mm ofYV04 would
still perform well as the bireffingent element in a bireffingent filter. This gives the
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potential for exploitation of very compact cavities with less scatter loss and

expense.

Change in Cavity Length (m)

Figure 5.12: Tuning of the square of the round trip eigenvalue with cavity
length for 2 mm and 5 mm YVO4.
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the 2 mm YVO4 laser and the blue for the 5 mm YVO4
laser.

The separations of the filter maxima, in the 2 mm case, are 2.3 °C and 0.53 jam in
terms of temperature and cavity length respectively. This compares to 1.3 °C and

0.53 jam for the 5 mm case. Thus for the 2 mm case, the temperature control

requirements are less stringent than for the 5 mm case.

Using equations 5.2 and 5.3, the maximum potential length and temperature

tunings are calculated to be about 0.055 nm (14.6 GHz) and 0.0046 nm (1.2

GHz) respectively for the 2 mm case. For length tuning, which is the most

practical way of tuning the laser, the device containing the 2 mm crystal gives half
as much tuning again as the laser containing the 5 mm crystal. The widths of the
filter peaks between the points of 99% transmission are 5.6 °C and 1.25 jam for

the 2 mm case compared to 2.15 °C and 0.82 jam for the 5 mm case. This is
indicative of a greater potential for a relatively flat output power characteristic on

tuning.
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Although the 2 mm case shows lower discrimination and thus is less well suited to

higher power single frequency operation, the wider tuning range and wide filter

peaks suggest it may be better suited for modulated sources. Work at St.

Andrews by Lake et al. has demonstrated single frequency operation ofboth the
2mm and 5mm YV04 lasers described in this section [3], Greater than 760 mW of

single frequency power has been achieved for 5 mm ofYV04 and greater than
530 mW for 2 mm ofYV04, both with 2 W of diode laser pump power.

5.4 The Effect of Varying theWaveplating of the Gain Crystal.

As was alluded to in section 5.3, varying the waveplating of the gain crystal will
effect the width of the filter peaks and hence change the discrimination between

adjacent modes. In order to illustrate this effect, calculations were conducted

whereby the intermodal discrimination was measured under length tuning with the

temperature of the gain crystal (1 mm Nd:YV04) set at a number of different
values. This modelling was done for a YV04 system. As can be seen from figure

5.13, the effect of controlling the gain crystal temperature is marked, causing a

change in discrimination from 0.7% to about 27%. In order to factor out this
effect and allow for meaningful comparison, all previous calculations were
conducted with a gain crystal temperature of 25 °C. For the system discussed here
that gave a discrimination of 1.4%.

The peaks in the discrimination curve occur at temperatures where the

waveplating in the gain crystal is either halfor full wave. In this situation the
round trip Jones matix reduces to that which would be expected for say a

Nd:YAG laser, where the gain medium is not birefringent. If the waveplating in
the gain crystal is zero (as in Nd:YAG), half-wave or full-wave, the discrimination
curve looks like those shown in figure 5.14. It has the flat portions characteristic
ofbirefringent filters in Nd:YAG lasers. In general, these flat portions do not exist
for a birefringent gain crystal, however in the region when the gain crystal is close
to being a half or full wave plate, they do occur. An example of the form of the
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filter peaks when the gain crystal is close to being a half or full wave plate is
shown in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.13: The effect ofvarying the waveplating of the lasing crystal on the
discrimination between adjacent modes
The points represent the percentage discrimination between two adjacent modes. The blue
diamonds represent dicrimination of the first, lower wavelength mode over it nearest neighbour
on the higher wavelength side and the red squares represent the discrimination of the second
mode over the first.
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Figure 5.14: Tuning of the square ofthe round trip eigenvalue with cavity
length for 5 mm KTP and 5 mm YVO4 with a Nd:YAG gain crystal
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the 5 mm KTP laser and the blue for the 5 mm YVO4
laser.

In figure 5.13, the curve for the discrimination of the first, lower wavelength
mode over the second mode is displaced from that for the discrimination of the
second over the first. This is due to the wavelength separation of the two modes
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and hence the different temperatures at which they experience a half or full wave

plate in the Nd: YV04. The fact that the laser wavelength tunes as the cavity

length or temperature of the birefringent crystal is varied means that the filter

peaks are asymmetrical if, as in this case, the gain crystal is bireffingent. This
effect is accentuated when the gain crystal is close to being a half or full wave

plate as can be seen in figure 5.15.

0.7 -I 1 1 ! 1 1 1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

Change in Cavity Length (Jim)

Nd:Vanadate: 112.5 Celsius —Nd:Vanadate: 50 Celsius Nd YAG

Figure 5.15: Tuning of the square of the round trip eigenvalue with cavity
length for 5 mm YV04 with a Nd:YV04 gain crystal at 112.5 °C and 50 °C and
a Nd: YAG gain crystal
At 112.5 °C the Nd:YV04 crystal is close to being a halfwave plate, whilst at 50 °C it is far
from so being. Nd:YAG is not bireffingent

The effect of varying the waveplating in the gain crystal (as illustrated in figure

5.13), might be utilised to control the properties of a single frequency laser.

Obviously, if these lasers are pushed further above threshold to improve the

output powers, tuning of the waveplating to a halfor whole waveplate would
allow for maximum discrimination with a given length ofbireffingent crystal in the

birefringent filter. However, it would also be possible to trade off discrimination
for a flatter change in the loss profile on wavelength tuning were a frequency
modulated source required. This would reduce the pump powers below which

single frequency operation could be achieved, but in some circumstances that
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might be an acceptable trade off for a single frequency modulated source of
reduced complexity, but with a relatively flat power output characteristic.

As the work in this section has shown, the birefringence in the gain crystal can
have a major effect on the performance of the laser. A problem that will arise with
the use ofNd:YAG in this geometry at higher pump powers is that of thermal

birefringence [4], The approximately radial symmetry of the temperature
distribution in the pumped gain crystal leads strain in the crystal with radial and
azimuthal components. This is turn induces birefringence with similar symmetry.
In a crystal like Nd:YV04, this effect is swamped by the natural birefringence.
However in Nd:YAG lasers it leads to significant depolarisation of the laser mode
and hence loses at any polarising element.

5.5 The Effect of Varying the Length of the Cavity

Here, a cavity using KTP as the birefringent element in the bireffingent filter was
considered. It was taken to be identical to such cavities discussed earlier in this

chapter, with the exception that the cavity length was varied between 7 and 30
mm. The discrimination to the adjacent mode was calculated for such a length
variation. The results are displayed in figure 5.16.

Figure 5.16 illustrates the advantages in keeping the cavity length short if single

frequency operation is required. A short cavity leads to a larger wavelength

spacing between the cavity modes and hence a larger discrimination. It can be
seen that for the cavity considered here, operation at lengths below 20 mm will

provide superior single frequency performance. The size of the components will

put a lower limit on the cavity length and hence lengths much shorter than 10 mm
are unlikely to be practicable with the components considered in this chapter.
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Figure 5.16: The discrimination with cavity length
The laser considered here was taken to consist of 1mm ofNd:YV04, a BK7 Brewster plate and 5
mm of KTP. The physical length of the cavity was then varied by changing the air gaps.

5.6 Brewster Cut Gain Crystal

An alternative to using a discrete Brewster plate is to cut the Nd:YV04 gain

crystal such that one face is perpendicular to the beam propagation direction,
whilst the other is at Brewster's angle. A schematic of such a laser is shown in

figure 5.17.

The advantage of such a geometry is that the cavity length is reduced, to about
7.2 mm from 10 mm for a 5 mm birefringent crystal and a 1 mm thick (at the mid

point) gain crystal, compared to a Brewster plate geometry. As can be seen from

figure 5.16, such a reduction in cavity length will lead to considerable

improvement in the discrimination. This effect is enhanced by the Brewster
element having a greater loss differential between the low loss and high loss

polarisations. For a BK7 glass Brewster plate, which is what was assumed for all
the previous laser systems modelled, the amplitude transmission of the high loss

polarisation is 85% for a single pass. Despite the fact the Brewster cut gain crystal
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geometry contains only one Brewster angled surface, the single pass amplitude
transmission of the high loss polarisation is reduced to 72%. This arises from the

higher refractive index of the Nd:YV04 gain crystal (refractive index -2.2)

compared to the BK7 glass (refractive index -1.5) and will give rise to higher
discrimination in the birefringent filter.

1W Pump from
Laser diode

HR/Brewster

Nd:YV04

<10 mm

5mm AR/HR KTP
or AR/~90% YVCL

<10 mm
Single Frequency
output at 532 nm

or 1064 nm

Figure 5.17: Design ofthe Brewster cut gain crystal singlefrequency laser.

The higher Brewster loss of the Brewster element, combined with the shorter

cavity length, means that the discrimination for this system is calculated to be
0.8% for a KTP crystal in the birefringent filter and 3.3% for a YV04 crystal. This

compares to 0.3% and 1.4% respectively for the Brewster plate geometry. The
filter peaks for the Brewster cut gain crystal geometry are shown in figures 5 .18
and 5.19. (In all cases the temperature of the gain crystal was set to 25 °C.)

The short cavity length also leads to larger mode spacings and higher tuning rates

with temperature and cavity length. IfKTP is used in the birefringent filter, the
laser tunes at 0.010 nm/°C (2.6 GHz/ °C) and 0.086 nm/pm (22.8 GFLz/pm). For

YVO4 in the birefringent filter, the laser tunes at 0.004 nm/°C (1.1 GHz/°C) and
0.077 nm/pm (20.4 GHz/pm). The spacing of the filter peaks for adjacent
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longitudinal modes gives an estimate of the minimum temperature and length
stabilities required to ensure single frequency operation. These come out at 1.2 °C

and 0.53 pm for the KTP system and 1.6 °C and 0.53 pm for the YVO4 system.

Figure 5.18: Tuning ofthe square of the round trip eigenvalue with
temperature of the birefringent crystalfor 5 mm KTP and 5 mm YV04 in a
Brewster cut gain crystal geometry
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the 5 mm KTP laser and the blue for the 5 mm YVO4
laser.

Change in Cavity Length (m)

Figure 5.19: Tuning ofthe square of the round trip eigenvalue with cavity
length for 5 mm KTP and 5 mm YVO4 in a Brewster cut gain crystal geometry
The red curves are for adjacent modes in the 5 mm KTP laser and the blue for the 5 mm YVO4
laser.
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The shorter cavity length gives a higher potential maximum tuning than the
Brewster plate based systems. Calculations based on equations 5.2 and 5.3

suggest upper limits on temperature tuning of 0.0120 nm (3.2 GHz) for the KTP

based system and 0.0064 nm (1.7 GHz) for the YV04 based system. This is about
1.6 times greater than the maximum available tuning calculated for the equivalent
Brewster plate geometries. The upper limits on length tuning are more generous

at 0.046 nm (12.1 GHz) and 0.041 nm (10.8 GHz) for the KTP and YV04

systems respectively. This is 20% higher than those predicted for the equivalent
Brewster plate geometries. Although these figures make the Brewster cut gain

crystal geometry look attractive for modulated sources it should be noted that the

length tuning filter peaks are only about 65% of the width of the equivalent filter

peaks for the Brewster plate geometries. This will lead to greater roll off of the

output power on length tuning.

In summary, the Brewster cut gain crystal geometry is an attractive one for

experimental examination due to the higher Brewster loss of the Brewster element
and the potential for shorter cavity lengths. It also has the potential for

exploitation as a frequency modulated source, especially if some of the extra
discrimination gained were traded for flatter tuning by using a shorter crystal in
the bireffingent filter. However, as will be described in chapter 6, there have been
some practical problems with getting this geometry to work efficiently in

frequency doubled systems.

5.7 Other Effects Aiding Single Frequency Operation

In addition to bireffingent filtering, a number of other mechanisms will effect the

single frequency performance of the lasers described in this chapter. Chief

amongst these is the reduction in spatial hole burning caused by the localisation of
the gain to a small region at one end of the cavity [5], This effect is particularly

strong in Nd:YV04 because it has a small pump absorption depth. Single

frequency performance is enhanced because the strongly localised region in which
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the gain is highest is also the region in which adjacent longitudinal modes have the

strongest longitudinal overlap. This means that the oscillating mode strongly

depletes the gain available for any secondary modes.

Nd:YY04 has a strongly polarised emission cross-section. It has been noted by
Chen et al. [6] that this, in conjunction with the KTP doubling crystal, can act as a

birefringent filter. Indeed these authors have demonstrated a laser which produces
3.3 W of single frequency green power for 12 W of pump power. This form of

birefringent filtering, along with spatial hole burning, was used to explain the

single frequency operation. The modelling presented by Chen et al. suggests that
the lasers discussed in this chapter might run single frequency, without a Brewster

plate, at up to 4 or 5 times the threshold pump power. With a Brewster plate,

single frequency operation at up to around 20 times the threshold pump power

has been demonstrated in St. Andrews (see chapter 6 and [2]). This form of

birefringent filtering, and the reduction in spatial hole burning effects, will act to
increase the discrimination for the lasers described in this chapter.

The anti-reflection coated surfaces in the cavity will give rise to residual
reflections. These, in turn will lead to weak etalon and coupled cavity effects
which will provide a frequency dependent loss. This may act to enhance single

frequency operation, but equally, since they are not controlled, they may act as a

parasitic loss mechanism on the oscillating mode.

For frequency doubled systems there is a further effect which acts to enhance

single frequency operation. If two modes are oscillating, both will experience an

intensity dependent loss to second harmonic generation. Further, both modes will

experience a loss dependent on the intensity of the other due sum frequency

generation. The fractional loss, due to this second process, will be heavier for the
weaker mode and for this reason single frequency operation will be encouraged.
Work by Martin et al. [7] has shown that this effect can act to greatly enlarge the
mode hop free single frequency tuning range of a frequency doubled Nd:YAG

ring laser.
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None of the effects mentioned in this section have been included in the models

presented here, but further study of all of them will lead to a better understanding
of the design parameters for single frequency micro-lasers.

5.8 Conclusions

The modelling presented in this chapter provides a means to assess the potential
of various birefringent filter geometries in micro-lasers. The strength of this

approach is that it can predict the tuning behaviour of the laser and deal with the
case of a birefringent gain material, a situation that has, to the best of the author's

knowledge, not been studied fully before.

Laser
Code

Cavity
Length
(mm)

Birefringent
Crystal

Brewster Element Gain Crystal

Type Length
(mm)

Type Ratio Type Length
(mm)

K5BP-V 10 KTP 5 Plate 1 0.85 Nd:YV04 1

V5BP-V 10 YV04 5 Plate 1 0.85 Nd:YV04 1

V2BP-V 7 YVO4 2 Plate 1 0.85 Nd:YV04 1

K5BV-V 7.2 KTP 5 Crystal 1 0.76 Nd:YV04 1

V5BV-V 7.2 YVO4 5 Crystal 1 0.76 Nd:YV04 1

K5BP-Y 10 KTP 5 Plate 1 0.85 Nd:YAG 1

V5BP-Y 10 YVO4 5 Plate 1 0.85 Nd:YAG 1

Table 5.1: Summary ofcavity geometeries
In the "Brewster Element" column. "Plate" and "Crystal" indicate that a BK7 glass Brewster
plate or a Brewster cut gain crystal respectively were assumed during the modelling. The
"Ratio" column refers to the ratio of the single pass amplitude transmissions of the Brewster
elements for the high and low transmission polarisations.

The laser geometries that have been studied in this chapter are summarised in
table 5.1. These systems include two different gain crystals, one isotropic, the
other not, and two different birefringent crystals for the birefringent filter. Further,
both Brewster plate and Brewster cut gain-crystal geometries are included.

One of the major conclusion to be drawn from this work is that with thoughtful

design, single frequency micro-lasers based on a birefringent filter can have wide
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functionality. It is well known that birefringent crystal in the birefringent filter can
also be a non linear crystal for second harmonic generation [1], Lasers based on

the first design (K5BP-V) in tables 5.1-5.3 have produced in excess of 250 mW of

single frequency green power for about 1W of pump power (see chapter 6 and

[2]). Such efficient generation of the second harmonic is indicative of a laser

cavity with very low parasitic loss. For this reason, it is to be hoped that the

modelling described in this chapter can be used to help design a practical source
of single frequency blue radiation based on a birefringent filter.

Laser dX/dT dfrdT Mode Spacing AT 99% width

Code nm/°C GHz/°C nm GHz °C °C
K5BP-V 0.008 2.1 0.037 9.8 0.95 3.2

V5BP-V 0.003 0.8 0.035 9.3 1.3 2.15

V2BP-V 0.002 0.5 0.056 14.8 2.3 5.6

K5BV-V 0.010 2.6 0.046 12.2 1.2 2.8

V5BV-V 0.004 1.1 0.042 11.1 1.6 2.15

K5BP-Y 0.008 2.1 0.038 10.1 0.95 0.8

V5BP-Y 0.003 0.8 0.034 9.0 1.3 0.5

Table 5.2: Summary of temperature tuning characteristics
AT is the separation of filter maxima for adjacent longitudinal modes and the "99% width" is
the width of the filter peaks between the points of 99% power transmission.

Laser dXI6L dfrdL Mode Spacing AL 99% width

Code nm/pm GHz/pm nm GHz pm pm
K5BP-V 0.070 18.5 0.037 9.8 0.54 1.79

V5BP-V 0.064 17.0 0.035 9.3 0.53 0.82

V2BP-V 0.104 27.6 0.055 14.6 0.53 1.25

K5BV-V 0.086 22.8 0.046 12.2 0.53 1.16

V5BV-V 0.077 20.4 0.042 11.1 0.53 0.54

K5BP-Y 0.071 18.8 0.038 10.1 0.53 0.44

V5BP-Y 0.063 16.7 0.033 8.7 0.54 0.20

Table 5.3: Summary of length tuning characteristics
AL is the separation of filter maxima for adjacent longitudinal modes and the "99% width" is
the width of the filter peaks between the points of 99% power transmission.

Production of blue radiation from micro-lasers is considerably more challenging

than for the more common green lasers. The low parasitic loss of the birefringent
filter will aid the performance of the highly loss sensitive, quasi three level, 950
nm transition in Nd?f typically used in blue micro-lasers. The resulting
fundamental radiation will be polarised and single frequency. The former will aid
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the phase matching of second harmonic generation, whilst the latter will eliminate
the instabilities (caused by the analogue of the green noise problem, see chapter 4
and [8-10]) that plague multiple longitudinal mode blue microlasers [11]. It may
be that these techniques can be combined with the high non-linear coefficients and
wide acceptance bandwidths of type-II phase matched periodically poled KTP.

Questions over simultaneously optimising the temperature and wavelength of the

periodically poled KTP for the second harmonic generation and birefringent filter

operation need to be answered, however the model presented here should aid this

process. If the answers to these investigations are positive, then the promise of a

simple, compact and high performance single frequency blue micro-laser beckons.

The utility ofbirefringent filters can also be exploited at the fundamental

wavelength. Work at St. Andrews by Lake et al. [3] has demonstrated a laser
based on design V5BP-V (see table 5.1) and pumped with 2W laser-diode. This

system produced in excess of 760 mW of single frequency power at 1064 nm. The

modelling presented in this chapter indicates how this work can best be tailored to
different applications. If one were interested in scaling these systems to higher

output power, then design V5BV-V is worthy of consideration due to its high
discrimination. However the higher Brewster loss observed in frequency doubled
lasers with a Brewster cut gain crystal (see chapter 6) gives cause for concern.
The use of a Brewster plate made of a higher refractive index material

(e.g.undoped YAG) would be an alternative. The Nd:YAG based system V5BP-Y

gives higher discrimination still due to the birefringent filter, but will be more

susceptible to spatial hole burning effects. In addition, Nd:YAG based systems

have lower pump absorption and have proved hard to run with high beam quality

(see appendix Al) which makes it a less attractive gain material for micro-lasers.

Perhaps most importantly, Nd:YAG, which is not naturally birefringent, is

susceptible to thermally induced birefringence on high intensity pumping [4], This

birefringence causes depolaristion of the lasing modes and hence elivated losses a

the Brewster plate[4]. It will be necessary to explore these trade offs

experimentally.
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For frequency modulated sources it becomes attractive to trade off some of the

discrimination for extra tunability and a flatter output power characteristic on

tuning. For this reason design V2BP-V is attractive because of the larger tuning
that arises from short cavity length and a short birefringent crystal. Running this

system with a Brewster cut gain crystal would give more discrimination and a

shorter cavity length still: hence the potential to use an even shorter birefringent

crystal. A Brewster plate made of higher refractive index material could be used
to similar effect. If environmental control is a problem, then the short lengths of

YV04 used in this design mean that the requirements on temperature control to
maintain mode hop free operation are less stringent.

As a last example, one might be presented with an application that requires

relatively good wavelength stability. The minimum stability requirements listed in
table 5.4 refer only to the stability required to maintain mode hop free operation.
What would be required for this application is to minimise the wavelength tuning
rates with temperature and cavity length. As table 5.2 shows, YVO4, and in

particular a short length ofYVO4, minimises the length change with temperature,

whilst a longer YV04 crystal and a longer cavity length minimises the tuning with

cavity length. The exact cavity configuration chosen would depend on the details
of the specification, but the modelling presented here would enable an informed
decision to be made.

Laser

Code

Max. Tuning with
Temperature

Max. Tuning with
Cavity Length

Min. Required
Stability

Discrim
ination
%nm GHz nm GHz pm °C

K5BP-V 0.0076 2.0 0.038 10.0 0.54 0.95 0.3

V5BP-V 0.0039 1.0 0.034 9.0 0.53 1.3 1.4

V2BP-V 0.0046 1.2 0.055 14.6 0.53 2.3 0.7

K5BV-V 0.0120 3.2 0.046 12.1 0.53 1.2 0.8

V5BV-V 0.0064 1.7 0.041 10.8 0.53 1.6 3.3

K5BP-Y 0.0076 2.0 0.038 10.0 0.53 0.95 6.3

V5BP-Y 0.0039 1.0 0.034 9.0 0.54 1.3 27.8

Table 5.4: Summary ofgeneralperformance characteristics
The maximum tunings are estimated from equations 5.2 and 5.3, and the minimum stability is
the change in temperature required to tune from one filter peak to that for the adjacent
longitudinal mode.
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The modelling described has thrown up more design opportunities than can be

sensibly assessed here: Brewster plates ofhigher refractive index (e.g. undoped

YAG) to maximise discrimination or other birefringent crystals and lengths of

crystal to maximise tuning or discrimination to name but two. However it has also

provided the armoury required to assess which systems should be experimentally
examined when a particular set of performance characteristics are required.

Other novel results that have emerged from this model include an indication of
how vital a parameter cavity length is in single-frequency micro-lasers which
utilise a birefringent gain crystal and the large increase in discrimination that can
be expected if this crystal is temperature tuned to be a half or full wave plate.
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Chapter 6:

Single-Frequency Green Generation

using a Birefringent Filter

Abstract:

Up to 230 mWofsingle frequency green radiation for 1 Wofdiode-
laserpump power was demonstratedfrom a very compact micro-

laser based on a birefringentfilter geometry. For 0.5 W ofpump

power, up to 20.8 GHz ofmode-hopfree, single frequency tuning in

the green was achieved.

Both Brewsterplate and Brewster-cut gain crystal geometries were
examined experimentally. Considerable power was rejectedfrom the
Brewster surface in the latter geometry. The loss was equivalent to an

output coupling of4% in the infrared and curtailed the green power
available considerably.
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6.1 Introduction

As was mentioned in chapter 5, a birefringent filter containing type-II phase
matched KTP is a very attractive way of generating single frequency green
radiation from a micro-laser based on the strong and well studied 1 pm transition

in the Nd3+ ion. This approach to frequency selection has the advantage of

introducing very little parasitic loss to the cavity because it can be implemented by

adding only two low loss components to the fundamental cavity. Since intracavity

frequency doubled lasers are more loss sensitive than the fundamental lasers on
which they are based, this is a very important consideration. This, coupled with
the promising results of the calculations outlined in the last chapter, makes the use

of a birefringent filter in green micro-lasers worthy of experimental investigation.

When designing any laser, it is important to make a good choice of materials, in
this case the gain and non-linear crystals. Given their excellent performance in the

frequency doubled microchip laser geometry described in chapter 4, Nd:YV04
and KTP are obvious candidates (see tables 6.1 and 6.2). Nd:YV04 is a

particularly attractive gain medium for micro-lasers due to the following

properties:

• Strong absorption at the pump wavelength (absorption coefficient of about
3120 m"1 for 1% (atomic) doped material, compared to about 1000 m"1 in 1%
atomic Nd:YAG). This means that a short length of the material may be used
without compromising the efficiency of the device. In addition, the short

absorption depth can, with appropriate laser design, lead to a reduction in the
effect of spatial hole burning. This in turn may enhance the single frequency

performance [1],
• The gain is higher than Nd:YAG, the obvious widely available alternative for

operation at 1 pm. The ax products for Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG are about 9.5
1 *7 O IT O

*10" ps.cm and 7.6 *10" ps.cm respectively. (It should be noted that the
values quoted in the literature vary considerably.)
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• The gain is strongly polarisation dependent which is advantageous for

encouraging the appropriate polarisation for the correct phase matching of the

frequency doubling.
• Nd:YV04 is readily available with good crystal quality and so the intrinsic

losses at the fundamental wavelength are low.

Crystal Nd:YV04 Nd:YAG Nd:LSB

Doping (% (atomic)) 1 1 10

g.t (*10"17 ps.cm2) 9.5 7.6 1.5

Losses (m1) 1 0.1 0.03

Pump Absorption Coefficient (m"1) 4000 1200 3600

Emission Linewidth (nm) 0.8 0.6 4

Absorption Linewidth (nm) 8 0.8 3

Birefringent Yes No Yes

Polarised Emission Yes No Yes

Table 6.1: Comparison ofgain materialsfor an intracavityfrequency doublet
green laser [2]

Crystal KTP LBO MgO:LiNb03
Phase Matching Type If Type II Type I

Critical Yes No No

Temperature (°C) 25 130 100

defr (pm/V) 3.6 1.2 4.7

Problems Grey Tracking,
Walk off (0.26 °)

Low deff Damage,
Thermal Lensing

Table 6.2: Comparison ofnon linear materials for an intracavityfrequency
doubled green laser [3]

KTP is also an excellent material for this laser system:

• The non-linear coefficient for the doubling of the 1064 nm radiation is

relatively high. (~3.6 pm/V for type-II phase matched doubling of 1 pm

radiation.)
• The phase matching bandwidths are wide with the temperature, angular and

spectral bandwidths being 25 °C.cm, 25 mrad.cm and 0.56 nm.cm respectively.
This means that the tolerances for environmental control, beam divergence and

alignment are generous.

• It is readily available with good crystal quality and so the intrinsic losses at the
fundamental wavelength are low.
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• Type II phase matching makes the implementation of a bireffingent filter easy

The choice of a bireffingent filter geometry, means that the cavity length will be of
the order of 10 mm or more. This necessitates the choice of 1% doped Nd:YV04
over 3% doped material, since in the latter the thermal lens will be too strong to

allow for cavity stability at these longer cavity lengths. Having made this choice,
there is more freedom to choose the length of the KTP crystal to optimise the

doubling process, whilst bearing in mind the strong evidence from chapter 5 that a
short cavity length will greatly enhance single frequency operation.

The experience at St. Andrews is that, in general, the shorter the cavity length of a
micro-laser stabilised by thermal effects, the better the laser performs. In addition
a shorter cavity length will tend to produce a smaller transverse mode size,

enhancing the doubling process. A KTP length of 5 mm was taken as a

compromise between good frequency doubling performance, keeping the cavity

length short and having a long enough crystal to give sufficient discrimination to

give good single frequency performance. Calculations by Sinclair [2] show that in
the context ofmicro-lasers with low cavity loss, there is little to be gained in
terms of single frequency performance by choosing a crystal much longer than 5

mm. The work described in the previous chapter indicates that this length is likely
to be suitable from the point of view of single frequency performance.

The laser cavity was designed to be as small as the components and the

requirement for adjustment would reasonably allow. It consisted of a 1 mm, 1%

doped Nd:YV04 crystal coated to be highly reflecting at 1064 ran on one surface
and highly transmitting on the other, a 1 mm thick BK7 glass Brewster plate and a

5 mm long KTP crystal coated to be highly transmitting at 1064 nm and 532 nm

on one surface and highly reflecting at 1064 nm and highly transmitting at 532 nm

on the other. The measured reflectivies of the crystal coatings are shown in table
6.3. The KTP crystal was mounted in such a way that its temperature could be
controlled via a thermo-electric cooler. A schematic diagram of this laser can be
seen in figure 6.1.
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1 mm Nd:YV04
HR/AR@ 1064 nm

Pump Beam
from Laser diode

Single Frequency
Green

BK7 Brewster Plate 5mm KTP

AR/HR@ 1064 nm,
AR/AR @ 532 nm

~10 mm

Figure 6.1: Schematic of the singlefrequency green laser

Crystal Coating Transmission

@1064 nm (%)
Reflectivity

@1064 nm (%)
Reflectivity

@532 nm (%)
Nd:YV04 FfR@1064 nm 0.028 - 0.32

AR@1064 nm - 0.61 11

KTP HR@1064 nm 0.025 - -

AR@1064 nm - 0.8 0.05

Table 6.3: Measured Performance of the crystal coatings
The figures quoted indicate whether the measurements were made in transmission or reflection.

6.1 Pumping with a 0.5 W Laser-Diode

For a physical cavity length of about 27 mm, a green output power of 28.5 mW
was produced. This was achieved for a KTP temperature of25.4 °C. Given that
the 1064 nm output was around 5.02 mW, the intracavity fundamental power can
be estimated to be about 18 W. This gives an overall conversion efficiency of

0.3% and a useful conversion efficiency of 0.15% from the 1 pm to the green.

This is in line with the predictions of a simple plane wave model of intracavity
second harmonic generation, based on the work of Smith [4] and Sinclair [2],
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which predicts a conversion efficiency 0.145% assuming a spotsize of 100 um for
the fundamental. In terms ofpump to single frequency green, the overall
conversion efficiency is 11.4% and the useful conversion is 5.7%. Again, this is in
line with the Smith model, if a round trip linear loss of about 1.7% is assumed.

(Note: In this chapter all output powers are quoted for the power from the output

coupler, that is to say the KTP end of the cavity. Total conversion efficiencies
assume a similar amount of power is emitted from the input coupler and useful
conversion efficiencies consider only the useable power from the output coupler.)

Figure 6.2: Scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer trace showing single
frequency operation at 85mWofgreen powerfor a 0.5 Wpump.
FSR: Free Spectral Range

At this point the Brewster plate was trimmed allowing the cavity length to be
reduced to a physical length of 15 mm. Under this set-up the maximum single

frequency green power to be produced was about 85mW (KTP temperature 18.1

°C) (see figure 6.2; an overall pump to single green conversion of 34 % and a

useful conversion of 17%. This improvement presumably resulted from the higher
conversion expected from a smaller mode size and the ease of optimising the

birefringent filter, hence giving lower residual loss. The Smith model [4] predicts
that such efficiencies would arise if the round trip linear loss were reduced to

A slight wedge on the Brewster plate meant that, on translation transverse to the

cavity, it acted as a tuning element. As can be seen from figure 6.3, smooth tuning
of 8.6 GHz in the infrared (and presumably 17.2 GHz in the green) was acheived.
However there was some drift on the Fabry-Perot etalon used for this
measurement and so a better estimate of the tuning is probably 10 .5 GHz in the

0.9%
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infra-red and 21 GHz in the green. As can be seen from figure 6.3, there is a drop

offof a third in the green power over the tuning range. Varying the temperature
of the KTP alone allowed about 2 GHz tuning in the infrared (4 GHz in the green)
between mode hops.
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Figure 6.3: Tuning of the singlefrequency green power when pumping with a
0.5 Wdiode

6.3 Pumping with a 1.2 W Laser-Diode

On switching to a 1.2 W pump, the maximum single frequency output power was
increased to 230 mW. This represents an overall conversion efficiency of 38% and
a useful conversion of 19% from the pump to single frequency green (these

figures do not account for losses in the pump optics or power not absorbed; the
efficiencies with respect to absorbed power would be about 21% and 42%). This
is in accordance with the Smith model of intracavity frequency doubling [4] if the
round trip linear loss is assumed to be about 1%. However these power levels
were typically only maintained for five minutes or so. Power levels between 100
mW and 150 mW were maintained for more than half an hour and had about a

five percent drift on them with a time period of five minutes or so. There was very

little intensity noise on the second harmonic output. The peak to peak intensity
noise recorded was about 1.5% of the average intensity. However this
measurement was detector limited and the actual noise may have been lower than
this.
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An experiment was conducted to discover the purity of the green polarisation
emitted from this laser. 7.5% of the green power was found to be transmitted at

the polariser minimum. This is consistent with the measurements of the coating
reflectivities described earlier. The relatively high reflectivity in the green of the
AR coating on the Nd:YV04 (see table 6.1) means that a significant portion of the

green that is propagating towards the input coupler is reflected back towards the

output coupler. The interaction of this light with the Brewster plate and

birefringent KTP crystal mean that, in general, it will have a different polarisation
from the green light which propagates directly out of the output coupler.

Figure 6.4: Scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer trace showing single
frequency operation at 230mWofgreen powerfor a 1.2 Wpump
FSR: Free Spectral Range. The vertical scale on the oscilloscope was set to a fine setting to show
that there were no small residual secondary modes.

The M-squared of the green beam was also measured and found to be 1.04 ±0.09
in the horizontal plane and 1.18 ±0.11 in the vertical plane. From these

measurements, the spot size of the green beam at the output coupler was inferred
to be 65 pm in the horizontal plane and 68 pm in the vertical plane. This is an

ellipticity of 1:1.04, i.e. circular to within the errors.

The higher power levels dealt with here precluded tuning, at least with the rather

rudimentary and mechanically unstable mounting of the laser components. In an

attempt to improve the mounting arrangements, a mount for all the laser

components based around a single mirror mount was designed. A further

advantage of this second prototype was that the cavity length was reduced to
about 10mm.
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The first step in optimising this new laser was to look at the effect of varying the
KTP temperature. Figure 6.5 shows the results of such a study. Two windows of

single frequency operation were found: between 20 and 28°C and between 37 and

42°C. As a result of these tests, 25°C was chosen as the working temperature for
further investigation.
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Figure 6.5: The maximum singlefrequency outputpower achie\>ed with tuning
ofthe KTP temperature
It should be noted that fairly extensive tweaking of the laser was required at each temperature to
achieve a reasonable power output.

The maximum single frequency output power so far achieved with this laser is
138mW. However getting to this level required a couple of days spent trying to

optimise the laser. Unfortunately this laser does not have good "switch-on
characteristics". That is to say a laser which was giving say 90 to 100 mW of

single frequency green power the previous day will typically give around 5mW on

switch on the next morning. Adjustment of the mirrors, not just piezo electric

tuning of the cavity length, is required to recover the previous performance. As a

result, most of the experiments described here have been carried out with the laser

producing green powers of between 80 and 100 mW as it has been found that
such power levels are relatively easy to achieve in a sensible time scale each

morning. Powers ofgreater than 120 mW have only been achieved on two or

perhaps three occasions.
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One further problem with optimisation of the laser is that very often when the

laser is tuned to give the highest power it will "roll off" from this power to a

power level of about 20 or 30mW over time scales of less than five minutes. This

is especially true of the very highest powers, but also frequently occurs in the 80-

100 mW power bracket. Nonetheless it is usually possible to achieve more stable

operation where the power is maintained at a high level (>80mW) for a matter of
hours. Indeed when a power meter was attached to a chart recorder an elevated

power level of around 85mW in the green was maintained for 4 hours and 12

minutes at which point the laser had to be switched off. However there was a

significant sinusoidal variation on the output power. This variation had a very

regular three minute period and the peak to peak variation represented about 8%
of the DC power level. This variation was present throughout the four hours plus
of the test and was accompanied by slight drift downward of the mean power

level of the order of 5%. (Similar "ripples" were observed when working on the

original prototype. When this laser was running at an output power of about
230mW single frequency green, a variation of about 2% in magnitude with a

period of about 30 seconds was observed.)

Two similar tests were also carried out on the infrared power level. In the first the
infrared was monitored for 19 minutes. There was a peak to peak variation of less
than 2% of the DC level and some indication, although it could not be described
as conclusive, of a three minute period on this as well. The infrared was then
monitored after a polariser at 45° to the polarisation of the infrared. Here, no
obvious periodicity was observed and any variations were less than 3% of the DC
level. The cause of the ripples is unclear, but might relate to thermal drift in the

cavity length.

When operating with a green output power of 108mW, the green was found to be

strongly linearly polarised in a ratio of 83:1 (i.e. 1.2% of the total power was
transmitted at the polariser transmission minimum.).
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With a green output power of 103 mW, an infrared output power of 3.9mW was

measured. Using the measured value for the transmittance of the coating on the
KTP (see table 6.1), the intracavity infrared power was inferred to be 13.9W. This

implies a useful conversion from the infrared of 0.7%, which equates to about

1.4% conversion overall if the same amount of green is assumed to be emitted
towards the pump laser. The useful conversion from pump light to green is about
10 to 12%, giving an overall conversion of20 to 24%. (These figures do not

account for losses in the pump coupling optics or for light not absorbed in the

crystal, thus if the conversion were related to "absorbed pump power" the figures
for conversion would go up to roughly 15% (useful) and 30% (total).)

2 3 4

Timing of fundamental (GHz)

Figure 6.6: The change in green power with piezo-electric cavity length tuning
of the secondprototype
It should be noted that the tuning inferred from the graph does not correspond to the maximum
figure quoted due to drift during the execution of the experiment.

The maximum tuning achieved in the infrared was 6.54 GHz, which corresponds
to 13.1 GHz in the green (see figure 6.6). This is somewhat lower than the
maximum of 10.0 GHz for the fundamental predicted by the theory presented in

chapter 5. However this is to be expected since the laser in question was

operating some ten to twenty times above threshold and hence one would expect

the tuning to be significantly reduced from the maximum value.
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In terms of beam quality, the second prototype performed very well. The profiles
in the infrared and the green all conformed very well to Gaussian intensity profiles

(figure 6.7 shows an example). From such profiles, the waists of the beams at the

laser were inferred to be about 50 prn for the green and 85 pm for the infrared.
The ellipticity of the beam was found to be 1:1.07 in both the green and the

infrared, with the horizontal radius being the larger in both cases.
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Figure 6.7: Far-field intensity profile ofthe green outputfrom the second
prototype in the horizontalplane.
The shape of this profile and the accuracy of the Gaussian fit is typical of all the profiles taken
of the green and infrared beams from this laser.

The M2 of the green beam was also measured and found to be 1,01±0.05 in the
horizontal plane and 1.02±0.14 in the vertical plane. Combined with the good

profiles, these figures are indicative of excellent beam quality.

The reason for the reduction of the maximum output power from 230 mW to 138
mW was not clear at the time this work was done. However subsequent work on

a third prototype of this system at St. Andrews by Friel et al. [5] drew the
conclusion that orientation of the c-axis of the Nd:YV04 and the high

transmission axis of the Brewster plate as well as the angular position of the
Brewster plate are important alignments. In the second prototype there was no
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control over these factors once the laser had be built for the first time. Friel

demonstrated up to 249 mW of single frequency power at 532 nm. Single

frequency tuning of the green in excess of 17 GHz was also demonstrated with
the green output power varying by only 15% from a peak value of 230 mW.

6.4 Brewster Cut Gain Crystal Laser

Rather than use a Brewster plate, this laser design utilised a gain crystal cut in
such a way that it provided the Brewster surface. The outer surface of the
Nd:YY04 crystal was a-cut and perpendicular to the direction of propagation of
the laser mode. This surface was coated to be highly reflecting at 1064 nm. The
second surface, however, was cut such that it was at Brewster's angle to the
direction of propagation of the laser mode and was uncoated. This crystal was 1
mm thick at its mid-point and 1% doped with Nd3+. As with the laser described in
the last section, a 5 mm crystal ofKTP, cut for type-II phase matched frequency

doubling of 1064 nm radiation, acted as both a frequency doubler and the

birefringent element in the birefringent filter.

This geometry (see figure 6.8) reduces the physical cavity length from 10 mm for
the previous design (see figure 6.1) to about 7.2 mm. Not only that, but the
Brewster loss for the high loss polarisation is higher in this geometry, even though
there is only one Brewster angled surface. The higher refractive index of

Nd:YV04 (about 2.2 as opposed to 1.5 for the BK7 glass of the Brewster plate
used in the previous laser) means that the single pass power loss is 42 %

compared to only 28 % for the glass Brewster plate. The modelling presented in

chapter 5 predicts that these two effects should combine to improve the single-

frequency performance in this geometry.

The design of this laser means that the initial alignment procedure is tricky. The

high reflectors at either end of the cavity prohibit the use of 1 pm light for

alignment purposes. However, any other wavelength will be refracted differently
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at the single Brewster surface and hence alignment for the lasing wavelength will
not be achieved at the same position as for the alignment wavelength. So, for

example, the angular difference between alignment at 1064 nm and 633 nm was

calculated to be an impractical 3°. However if a microchip laser operating at 1.3

pm is used as the light source for alignment, the angular displacement from

alignment at 1064 nm is reduced to 0.6°. This is a more manageable displacement
and indeed it proved possible to "walk" the laser into alignment at 1 pm if it was

first aligned at 1.3 pm. (It should be noted that alignment with a 1.3 pm beam is
not entirely trivial since the reflected beam from the far coating is very weak and
the available infrared viewer was rather insensitive at this wavelength.)

1W Pump from
Laser diode

1% Nd:YV04
HR / Brewster @1064 nm

<10 mm

5mm KTP

AR/HR@ 1064 nm
AR / AR@ 532 nm

Single Frequency
<10 mm output at 532 nm

Figure 6.8: Schematic of the singlefrequency green laser utilising a Brewster
cut gain crystal

After alignment of the laser, an experiment was undertaken to ascertain the

optimum KTP temperature. In order to do this the laser was optimised at each of
a range of temperatures and the green output power noted along with the ratio of
the peak spectral intensity of the primary to secondary mode, where a secondary
mode existed. The results of this experiment can be seen in figure 6.9. (It should
be noted at this point that all spectral analysis work described in this chapter was
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conducted at 1 |im and not in the green due to the lack of a suitable scanning

Fabry-Perot etalon.)
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Figure 6.9: The variation in green power and the ratio ofthe peak spectral
intensities of the secondary to theprimary infrared modes with temperature of
the KTPmount
The green points represent the green power and the blue the mode ratio.

From figure 6.9, it can be seen that temperatures in the vicinity of 28°C would

appear the most promising and indeed a more detailed investigation of this

temperature window led to the choice of 28°C for operation during the rest of the

investigations described in this section. At this point it should be noted that -60
mW is a rather disappointing maximum green output. The initial prototype,
described in section 6.2, achieved an output power of 230mW using the same

pump diode, although this laser was based on a different, Brewster plate rather
Brewster cut gain crystal, geometry.

The tuning characteristics of this laser, in the green and in the infrared were also
measured. A tuning ofup to 7 .84 GHz in the infrared, that is to say an inferred

tuning of 15.7 GHz in the green, was measured. This compares to a predicted
maximum of 12.1 GHz in the infrared (see chapter 5). The changes in output

power with this tuning were also measured and are shown in figures 6.10 and
6.11. (The tuning was recorded over that range within which the laser was single

frequency in the infrared and exhibited no mode hopping behaviour.)
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0 2 4 6 8

Tuning of the Single FVcqueney Green (GHz)

Figure 6.10: The green power with piezo-electric cavity length tuning of the
Brewster cut gain crystal laser.
Note that the tuning range given here is not representative of the maximum tuning available
(15.7 GHz) due to drift between the Fabry-Perot etalon and the laser cavity over the time
required to take the measurement. The green tuning shown here has not been measured directly,
but rather has been inferred from the infrared tuning.

0 12 3 4

Timing of the Single FVequency Infrared (GHz)

Figure 6.11: The infraredpower with piezo-electric cavity length tuning of the
Brewster cut gain crystal laser.
Note that the tuning range given here is not representative of the maximum timing available
(7.84 GHz) due to drift between the Fabry-Perot etalon and the laser cavity over the time
required to take the measurement. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 were obtained on different runs and so
are not directly comparable.
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During the tuning of the laser, no measurable change was observed in the infrared

polarisation angle. That is to say, any change which did occur must have been less

than three or perhaps even two degrees. The green light emitted by the laser was
found to be strongly linearly polarised (less than 0.7% of the total power was
transmitted at the minimum transmission orientation of the polariser) at 45° to the

polarisation of the infrared.

In view of the low maximum green power achieved a number of elementary
checks were made on the components of the system. A transmission measurement

indicated a throughput of 0.0027% through the high reflection coating and the

Nd:YV04 crystal at 1 pm. This suggests the coatings are probably good, but does
not account for any possible absorption in the coatings or crystal.

A check was also made on the cut of the Brewster angle. It was found to be

65.7±0.5°, which leaves the expected value within the error bounds of the
measurement. This measurement does not give any information as to the
orientation of the Brewster cut with respect to the crystal axes.

Investigation of the nature of the light reject from the Brewster surface of the
Nd:YVO4 threw up some intriguing results. With the laser giving an output of 53
mW in the green (and an infrared power of the order of 3 or 4 mW) it was found
that 94mW of infrared was rejected from the Brewster surface, with 14% of the

power vertically polarised and 86% horizontally polarised. This means that around
80mW was beginning rejected on what should be the low loss polarisation for the
Brewster surface. This represents something of the order of a 4% round trip loss
from the Brewster surface with most of the power in the opposite polarisation to
what might be expected. This situation is clearly unacceptable in an intracavity
doubled laser.

The cause of this strong Brewster reflection is unclear, but some clue may be

given by the nature of the light on transmission though a polariser. As has already
been stated, the light does not represent a good linear polarization, and indeed the
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transverse intensity patterns on transmission through a polariser are not simple.
As can be seen in figure 6.12, the majority of the light, that portion which is

horizontally polarised, comes through in a single lobed pattern, however the

vertically polarised light is transmitted with a more complicated pattern. These

patterns and magnitudes of loss were replicated as the KTP temperature was

tuned from 25 to 32°C. Similar patterns have been observed in Nd:YAG lasers
due to thermally induced birefringence [6], Could they arise here due to the

astigmatism that would be experienced by the beam were it not running exactly

along the c-axis or if the Brewster surface were rotated from the c-axis? Another

question to be answered is the effects of having an optical round trip length and a

birefringence that vary across the transverse extent of the laser mode. The origin
of this elevated Brewster loss is not understood as yet, however an understanding
of the physics behind it would be very valuable, especially if it led to strategies to
ameliorate the problem in what is otherwise a very promising single-frequency
micro-laser geometry.

Figure 6.12: Intensity patterns of the Brewster rejected infrared on
transmission through a polariser.
The left hand picture shows the intensity pattern for the 14% of the light that was vertically
polarised, and the right hand picture the intensity pattern for the 86% which was horizontally
polarised. Note that the horizontal polarization is the one orientated such that it would normally
be considered the low loss polarisation.
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As a result of these observations, a check was made of the two Brewster cut

Nd:YV04 crystals running in a simple 1 |_im laser. Both ran reasonably well. The

crystal, which had been in the frequency doubled laser, had a round trip Brewster
loss of 0.62% and its partner crystal had a round trip Brewster loss of 0.18%.
This suggests that at some point the other crystal should be tried in the frequency-
doubled laser, but this is yet to be done.

6.4 Conclusions

The results achieved, particularly with the first prototype, suggest the that the

birefringent filter geometry running with a Nd:YV04 gain crystal is a very

effective method for generating single frequency green radiation in micro-lasers.
More than 240 mW of single frequency green and very useful tunings in excess of
17 GHz have now been demonstrated by Friel et al [5] using the next generation
of prototype from those discussed here. This was achieved in large part by having
more control over the angular orientation of the Nd:YV04 crystal and the
Brewster plate.

In both cases, the output powers achievable from the second Brewster plate laser
and the Brewster cut gain crystal laser discussed in this thesis are disappointing.
In the case of the Brewster cut gain crystal laser, there may be a fundamental limit
on the efficiency, set by inevitable astigmatism in the system leading to elevated
Brewster losses. It would be worthwhile tying down the exact nature of this

difficulty, however a theoretical treatment would not be trivial and obvious

experiments do not present themselves to the author.

The single frequency green powers achieved with the second Brewster plate laser

prototype, whilst still considerably less than with the original prototype, were at

least acceptable. The obvious difference from the original prototype is the lack of

any controllability on the Brewster plate. This was not originally thought to be

significant, but in the light of the results presented in this chapter, this conclusion
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will need to be reconsidered and the criticality ofBrewster's angle measured,
calculated or both. What is perhaps of greater concern is the poor passive

stability of the device and the difficulty in "tweaking up" the laser: it is in no sense

a "user friendly" laser in this sphere as it stands. Why it should be that bit more
difficult to work with than the original prototype is unclear, but the differences in
the systems need to be considered. The work ofFriel et al. [5] has now, to a great

extent, addressed these problems.

The work presented in this chapter, along with the extensions carried out by Friel

[5], show the birefringent filter to be a very attractive way to enforce single

frequency operation in micro-lasers. Perhaps the most exciting aspect of this is to

apply the technology to other wavelengths. Work at St. Andrews by Lake et al.

[7] has demonstrated the operation of such a 1064 nm laser using Nd:YVO4 and a

YVO4 bireffingent crystal. This laser was 15 mm in length and produced over 760
mW of single frequency infrared power for 2 W of diode laser pump power.

More interesting still are the possible applications to low gain and loss sensitive
lasers. Chief amongst these opportunities is the possibility of producing a high

performance, stable, single frequency source in the blue based on Nd3+ operating
on its quasi-three level 950 nm transition. The doubling of this transition has been
achieved in micro-lasers (e.g. [8]) but the efficiency is typically low and the output
unstable. The first problem arises from the loss sensitivity of the quasi-three level

system and the difficulty in getting the polarisation correct for phase-matching
when an isotropic gain medium is used (Nd:YAG is the typical choice). The latter

problem arises from the blue analogue of the "green noise" problem which causes

instability in multi-longitudinal mode, intracavity frequency double lasers (see

chapter 4 and [9-11]). The birefringent filter geometry at least partially addresses
all these difficulties: it is potentially very low loss, enforces a polarisation on the
laser and enforces single frequency operation.
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Chapter 7:

Conclusions and Future Prospects

Abstract:

The importance ofgain-related guiding in Nd: YVO4 microchip lasers
at pump powers well above threshold is discussed along with the
reasons why it is not nearly so important in Nd.YAG systems. The

optionsforfuture workpushing microchip lasers to higher output

powers are outlined.

Work on understanding the mode structure and intensity noise
characteristics offrequency doubledmicrochip lasers is discussed.
7he prospects for intensity stable monolithic sources are outlined.

Experimental and theoretical work on birefringentfilters in micro-

lasers is outlined and the achievement ofhighly efficient single

frequency green generation described. Optionsforpushing this

technology to higherpowers and different wavelengths are put

forward.
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7.1 Guiding Mechanisms

In many ways, the guiding of the transverse mode is the most fundamental piece
ofmicrochip laser physics. The various guiding mechanisms take a plane-plane
resonator on the edge of stability and draw it into the stable region. In doing so,

they give the laser the potential to operate with high spatial beam quality provided
that the deformation and lensing involved are sufficiently close to being spherical.
In essence, these guiding processes give the microchip laser its most marketable
feature: high beam quality from a simple, mass-producible package.

The work in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis has shown that the guiding
mechanisms in Nd:YV04 do not fit neatly into the established pattern for other

microchip laser materials. In all other four-level microchip laser materials so far

studied, guiding at pump powers well above threshold has been described as being

purely thermal in origin. For Nd:YY04, a significant discrepancy was observed
between the laser waist size expected from the thermally defined geometry of the
laser cavity and the actual waist size observed (see chapter 2). This discrepancy
was attributed to gain-related index guiding, a phenomenon that arises from the

dispersion caused by the presence of a gain line. A model based on this effect was

developed and gave a good fit to the experimental data (see chapter 3). These
results are significant because Nd:YV04 is a very important microchip laser
material due to its short absorption depth, high gain and polarised emission.

Nd:YAG is a material which conforms to the orthodoxy of guiding being purely
thermal at pump powers well above threshold (see chapter 3). Numerical
simulations were undertaken to try to explain why this should be so for Nd:YAG
but not Nd:YV04. It was found that rather than being a direct result of differences
in the material parameters, it arises from differences in the way the lasers are set

up. Nd:YV04 microchip lasers tend to be shorter than Nd:YAG microchip lasers
and run with a higher output coupling. In addition, the pumping geometry used, in

conjunction with the thermal parameters of the materials, meant the laser mode
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size in Nd:YAG was comparable to the pump spot size. These three factors
combine to suppress gain-related guiding effects in Nd:YAG.

Perhaps the next and biggest challenge for research into guiding effects in

microchip lasers is to probe the upper limits of pump and output power. At some

stage, the thermal effects in microchip geometries will become too strong, or

produce a "lens" too far from being spherical to allow a high quality TEMoo beam
to be produced. Above this power level one must move to more conventional

laser geometries. However there is considerable incentive to push this transistion

point to higher output powers in the continuous wave regime by exploiting an

understanding of the guiding mechanisms. There is clearly room for lasers of

simple, robust geometry with superior output power characteristics. These would
be useful and uniquely fieldable devices.

Clearly some investigation would be required to identify suitable gain media,
however despite its reputation as a material best suited to low power operation, it
is too early to dismiss Nd:YV04 as a contender. Not only does it have all the

properties that originally made it so attractive in the microchip geometry (short

absorption depth, polarised emission, high gain), recent work using Nd:YVO4 in
conventional laser geometries has shown that it needn't be considered an

inherently low power material. Work at Spectra-Physics by Nighan et al has

recently demonstrated 35 W of continuous wave output power for about 50 W of

pump power [1], Whilst this regime is impractical in a microchip laser geometry it
does demonstrate the potential ofNd:YV04 for higher power, high efficiency

operation. Undoped end-caps have been shown to be helpful in passively Q-
switched microchip lasers at higher pump powers, and an investigation of these
for CW devices may yield similarly encouraging results. Undoped end caps will
reduce end face curvature effects and improve the heat sinking from pumped

region, hence postponing the point at which increasing pump power leads to
thermal confinement that is too strong for efficient operation or too aberrated to

give a high quality laser mode.
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One effect of gain-related index guiding in Nd:YVO4 microchip lasers is to

improve the efficiency of the device. By operating negatively detuned, the devices
studied in chapters 2 and 3 increased their mode size over what would have

occurred for purely thermal guiding. This behaviour means the laser has some

freedom to adjust its mode size to improve the overlap between the laser and

pump modes and hence increase the available gain, despite moving further from
line centre. This effect may grant some latitude from the strict confines of thermal

guiding, allowing the pump powers to be pushed up a little further than might
otherwise be possible. However it should be noted that this effect will be reduced

at higher pump powers.

7.2 Frequency Doubled Microchip Lasers

Frequency doubled microchip lasers represent a route to the visible that retains
the simplicity and robustness of the microchip geometry. However, their very

simplicity is also their major drawback since it limits the steps that can be taken to
ameliorate the green noise problem. Green noise is an instability in the second
harmonic output power arising from coupling between the longitudinal modes [2-

4]-

The work described in chapter 4 of this thesis was aimed at developing a

simulation which could model the polarisation and wavelength structure of the

longitudinal modes in a green microchip laser made from Nd:YV04 and KTP. It
was shown that a model based on Jones calculus could describe the wavelength

tuning and polarisation rotation observed in such a device when the sandwich of

gain and non-linear material was heated. The noise characteristics of two such
devices were measured and found to be rather different despite the components of
the two lasers being nominally identical. Both lasers exhibited quiet operation, but
one only in small temperature windows whilst the other exhibited large

temperature windows of low noise operation with only small windows of noisy

operation. A study of the mode structure of these lasers, whilst not conclusive,
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pointed strongly to this behaviour being linked to the polarisation of the weak

secondary mode relative to the primary mode.

Whilst it would be interesting to gain a greater understanding of the interaction
between the modes and hence why multi-mode operation need not always lead to

noisy operation, this will not be an easy study to undertake. In addition, exploiting
this knowledge to encourage quiet operation may well require careful control of
the length of components. The required tolerances would be crucial in deciding if
such a scheme were practical.

Perhaps a more intriguing strategy would be to try to encourage single frequency

operation in these lasers. The work of Chen et al [5-7] has shown that the

birefringence of the KTP crystal can act as a birefringent filter in conjunction the

polarisation dependent gain in the Nd:YV04. It is not clear that there is enough

controllability in the microchip laser geometry to make this work but it is worthy
of investigation. One can imagine, for example, using an electro-optic element in
the cavity to allow control of cavity length without losing the robustness of a
monolithic geometry. A polarising beam splitting cube could also be inserted into
the cavity to increase the polarisation loss whilst maintaining a solid cavity. These

polarising elements have good transmission and there is no reason that they could
not be made a few millimeteres square. The one questionable aspect of this idea is
the optical damage threshold. In these devices a thin film polariser is coated
between two right angled prisms to make a cube and this interface would need to
be able to withstand the high intracavity intensity.

Another technology which could be of use in frequency doubled microchip lasers
is the periodic poling ofnon linear materials. The access to higher non-linearities
and different wavelengths makes this an attractive technology in the microchip

geometry. In particular, the use of, say, periodically poled KTP could see blue

microchip laser systems start to produce higher, more useful output powers akin
to the current performance of the green systems.
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7.3 Birefringent Filters in Micro-lasers

Single frequency operation is required for many applications. For other

applications, single frequency operation is needed for its indirect benefits such as

noise free intracavity second harmonic generation. If single frequency operation
can be achieved in a small, robust, efficient package then the suitability of the laser

system for many "real-world" applications is greatly enhanced. The work outlined
in chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis has investigated one very promising route to

realising high performance, single frequency micro-lasers: the birefringent filter.

In chapter 5, the modelling of such a system was discussed with particular
reference to the use of a birefringent gain crystal, a situation which previously had
not been properly addressed in the literature. It is important to consider the effect
of a birefringent gain crystal since Nd:YV04, with its high absorption coefficient
and high gain is a prime candidate for the lasing medium in such a system but is

birefringent. Whilst it was found that it was necessary to keep the cavity length

short, it was shown that such a system had potential. The use ofmodelling to
assess the potential ofmaterials and to tailor the system for specific applications
such as frequency modulation was also demonstrated. The model was shown to
be a versatile and useful tool in the design of such lasers.

Chapter 6 described the experimental implementation of a laser with a birefringent

gain-crystal made to run on a single frequency by a birefringent filter. The laser in

question operated in the green (a KTP crystal doubled as both the birefringent and
non-linear crystal) and produced in excess of 230 mW of green for 1 W of pump

power. This laser was truly single frequency and ofhigh beam quality (M2 < 1.1).

Given the excellent performance of this laser and the insight into its design

provided by the modelling, there is a lot of potential to improve and expand on

these designs. The possibility of all solid designs was discussed in the previous

section, but there are also many other possible research directions. It would be

interesting to see how far these lasers could be pushed in terms of output power.
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Here there are two challenges: to maintain single frequency operation and to
retain high spatial beam quality. The modelling presented in chapter 5 indicates a

number ofways to increase the region of single frequency operation: longer

birefringent crystals, Brewster plates of higher refractive index material, and

temperature control of the gain-crystal. In addition it has been shown that careful
choice of design parameters could lead to the tailoring of a laser to frequency
modulated applications.

Since the birefringent filter system, with appropriate anti-reflection coatings, will
work at any wavelength within the transmission range of the materials involved,
the extension of this system to other wavelengths is also exciting. Work in this

group has already designed a high performance single frequency laser at 1 pm [8],
and there is interest in extending this further into the infra-red for eye-safe ranging

applications. The latter may present interesting challenges in controlling a wide

gain bandwidth. The model presented in chapter 5 should help to meet these

challenges.

However perhaps the most exciting wavelengths are in the blue, where not only
would single frequency operation be useful in its own right, it would present a

way to solve the intensity noise problems that have plagued many compact blue
sources. The use of periodically poled KTP, cut for type-II phase matching would
make for an intriguing bireffingent crystal in a bireffingent filter. The combination
of a high non-linearity in a relatively "friendly" crystal coupled with single

frequency operation is an attractive one. However there are issues associated with

simultaneously temperature tuning the grating structure and the birefringent filter
which would have to be addressed.
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7.4 Final Thoughts

Microchip and micro-lasers are systems with a lot of potential: compactness,

efficiency and robustness are always going to be attractive in "real world"

applications from the hospital laboratory to free space and open water ranging.
Nevertheless there are upper limits on the performance it is sensible to strive for
from these geometries as opposed to more conventional lasers. However, as the

astonishing developments in the performance of passively Q-switched lasers have
shown [9-14], it would be wrong to set these limits artificially low in the
continuous-wave regime. If there is a lesson to be learnt from passively Q-
switched microchip lasers, and to some extent from the work discussed in this

thesis, it is that the restrictions imposed on micro-laser design can sometimes be
turned into advantages if the science underlying the system is well enough
understood. Short cavities mean short pulses and higher discrimination in single

frequency systems. With informed design, thermal and gain-related guiding effects
can be harnessed to give high beam quality coupled to high efficiency. In this
arena at least, the science and the technology must go forward together.
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Appendix Al:

Performance Characteristics of

Nd:YAG Microchip Lasers

Abstract:

The output characteristics ofNd:YAG microchip lasers under diode

pumping are examined. A 0.5 W laser diode and a 1.2 Wfibre coupled
laser diode are used. Particular attention ispaid to beam quality.

It is found that a 6.5 mm pump focusing lens, in conjunction with the fibre

coupled diode performs best. The maximum incident pump power which
can be used, and good output beam quality retained, is 700mW. The

output powers in this case is 177 mW. However, for reasons of

comparability with the work in chapters 2 and 3 on Nd:YVC>4, the
combination ofa 0.5 W diode and an 8 mm pump focusing lens is

probably the best choice for experiments on guiding.

It is found that these Nd:YAG microchip lasers performed less well than
Nd: YVC)4 microchip lasers, particularly with regard to beam quality.
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A 1.1 Introduction

In order to conduct a study of the guiding mechanisms in Nd:YAG microchip lasers, it
is important to first characterise the basic laser performance of these devices. It is the

purpose of this appendix to describe the experiments carried out with this aim in mind.

The Nd:YAG microchip used was supplied by VLOC Ltd and was doped to 1.1%

(atomic) with Neodymium. It was 2 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm in length. One surface
was specified to be coated for high reflection (> 99.9% reflective) @ 1064 nm and

high transmission (>90.0% transmissive) @ 808 nm. The second surface was specified
to be 98.8 % reflecting at 1064nm and >70% reflecting at 808 nm. Measurements

were made of the reflectivities of the two coatings at the pump wavelength (808 nm)
and the first coating was found to be 30% reflecting (considerably poorer that the

specification) and the second 71% reflecting. For mounting purposes, the chip was

glued to a brass ring.
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Measurements were also made of the absorption coefficient of the Nd:YAG. This was
done by pumping the microchip laser with the de-rated output of a 1.2W fibre-coupled
diode (SDL 2372). The diode was collimated with an 8 mm lens and then focused on

to the chip with a lens of focal length long enough such that the no lasing took place.
The temperature of the diode heat sink was then varied and the power transmitted

through the microchip was measured. The absorption coefficient can be calculated
from this data if adjustment is made for the reflectivities of the coatings and the change
in power output from the diode with temperature of the diode heat sink. The peak

absorption coefficient was found to be 1091 m"1. A graph of the variation of the

absorption coefficient with diode heat sink temperature can be seen in figure Al l.

Inspection of the chip was also made interferometrically (at an illumination wavelength
of 532 nm) and under an optical microscope. The interferometric observations showed
no fringe structure indicating optically flat and parallel crystal surfaces, as can be seen

from figure A1.2.

Figure A1.2: Interferogram ofan unpumpedNd:YA(imicrochip laser.
The chip is circular, the elongation of the image is due to a peculiarity of the processing software. The
dark area on the bottom left of the coating turned out to be residue left by the coaters. It proved
possible to remove this with assiduous cleaning.
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A1.2 Operation with a 0.5 W pump diode.

The microchip laser was set up for pumping with a 0.5 W SDL 2352 laser diode. An 8

mm / 8 mm collimating / focusing lens set up was used initially. With this combination,
a slope efficiency of43% was achieved with a threshold of about 30 or 40 mW, both

with respect to the pump power incident on the chip (see figure A1.3). Using a 0.5

mm, 3% doped Nd:YV04 microchip laser coated HR / 90% at 1064 nm, one would

expect a threshold less than 35 mW and a slope efficiency around 50%.
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Figure AT .3: Power in /out curveforpumping with an 8mm/8mm lens
combination and a 0.5 Wdiode.
The output power is displayed with respect to incident pump power (no correction has been made for
the fraction of the pump light reflected by the first coating). The temperature of the laser diode heat
sink was adjusted for every point to maximise the output power.

Measurements were then made of the 'M-squared' beam quality factor at various

pump powers. This parameter of the output laser beam was calculated by measuring
the spot size of the beam through the focus created by placing a 200 mm focal length
lens in front of the laser. The spot sizes were measured using an adjustable slit with

power meter behind, mounted on an xyz positioner. Except where noted, all M-

squared measurements and mode profiles were taken in the horizontal plane, parallel to
the polarisation of the diode laser.
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As figure Al .4 illustrates, the M-squared of the beam is reduced to an acceptable level
for incident pump powers in the region of 300 to 350 mW and below. This means that

the maximum output power whilst retaining high beam quality is in the region of 113
to 134 mW. This represents rather a low maximum output power with high beam

quality, when compared to a 0.5 mm Nd:YY04 microchip laser, which, under identical

pumping conditions, would give good beam quality (M-squared < 1.1) at the full 0.5
W pump power. This would result in an output power retaining high beam quality in
excess of 220 mW.
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Figure A1.4: M-squaredwith incidentpumppowerfor an 8mm/8mm lens
combination and a 0.5 Wpump diode.
The output power is displayed with respect to incident pump power (no correction has been made for
the fraction of the pump light reflected by the first coating) and the temperature of the laser diode heat
sink was adjusted for every point to maximise the output power.

In an attempt to improve the beam quality, the second pump lens, the focusing lens,
was replaced by lenses of focal lengths of 6.5 and 14.5 mm. The use of these lenses
reduced the slope efficiency in both cases to 35.7 and 35.5 % respectively (see figures
A1.5 and A1.6). For the 6.5 mm lens, the threshold was (extrapolated from figure
Al .5) about 50 mW and was about 70 mW for the 14.5 mm lens (extrapolated from

figure A1.6).
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Figure A1.5: Power in/out cur\>eforpumping with an 8 mm / 6.5 mm lens
combination and a 0.5 Wdiode.
The output power is displayed with respect to incident pump power (no correction has been made for
the fraction of the pump light reflected by the first coating). The temperature of the laser diode heat
sink was adjusted for every point to maximise the output power.

160

Incident Pump Power (mW)

Figure A1.6: Power in /out curveforpumping with an 8 mm/14.5 mm lens
combination and a 0.5 W diode.
The output power is displayed with respect to incident pump power (no correction has been made for
the fraction of the pump light reflected by the first coating). The temperature of the laser diode heat
sink was adjusted for every point to maximise the output power.
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Figure A1.7: M-squared in the verticalplane with incidentpumppowerfor an 8
mm / 6.5 mm lens combination and a 0.5 Wpump diode.
The M-squared is displayed with respect to incident pump power (no correction has been made for the
fraction of the pump light reflected by the first coating). The temperature of the laser diode heat sink
was adjusted for every point to maximise the output power.
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Figure A1.8: M-squared with incidentpumppower for an 8 mm /14.5 mm lens
combination and a 0.5 Wpump diode.
The M-squared is displayed with respect to incident pump power (no correction has been made for the
fraction of the pump light reflected by the first coating). The temperature of the laser diode heat sink
was adjusted for every point to maximise the output power.
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The M-squared factors were measured for these set-ups. With the 6.5 mm pump

focusing lens, the M-squared factor in the horizontal plane was 1.03 even at the

highest available pump power. However in the vertical plane the M-squared was

elevated at the higher pump powers (see figure A1.7). This means that the highest

output power retaining good beam quality was around 88 mW for an incident pump

power of about 300 mW. For the case of the 14.5 mm focusing lens, the beam quality
is good below about 250 mW of incident power which gives a maximum output power

with good beam quality of 65 mW (see figure Al .8).

A1.3 Operation with a 1.2 W fibre coupled pump diode.

In an effort to improve the beam quality available from these lasers, a 1.2 W SDL 2372

fibre-coupled pump diode was tried. The output of the fibre was collimated with an 8
mm lens and then focused down using another 8 mm lens, or a 6.5 mm lens. The

power in / out curves can be seen in figures Al .9 and A1.10, where the slope
efficiencies can be seen to be 36.9 % and 33.9 % respectively. The extrapolated
thresholds are around 70 mW and 130 mW. To complement these measurements, a

study was made of the beam quality and minimum beam radius in the two cases. The
results are contained in figures Al. 11 and Al. 12 and show that for the 8 mm focusing
lens set up, good beam quality was maintained for incident pump powers of less than
350 mW, that is to say a maximum output power with good beam quality of about 100
mW. For the 6.5 mm pump focusing lens, this was extended out to an incident pump

power of about 700 mW, giving a maximum output power with good beam quality of
about 177 mW. For purposes of comparison, a 0.5 mm thick, 3 % doped Nd:YVC>4

microchip laser was pumped through an 8 mm / 8mm lens combination. The slope

efficiency with respect to the incident power improved to 43.1% from 36.9 % for the
same set up but using the Nd: YAG microchip. The threshold was also improved, down
to about 31 mW from 70 mW. The maximum incident power giving good beam quality
was about 400mW (350 mW for Nd: YAG), giving a maximum output power, retaining

good beam quality, of around 160 mW (100 mW for Nd: YAG).
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Incident Pump Power (mW)

Figure A1.9: Power in/out curveforpumping with an 8mm/8 mm lens
combination and a 1.2 Wfibre-coupled diode.
The output power is displayed with respect to incident pump power (no correction has been made for
the fraction of the pump light reflected by the first coating). The temperature of the laser diode heat
sink was adjusted for every point to maximise the output power.
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Figure A1.10: Power in /out curveforpumping with an 8 mm / 6.5 mm lens
combination and a 1.2 Wfibre-coupled diode.
The output power is displayed with respect to incident pump power (no correction has been made for
the fraction of the pump light reflected by the first coating). The temperature of the laser diode heat
sink was adjusted for every point to maximise the output power.
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Figure Al.l 1: M-squared and waist size with incidentpumppower for an 8 mm / 8
mm lens combination and a 1.2 Wfibre-coupledpump diode.
The temperature of the laser diode heat sink was adjusted for every point to maximise the output
power. The estimates of the waist size take into account the measured M-squared.
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Figure A1.12: M-squared and waist size with incidentpump pmverfor an 8 mm /
6.5 mm lens combination and a 1.2 Wfibre-coupledpump diode.
The temperature of the laser diode heat sink was adjusted for every point to maximise the output
power. The estimates of the waist size take into account the measured M-squared.
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A1.4 Conclusions

The results of pumping Nd:YAG microchip lasers with a standard 0.5 W diode and a

fibre coupled 1.2 W diode are summarised in table Al.l. From this data, it can be seen

that the 6.5 mm focal length lens is the focusing lens of choice when working with the
fibre coupled diode, whilst the 8 mm lens would appear better suited to the 0.5 W

device. With comparability to earlier data on guiding in Nd:YV04 in mind (chapters 2

and 3), it may be best to work with the 8 mm / 8 mm lens combination and the 0.5 W
diode.

Diode Focusing
lens focal

length
(mm)

Maximum incident

pump power with
good beam quality

(mW)

Maximum output
power with good
beam quality (mW)

Slope
efficiency

Threshold

(mW)

0.5 W 6.5 300 88 35.7 % 50

0.5 W 8 350 134 43 % 40

0.5 W 14.5 250 65 35.5 % 70

1.2 W 6.5 700 177 33.9% 132

1.2 W 8 350 100 36.9 % 70

Table Al.l: Output Characteristics ofNd:YAG microchip lasers

In terms of improving the overall beam quality from the Nd:YAG microchips, the next

obvious target for investigation would be the heat sinking arrangements. The slightly

longer Nd: YAG chips would lend themselves to being inserted within a hole in a brass
sub mount hence increasing the area available for heat transfer.
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Appendix A2:

Fluorescence Pump Spot Size

Measurements

Abstract:

Measurements are made of the size ofthe pump spot averaged over the

absorption depth in Nd: YVO4 by imaging the fluorescence in a non-lasing

microchip laser. For a 0.5 W diode exciting 3% doped material through two

8 mm lenses, the spot size is found to be 55 pm x 33 pm (full-width at half

maximum). For 1% doped material the spot size is found to be 56 pm x 45

pm (full-width at halfmaximum). This larger spot size is due to the longer

absorption depth in 1% doped material and the high divergence of the pump

light.
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A2.1 Introduction

In chapter 2, analysis of interferograms was conducted over radii of 30 to 50 pm, the

approximate size of the laser mode. This region has also been referred to as the "pumped

region" and in this section data is presented which backs up this assertion, by showing that
the pump spot is indeed of these approximate dimensions. The size of the pump spot is

important in the modelling of guiding effects and assessing the overlap of the pump and
laser mode and hence the efficiency of the microchip laser systems.

A2.2 Experimental measurements

The fluorescence from a pumped but not lasing microchip was imaged onto a CCD
camera. The pump focus was moved relative to the laser crystal and the width of the

resulting fluorescence was measured at various pump focus positions. Such measurements

returned the pump spot size integrated over the absorption length in the material. The

experimental set up was as shown in figure A2.1.

Microchip Laser:
Nd:YV04: HR/-

0.5W or 1.2W Diode Fillers Camera

Figure A2.1: Experimental set-upforfluorescent spot-size measurements

Camera
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Next a 5% output coupler was put in place. The position of the second diode coupling
lens was again varied and the output power of the laser monitored. In order to cover the
various permutations of pump and crystal commonly used during the work for this thesis,
these measurements were made for 0.5W (SDL2352 AP126) and 1.2W (SDL2362

AQ436) diodes pumping 3% Nd:YV04 (0.5mm, HR/-) and 1% Nd:YV04 (1mm,

HR/AR). The results are shown in figures A2.2-A2.5. (HR/- indicates the laser was coated
to be highly reflecting on one side and was uncoated on the other. HR/AR indicates the

laser was coated to be highly reflecting on one side and was anti-reflection coated on the
other. All specifications are at the laser wavelength in this case.)

Figures A2.2-A2.5 all display a double peak in the power out behaviour that would appear

to be associated with the different focal positions of the two planes of the diode. In

summary, table A2.1 gives the spot dimensions in the two planes at the point were the
laser produces maximum power.

Diode Crystal Doping Horizontal Spot Vertical Spot
(W) FWHM (pm) FWHM (pm)
0.5 3% 55 33

0.5 1% 56 45

1.2 3% 115 55

1.2 1% 105 73

Table A2.1: Fluorescence Spot sizes under optimum lasing conditions
FWHM: Full width at halfmaximum.

Such integrated fluorescence spot size values are appropriate for insertion into the thermal

modelling described in chapter two, since this modelling doesn't account for variation in
the pump size in the beam propagation direction. However, these figures do not represent

the pump mode size at the surface of the chip or at the waist of the pump beam due to the

averaging effect of the finite absorption depth. Having said that, calculations indicate that
the absorption depth in 3% doped Nd:YV04 (-100 pm) is short enough compared to the

Rayleigh range of the pump (-200 pm) that fluorescence spot size is a good

approximation for the diode mode waist.
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Figure A2.2: Fluorescence spot size and outputpower measurementsfor a 3% doped
Nd:YV04 chip and a 0.5 WSDL-2352 laser diode
Two 8 mm lenses were used as coupling optics. The absolute values of on the x-axis are of no particular
relevance, however lower values indicate that the lens is nearer the chip.
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Figure A2.3: Fluorescence spot size and outputpower measurementsfor a 1% doped
Nd:YV04 chip and a 0.5 WSDL-2352 laser diode
Two 8 mm lenses were used as coupling optics. The absolute values of on the x-axis are of no particular
relevance, however lower values indicate that the lens is nearer the chip.
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Figure A2.4: Fluorescence spot size and outputpower measurementsfor a 3% doped
Nd:YV04 chip and a 1.2 WSDL-2362 laser diode
Two 8 mm lenses were used as coupling optics. The absolute values of on the x-axis are of no particular
relevance, however lower values indicate that the lens is nearer the chip.
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Figure A2.5: Fluorescence spot size and outputpower measurementsfor a 1% doped
Nd:YV04 chip and a 1.2 WSDL-2362 laser diode
Two 8 mm lenses were used as coupling optics. The absolute values of on the x-axis are of no particular
relevance, however lower values indicate that the lens is nearer the chip.
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Appendix A3:

MathcadWorksheet for Calculating
the effect of Gain-related Index

Guiding in Nd:YV04 Microchip

Lasers

Abstract:

A work sheet written to model the effects ofgain-related index

guiding in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers, as described in chapter 3, is

presented. The work sheet was written using the computer
mathematics program Mathcad.

The model presented allows the change in waist size with detuning of
the laserfrom line centre to be calculated and uses the theoretical

frame work described in chapter 3 section 3.
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Appendix A3

Mathcad worksheet for calculating the effect of gain-related
index guiding in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers

A3.1 Defining the required Constants
This appendix will use the techniques outlined in chapter 3 to estimate the effects of gain-related
index guiding in Nd:YV04 microchip lasers. First a few basic quantities and equations will be defined:

nl = 2.2 Refractive Index of Nd:YV04 at the laser wavelength

L =0.5-10° m. The length of the laser cavity

(1 =0.1 The laser output coupling

If one integrates over the area of the one way intracavity intensity, one gets the one way intracavity
power. From this the peak intracavity intensity can be obtained:

Po
I0(wl,Po) : = —

: oo

2

(3- e ffil -2-Tt-rdr
JO

Po
IO(o)l,Po) =2- Here Mathcad has done the above integral symbolically.

P- 7t-(0l7

A
,, i T> x in/ 1 r, x ffli2 Here spatial hole burningICl.Po.D =I0(.l,Po) e effects are ignored.

A3.2 The Thermally defined Cavity
A model based on the work of Cousins [1] will be used to estimate the geometry of the thermally
defined cavity. The following constants for Nd:YV04 will be used:
k =5.2 Wm/K The thermal conductivity of vanadate

TECa =4.43-10 6 /K Coefficient of Thermal Expansion along a axis

TECc = 11.37-10 6 /K Coefficient of Thermal Expansion along c axis

TOCa =8.5-10 6 /Kdn/dT along the a axis

TOCc =3.0-10"6 /Kdn/dT along the c axis

R( r) =—1— This is the transverse parameter where the denominator is the "radius" of the
2.5-10 3 crystal

A(«p) =——— This is the transverse parameter of the pump.
2.5-103
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a = 10000 /m. The absorption coefficient for pumping at 810nm

, This is the power that goes to heating the crystal, calculated
Q(Pp) = Pp 1 - e 7 • j 1 , via the quantum defect. Higher order spectroscopic effects have1064 bggp neglected. Pp is the incident pump power.

T(r,Pp,<op) = I 2 ln(R(r)) if R(r)>A(cop) _.. . .. .. ..K 1 \ v // v ' v v' This gives the normalised temperature
I R(r) \2 profile in the chip due to pumping.

21n(A(o)p)) + 1 - I—-— i otherwise
A(®p)

fedge(r,Pp,rap,L) = T(r,Pp,«>p)-Q(Pp) y^s js the denormalised temperature profile.
4-tt-k-L

This temperature profile can be changed into an optical length change as follows:

8termx(r.Pp,0)p) =(( 1 + TOCc-Tedge(r,Pp,cop,L))nl)(( 1 + TECc Tedge(r,Pp,cop,L)) L) - nl-L
Consider two points at a radius of zero and 20 pm from the of the distortion. These lie within the
spherical portion of the distortion and hence the radius of curvature and the waist can be calculated
as follows:

o x (20-106) nlRoCthx(Pp,mp) =
2 (8termx(0,Pp,o)p) - 8termx(20- 106,Pp,cop))

®thx(Pp,cop,J.) = ^/L- jRoCthx(Pp,fi)p) - L
aJ It-Ill

Consider two points at a radius of zero and 20 pm from the of the distortion. If the zero of distortion
is defined to occur at 80 pm from the centre of the distortion:

RoC(fi)gA) ~ + L
Where ag is the waist arising from the guiding mechanisms being
considered and RoC is the effective radius of curvature

8()(mg,X) (80 10 6)
2-RoC(o>g,A.)

820(cog,X) =
(80 10 ) (20-10 )

2-RoC(o)g,X) 2-RoC(wg,X)

These 8 parameters indicate the extra
thickness added to the chip by the thermal
distortion

A3.2 The Pumping Geometry and Unsaturated Population Inversion
First, a few necessary constants need to be defined.

x =30-10 6 s. Fluorescence Lifetime of Vanadate. This is shorter than the more commonly quoted
50 ps, but in line with experimental evidence of effective lifetime shortening at high
pumping densities

f = 0.52 Fraction of the upper laser level multiplet in correct crystal field component
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h =6.63-1034 J.s. Planks Constant

np 2.2 Refractive index for the pump

vp 3.704-1014 Hz. The frequency of the pump.

Xp 810 10 9 m. Wavelength of pump

My = a 42.8
Quality factor of the pump.

Mx = a/39.2
c=3-108 ms'1 speed of light

v0(X0): =— Hz Line centre of vanadate, where >.0 is the line centre in terms wavelength
X0

Hz Gain bandwidth as it varies with pump power. These
* /ri tr> r.-, r. c figures have been derived from an experiment under nonA»(l.p,l0) = (0.92 Pp » 0.6). 10 •— |as|ng co„d#ions and correcledforthe reduclion ,nX0

heating expected under lasing conditions

a(X,X0,Pp) =9.8-10
23 Av( Pp, /.())

\ 2
1

-/c Annif /Av(Pp,X0)\2

m2. Stimulated emission cross-section in vanadate [2], A Lorenzian frequency
dependence has been included.

wopx =55-10 6 m. The minimum beam waist of the pump in the horizontal plane.

coopy = 55-10 6 m. The minimum beam waist of the pump in the vertical plane.

These spot sizes have been chosen to give a round spot of the dimensions indicated by the
fluorescence measurements. As can be seen the full complexity of the pumping geometry is being
ignored. This does not make a great deal of difference. For example, changing the M squareds to
one in both planes changes the prediction of the waist size adjusted for gain related effects by less
than 1%.

The pump size will vary as the following in the absence of absorption [3j:

zo -0 m. Pump waist position relative to the chip surface, assumed to be zero.

cupx(z) - mopx- 1 +■
Mx2-Xp-(z- zo)

2
Ji-np-coopx J

0.5

®py(z) - (oopy- 1 + My 4p-(z- zo)
2

Jt-np-wopy

12 0.5

According to [3] (adapted to elliptical pump beams), this means that the unsaturated inversion will
look like the following:
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-2x2 2y2

No(x,y,z,Pp) = 2TfPpa eMpx(z)2 Bpy(z)2-eaz
7t • h- vp • a>px(z) • ropy(z)

A3.3 Saturated Population Inversion

Is(X,X0,Pp) = h'3-10 This is the saturation intensity [4],
f-Xo(X,X0,Pp)x

The Saturated Inversion. (From the
N(x,y,z,(ol,Po,Pp,X,XO) := °(x.y>z>*T) population rate equation in the steady

j _ 2-I(o)l,PoWx2-Hy2j State)
Is(X,X0,Pp)

Must convert this into a change in refractive index. Defining the following constants and equations
using much the same conventions as [5]:

g(X,X0,Pp) = |Av(ppA0) j 1 Normalised Lorentzian line profile.
2" ' fe.rtdoifjMPPiM))2U \ 2

2

gain(X,x,y,z,rol,Po,XO,Pp) = N(x,y,z,col,Po,Pp,X,XO)g(X,XO,Pp) —
/ \2

2
, C \8-7i-nl -x-

\Xj
Gain as a function inversion and
wavelength

r|(A.,x,y,z,ffll,Po,).0,Pp) -nl-

c- -- v0(X0)
U L

2-5t---Av(Pp,XO)
X

gain(X,x,y,z,<ol,Po,XO,Pp)

The refractive index with the second term

accounting for the gain related effects.

Now the total optical length is:

"L-t- 8

OptLtot(X,x,y,col,Po,5,XO,Pp) = ri(X,x,y,z,(ol,Po,XO,Pp) dz
JO

The 8 term accounts for thermal effects. Now from here one can work out the radius of curvature over
the central section and hence get a waist size.
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RoCcomx(H,col,Po,HO,rag, 1'p) (20 10 ) nl
2- OptLtot(H,0,0,ral,Po,80(rag,H),H0,Pp) ...

\+ OptLtot(H,20-106,0,ral,Po, 820( rag,H), 10, Pp)

These can then be converted to waist sizes as follows:

ramx(H,ral,Po,HO,rag,Pp) - j——a/L- RoCcomx(H,rol,Po,HO,rag,Pp) - L|
7tnl

A3.4 Iterative calculation of the the change of waist size with detuning.
Now this process must be iterated by feeding back the newly calculated waist each time. Start with
the geometric waist at line centre and gradually move out:

k = 0.. 66

Hlfc = 1063.55-10 9 +- 0.025-10 9 k (m) The wavelength

j =0..6

Ppj =0.4 +- 0.1 -j (W) The incident pump power

HO ~ 1064 2 10 9 m' ~^e ''ne cen*re- ana'ysis's 9°ing to deal with detunings' '

from line centre so the exact figure used here is irrelevant

Po. =0.4645-Pp. 0.020434 W. Approx power out, based on experimental measurements of
slope efficiency and threshold with incident pump power

, > , o\ The waist of the beam due only to thermal
»Bj =»thxlPpi.»opx, 1064 10 ) effects (see section A3.2).

ra(Po,Pp,rag,Hl,j) : = for ke 0..66
if k<26

! w26- (0mx (^26-k' ®8j>Poj, HO, rag.,Pp.j if k=0
I w26_k^(omx(Hl26— k'w27—k'PojA°,®gj!pPj) otherwise

wk<— ramx: Hlk, wk l,Po., HO, rag., Pp.j otherwise
j w

The above function performs the iteration out from line centre.

raO = ra(Po,Pp,rag,Hl,0)

ral = ra(Po,Pp,rag,Hl, 1)

These arrays contain the waist size variations at the
<02 = m(Po,Pp,rog,Hl,2) different pump powers.

ra3 = ra(Po,Pp,rog,Hl,3)
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(»4 = co(Po.Pp,cog,71,4)

<b5 = co(Po,Pp,(og,71,5)

®6 =o)(Po,Pp,fflg,>.l,6)
k=0..66

Xlk- AO
Wavelength Detuning (m)

—

400 mW
500 mW

~

600 mW
—

700 mW
—

800 mW
900 mW

~

1000 mW

Plots of waist size with detuning at various pump powers.
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Appendix A4:

MathcadWorksheet for the Modelling
of the Polarisation Eigenmodes in a

Green Microchip Laser

Abstract:

The work sheet written to model the temperature tuning ofthe

polarisation eigenmodes in an intracavityfrequency-doubledgreen

microchip laser is presented. rThe work sheet was written using the

computer mathematics program Mathcad. It was used to produce the

graphs that can be seen in figures 4.3 and 4.4 in chapter 4.

Ihe program begins by describing the Jones matrices that will be

requiredfor the analysis and then goes on to define the required

parameters ofthe Nd:YV04/KTP laser system, such as the refractive
indices and crystal length. Numerical methods built intoMathcad are
then used to solve the round trip eigenequations at the input and

output couplers. Ihe wavelengths andpolarisations ofthe modes are
returned. Ihis data is then compared to the experimental data and
the plots in figures 4.3 and 4.4 in chapter 4 are produced.
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Appendix A4: Modelling of Green Microchip Laser

Mathcad worksheet for the calculation of the polarisation
eigenmodes in the green microchip laser

A4.1 Defining the required Jones matrices
As outlined in chapter 4, this model will use Jones calculus, including the frequently neglected
phase terms, to calculate the polarisation eigenmodes of the green microchip laser cavity. The
model will then be fitted to experimental data. The first step is to define the required Jones matrices.

;Cos(<t>) -sin(<(>)
R(<t>) = | j This is the rotation matrix representing a rotation (j>. (c.f. equation 4.5)

cm) =

sin(6) cos(<j>) /

(i 1]I 2/
e

0 e

'

i \
This is the matrix representing the birefringent Vanadate crystal. The
phase terms will be dealt with later (c.f. equation 4.10)

1

C8(8) =

i -i
e ' 0 This is the matrix representing the birefringent KTP crystal. The phase

0 e

g\ terms will be dealt with later (c.f. equation 4.10)
1

"2

The phase factor (just some complex number which is a function of temperature and wavelength), is
an amalgam of the phase factors associated with the individual Jones matrices above and is required
to ensure that not only the polarisation angles but also the phase match up on a round trip.:

T(O) ; = e1 '*

A4.2 Round trip Jones matrix, eigenvalues and eigenvectors

The round trip matrix taking full account of phase starting at the output coupler is:

MOP(i5,8,®) =vP(0)-R(-<t>)-CS(S)-R(<|>) C^(^) C^(^)-R( <tt)-C8(8) R(«|») (c.f. equation 4.15)

In order to calculate the wavelengths and polarisation angles we will have to solve for the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of this matrix:

aO(^,^,8,0) = eigenvals(MOP(()i,^8,0)) Eigenvalues These are found using functions built
, , <• r c cr- i. into Mathcad

PO(|)|,^,8,0) : = eigenvecs(MOP(4>,^,S,0)) Eigenvectors
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Appendix A4: Modelling of Green Microchip Laser

A4.3 Defining the required constants

The lengths of the two crystals in the laser (Nd:YV04, abbreviated in this worksheet with a V and
KTP abbreviated with a 'k') are not known to sufficient accuracy for an a priori fit to the experimental
data that will be presented later. As a result, two fitting parameters are declared, fv and fk. These
represent the small difference over the nominal crystal length required to fit to the data. They are
quoted as fractions of the fundamental wavelength. These are adjusted to obtain a fit to the primary
mode. The resulting agreement with the secondary mode datais taken as support for the validity of
the model.

fv =-1.4

fk =2.71

lvl fV-1064-10
This converts the fitting parameters to actual lengths

lkl =fk-1064 109

LvO = 0.5-10"3 + lvl Length of the Vanadate crystal in metres LvO =4.985104-10 4
LkO = 2.0-10 3 + lkl Length of the KTP crystal in metres LkO =2.0028834-10 3
The vanadate crystal is nominally 0.5 mm long and the KTP crystal nominally 2 mm long.

TO =25 Temperature at which the basic ref. indices etc apply (Celsius)

<|> 45-deg This sets the rotation between the KTP and the Vanadate

Constants for Vanadate:

av = 4.43-10 Coefficient of expansion of the Vanadate in IK

dnfv 8.5-10 6 Rate of change of fast axis ref. ind. with temperature in Vanadate (/K)
dnsv =3.0-10 6 Rate of change of slow axis ref. ind. with temperature in Vanadate (/K)

nsv0(X) = 4.59905
0.110534

(L10 ) - 0.04813

0.0122676 (1. 10 )
Selmeier equation for
the slow axis refractive
index at 25 Celsius

nfV0(X) = ; 3.77834
0.069736

(X-106) - 0.04724
0.0108133 (110 )

Selmeier equation for
the fast axis refractive
index at 25 Celsius

nsv(T,X) nsv0(X) -t- dnsv (T TO) These two equations calculate the slow and fast axis
refractive indices at a given temperature and wavelength.

ntv(T,X) = nfv0(X) +- dnfv ( 1 - TO)

Lv(T) -LvO + avLv0 (T- TO)
This equation calculates the length of the vanadate crystal at a
given temperature, accounting for thermal expansion.

E, is the phase delay in Vanadate:

£(T,X) = (nsv(T,X) - nfv(T,X))-2—Lv(T)
X

(c.f. equation 4.11)
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Constants for KTP:

ak = 1.07-105 Coefficient of expansion of the KTP in /K

Rate of change of fast axis ref. ind. with temperature in KTP (/K)
dnlk = 1.27-105 This was calculated from the rates of change of nx and ny by differentiating the

index ellipsoid equations

dnsk 1.6 10
5 Rate of change of slow axis ref. ind. with temperature in KTP (/K)

This is just the rate of change of nz

nxO(A) = 3.0065 •
0.03901

- 0.01327 (A. 106)
(A-10°) - 0.04251

Sellmeier equation for the
refractive index along the x axis
of the KTP at 25 Celsius

ny0(A) = 3.0333

nz0(A) = 13.3134

0.04154

(M0 ) - 0.04547

0.01408 ( A-10 )

0.05694

(M0 ) - 0.05658

- 0.01682 (M0 )

Sellmeier equation for the
refractive index along the y axis
of the KTP at 25 Celsius

Sellmeier equation for the
refractive index along the z axis
of the KTP at 25 Celsius

nsk0(A) -nz0(A) The slow and z axes are the same

nfk0(A)
sin(23.3deg)2 cos(23.3deg)2

The fast axes refractive index calculated via the index

ellipsoid

nx0(A) ny0(A)

nsk(T, A) = nsk0(A) +- dnsk-(T - TO)

nfk(T, A) =ntk0(A) +■ dnfk (T- TO)

Lk(T) = LkO + ak LkO-(T - TO)

8 is the phase delay in KTP:

These two equations calculate the slow and fast axis
refractive indices at a given temperature and wavelength.

This equation calculates the length of the KTP crystal at a given
temperature, accounting for thermal expansion.

8(T,A) := (nsk(T,A) - nfk(T,A))-2—Lk(T)
A

(c.f. equation 4.11)
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A4.4 The phase factors
Appendix A4: Modelling of Green Microchip Laser

As was described in chapter four, every Jones matrix has associated with it a phase factor. Here,
these phase factors will be defined for the matrices under consideration.

For a single pass in the Vanadate:

(Dv(X X) -nsv(TA)-nfV(T,l) 2 tt Lv(T)
2 X

For a single pass in the KTP:

<j,k^T ^ _ nsk(T,l) + nfk(T,l) 2-rc-Lk(T)
2 X

And thus on the Round trip:

<t>(T,l) = 2<I>v(TA) + 2<5k(T,l)

(c.f. equation 4.12)

(c.f. equation 4.12)

A4.5 Solving the eigenequations
Next the eigenequation must be solved at a range of different temperatures. This is done using a
routine built into Mathcad which calculates eigenvalues. This routine is built into a "solve block"
which varies the wavelength and homes into a solution for which the eigenvalue is equal to one, as is
required.

First, a range of temperatures over which the eigenequation is to be solved is defined
i := 170.. 224

T. =—
1 10

Next a "guess" is made of the wavelength which represents a solution to the eigenequation in order
to seed the solve block

11 = 1063.92-10"9
Then the equation to be solved is stated. This requires the eigenvalue to be one:

Given

aO(i5(T,Xl),8(T,U),®(TAl))0*l
The next function solves the above equation using built in numerical routines:

1(T) =minerr(ll)
The results are then stored in an array:

lamda-
i \ v

Unfortunately, Mathcad is not capable of supporting iterative starting "guesses". Hence, every time
the wavelength tunes outwith the range of the current "guess" and the solve block hops to an
adjacent solution closer to the "guess", a new solve block must be initiated if the tuning of a given
mode is to be studied. The following are the solve blocks required for an analysis between 17 and 50
Celsius.
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Appendix A4: Modelling of Green Microchip Laser
i =225.. 285

T. =—
1 10

XI = 1064.023-10 9
Given

o<X*,$(T,Xl),5(T,Xl),®(T,Xl))0«l
X(T) =minerr(Xl)

lamdaj = X^T\j

i =286.. 355

T. =—
1 10

XI = 1064.1235 10 9
Given

aO(i!;(T,Xl),8(T,Xl),®(T,Xl))0=l
X(T) =minerr(Xl)

lamdaj —XiLj

i =356.. 424

T. =—
1 10

XI = 1064.246-10 9
Given

aO(i^(T,Xl),8(T,Xl),®(T,Xl))0=l
X(T) =minerr(Xl)

lamdai =X^T^
i =424.. 491

T. =—
* 10

XI := 1064.36-109
Given

aO(f^(T,Xl),8(T,Xl),®(T,Xl))0=l
X(T) =minerr(Xl)

lamda; =X^T.j
i =492.. 500

T. =—
1 10

XI := 1064.48-10"9
Given

aO(<ta(T,Xl),S(T,Xl),®(T,Xl))0=l
X(T) =minerr(Xl)

lamdaj = X f.
X1 = lamda This changes the name of the storage array.
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A4.6 Calculating the polarisation angles
Now that the wavelength tuning has been calculated, obtaining the polarisation angles is a simple
matter of inserting the wavelength back into the eigenequation and getting the polarisation vectors:

/pO(i5(T,X),5(T,X),(D(T,X))10\
angle_p10(T,X) atar)

^PO(i!;(T,X),S(T,X),cP(T,X))0(J
This is the polarisation angle at the output coupler, where the denominator and quotient inside the
brackets are the compontents of the polarisation vector at a given temperature and wavelength.

In order to obtain the polarisation at the input coupler, the Jones matrices can be used to propagate
the polarisation back through the cavity.

MItt,?,6,®)=T(|).c«{).R(-|).C!(8).R(« Th^em^c for propaga«„n from the input
Have 0/2 here because this is half a round trip.

At given wavelength and temperature this becomes:

MOI(T,X) =MT(<|i,!;(T,X),8(T,X),®(T,X))

The wavelengths must be unaffected by propagation through the laser, (evaluation of the
eigenequation at the output and input couplers has confirmed this).

Let EV_p1_0 be the eigenvector of the polarisation at the output coupler:

/PO(<t>,^(T,X),8(T,A.),O(T,X))00\
pO(<(>,!;(T,X),8(T,X),<t>(T,X))j Q

And so the polarisations at the Input coupler are:

EVjpl_I(T,X) =MOI(T,X)EV_pl_0(T,X)

And the angles of polarisation are:

fEV_pl_KT,X)1\

EV_pl O(T,X) : =

angle_p 11( T, X) - atan
EV pi l(T.X)()
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A4.6 Displaying the data for the primary mode
i =171..500 j =0.. 10

18 1.06437 121 1.06422 17

21 1.064125 129 1.064125 22

24 1.063995 135 1.063995 14

27 1.06401 153 1.064045 10

30 1.064075 154 1.064075 8

33 1.06409 164 1.064105 3

36 1.06415 166 1.06415 4

39 1.064195 173 1.064185 4

42 1.0642 175 1.0642 4

44 1.064245 178 1.064235 0

48 1.06415 180 1.06413 3

This is a matrix containing the experimental data

Polarization Angles: Primary Mode
601 5? 1 1 1 1

X

30f 1 1 1 1 1 1
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Chip Mount Temperature (Celsius)

Angle at Output Coupler (Theory)
Angle at the Input Coupler (Theoty)

*** Angle at the Input Coupler (Expt.)
*** Angle at the Output Coupler (Expt)
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Wavelength variation with temperature

Temperature (Celsius)

Theory
+++~ Expt. (Measured at Input)
*** Expt. (Measured at Output)
—

+1 Mode
~~

-1 Mode
—

+2 Modes
~~

-2 Modes

These are the graphs shown in figure 4.4

A4.7 Solving the eigenequation for the secondary mode

Here, the eigenequation will be solved again, but for the second of the pair of eigenvectors
associated with the pair of eigenvalues that are returned for each solution of eigenequation. This is
equivalent to examining the second (almost orthogonal) set of polarisations.

i = 150.. 190

I := 1064.404-10 9
Given

aO(i^(TA),8(T,I),cI)(T,X)) =1

^.(T) =miuerr(>.)
lamda. = L T.

i V 1/
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i = 191.. 256

T. =—
1 10

X = 1064.518-10 9
Given

aO(i!;(T,X),S(T,X),cD(T,X)) ,= 1
X(T) = minerr(X)
lamdaj :== X^TjJ

i =257.. 324

T. =—
1 10

X := 1064.632-10 9
Given

aO(i^(T,X),5(T,X),cD(T,X))=l

X(T) =minerr(X)
lamdaj =X^T;j

i =325.. 394

T. =—
1 10

X =1064.746-10 9
Given

aO(U(T,X),5(T,X),<l>(T,X))=l
X(T) =minerr(X)
lamdaj =X^Tjj

i =393.. 400

T. =—
1 10

X =1064.86-10 9
Given

aO(i^T,X),S(T,X),<I)(T,X))=l

X(T) =minerr(X)

lamda; =X(Tj
X2 =lamda
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A4.8 Calculating the polarisations of the secondary mode

i = 150.. 400 j =0.8
15 0 0 1.06442 105

18 1.06448 36 1.06446 105

21 1.064495 41 1.06449 100

124 1.06455 36 1.06454 92 Experimental data for
texpt = 27 1.064555 45 1.064595 91 the secondary mode

30 1.06463 47 1.064615 86

33 1.064685 49 1.06465 84

36 1.06455 50 1.06457 87

:39 1.06464 52 1.06465 87 J
In order to determine the directions of the polarisations, must solve for the eigenvectors of MOP:

/PO(<!>(T,X.))x \
angle_p20(T,X) -atan —

\PO(*,«T,X),5(TA),®(TA))0i1/
And so the polarisations at the Input coupler are:

/PO(*,5(TA),8(TA),®(TA))0>1 i

\PO(*,KTA),S(TA),®(TA))u/
EV_p2_I(T,X) =M0I(T,J.) EV_p2_0(T,X) Extrapolation from output to input coupler

And the angles of polarisation are:

HV |>2_I(T.A.)j

EV_p2_0(T,A.) =

anglc_p2I(T, 7) - atan
\EV_p2_KTA)0j

A4.9 Displaying the results for the secondary mode
i := 150..400

T. =~
1 10
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Polarization Angles: Secondary mode

XXX

XXX

Chip Mount Temperature (Celsius)

Angle at Output Coupler (Theory)
Angle at the Input Coupler (Theory)
Angle at the Input Coupler (Expt.)
Angle at the Output Coupler (Expt)

Wavelength variation with temperature

Temperature (Celsius)

Theory
+"H" Expt. (Measured at Input)
*** Expt. (Measured at Output)
—

+ 1 mode
~

-1 mode
+2 Modes

—

-2 Modes

These are the graphs shown in figure 4.5
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Appendix A5:

MathcadWorksheet for the

Comparison ofKTP and YVO4 as the

Birefringent Element in a

Birefringent Filter

Abstract:

The worksheet written to model the temperature tuning ofthe a

birefringent filter in a cavity with a birefringent gain medium

(Nd: YVO4) is presented. The worksheet was written using the

computer mathematics program Mathcad and the results are
discussedfurther in chapter 5.

Numerical methods built intoMathcad are used to solve the round

trip eigenequations at the input and output couplers. The

wavelengths, polarisations and round trip losses ofthe modes are
returned. This method is used to compare KTP and YVO4 as the

birefringent element in the birefringentfilter, with particular

reference to single frequency operation.

It is thought to be thefirst time the birefringence of the gain medium
has been accountedfor when modelling the action ofa birefringent

filter in a micro-laser.
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Appendix A5

Mathcad worksheet for the comparison of KTP and YV04 as
the birefringent element in a birefringent filter

A5.1 Defining the required Jones Matrices
The laser under study consists of a 1 mm gain crystal of Nd:YV04, a BK7 glass Brewster plate
and a 5 mm crystal of either KTP or YV04. The KTP or YV04 is orientated so as to form a
birefringent filter with the Brewster plate.

The following Jones Matrices are required to analyse this cavity:

R(f> :=

cm =

C§(8)

Cb(TR)

cos((|>) - sin(<|>)

sia( 4>) cos((|))

[ U)
e'2/ 0

f.i •£)
0 A 2'.

[ (i i)
e 2> 0

f-i ■«]
I o \ 2

e '

/1 0 \

Rotation between the Nd:YV04 and the KTP / YV04 (c.f. equation 4.5)

Jones Matrix of the Nd:YV04 / YV04. The phase term will
be dealt with later.

Jones Matrix of the KTP. The phase term will
be dealt with later.

Jones Matrix of the Brewster Plate
\0 TR /

Where TR is the single pass amplitude transmission of the Brewster plate.

The phase factor (some complex number which is a function of temperature and wavelength) is
also required. This factor is an amalgam of the phase factors associated with the individual
Jones matrices above and extra factors to account for air gaps in the cavity. It is required to
ensure that not only the polarisation angle but also the phase matches up on a round trip.

T(O) =ei®

A5.2 Round trip Jones Matrices, Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
The round trip matrix taking full account of phase and starting at the output coupler is:

MK(i^8,0,TR) =T(4)) R( ^•C8(8)-R(^).Cb(TR) C^(O C^(O Cb(TR) R(H>) C8(8)R(^)

Nd:YV04 + KTP
MV(*,t,U ,<D1 ,TR) =Y(®1) R( *)-C5(U)-R(*)-Cb(TR)-C5(&)-C5(5)-Cb(TR)-R(- f) C!;(U) R(4>)

Nd:YV04 + YV04
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E, is the phase delay in the Nd:YV04, ^1 is the phase delay in the YV04. In order to calculate the
wavelengths and polarisation angles, one must solve for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of these
matrices:

<iK(i E, 5, <D, TR) = eigenvals(MK(f 5,8,<D, TR))

PK( i 5,0, TR) = eigenvecs(MK(i5, 0, TR) ) Nd:YV04 + KTP
Eigenvalues

Eigenvectors

aV(i^,U ,01 ,TR) : = eigenvals(MV(,01,TR))

PV(i5,U,®l,TR) : = eigenvecs(MV( I; 1 ,$1 ,TR))
Nd:YV04 + W04 Eigenvalues

Eigenvectors

A5.3 Defining the required constants

Let fv be the fraction of a wavelength by which the Nd:YV04 length is varied, and fk the equivalent for
KTP. Here the appended 1 denotes YV04. Since the length of the crystals are not know beyond
their nominal lengths, it is permissable to adjust the various crystal lengths to ease comparison of
the data between the two lasers.

fv =-2 fVl := 1.8 fk =0.136

,9lv -fv-1064-10'

LvO = 1103 + lv
LvlO = 5.0-10 3 +
LkO =5.0-10 3

lvl = fVl-1064-10 lk = fk-1064-10,9

Length of the Vanadate crystal in metres

-i- lvl Length of the 2nd Van crystal in metres

lk Length of the KTP crystal in metres

~4
LvO =9.9787200-10

LvlO =5.0019152-10

LkO =5.0001447-10 3

TO =25 Temperature at which the basic ref. indices etc apply (Celsius)

Constants for Nd:YV04 / YV04:
For the purposes of this model, the lasing Nd:YV04 temperature is not varied so the T's go to TO in
the appropriate equations. This is clearly not the case for the undoped YV04:
ccv 4.43-10 6 Coefficient of expansion of the Nd:YV04 / YV04 (/K)
dnfv =8.5-10 6 Rate of change of fast axis ref. ind. with temperature in Nd:YV04/ YV04 (/K)
dnsv =3.0-10 6 Rate of change of slow axis ref. ind. with temperature in Nd:YV04 / YV04 (/K)

nsv0(X) 4.59905 +
0.110534

0.0122676-(X-10 )

(L106) 0.04813

Selmeier equation for
the slow axis refractive
index at 25 Celsius

nfv0(X) = 3.77834
0.069736

- 0.0108133-(X-10 )
(L106) 0.04724

Selmeier equation for
the fast axis refractive
index at 25 Celsius
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Nd:YV04: YV04:
nsv(T,X) = nsvO(X) +- dnsv (T0 - TO) nsvl(T,X) = nsvO(X) - dnsv(T- TO)

nfV(T,X) = nfVO(X) +■ dnfV (T0 - TO) nfVl(T,X) =nfvO(X)-r dnfv (T-TO)
These equations calculate the slow and fast axis refractive
indices at a given temperature and wavelength

Lv(T) =LvO + ctvLvO (TO-TO) Lvl(T) =LvlO +-av-LvlO (T- TO)
These equation calculate the length of the crystal at a given
temperature accounting for thermal expansion

£ is the phase delay in Nd:YV04 / YV04:

$(T,X) = (nsv(T,X) - nfV(T,X))2—Lv(T)
X

U(T,X) = (nsvl(T,X)- nfvl(T,X))-2--Lvl(T)
I

(c.f. equation 4.11)

Constants for KTP:

ak = 1.07-103 Coeffient of expansion of the KTP (/K)

dnfk : 1.27-103 Rate of change of fast axis ref. ind. with temperature in KTP (/K)

dnsk = 1.6-10 5 Rate of change of slow axis ref. ind. with temperature in KTP (/K)

0.03901 nA1,w„ ,a2 Sellmeier equation for thenx0(X) - (3.0065 +■ - 0.01327-(U0 ) refractive index along the x
Ai (*• 10 ) - 0.04251 axis of the KTP at 25 Celsius

0.04154 J Sellmeier equation for the
ny0(X) := 3.0333 0.01408 (X-10°) refractive index along the y axis

(*•■10 ) " 0.04547 ofthe KTP at 25 Celsius

I ; Sellmeier equation for thea 05694 f. 2
nzO(X) = 3.3134 ■+- : 0.01682 (X 10 ) refractive index along the z

a) (X-106)2 - 0.05658 axis of the KTP at 25 Celsius

nskO(X) =nzO(X) The slow and z axes are the same

nfkO(X) The fast axis refractive index calculated via the index

sin(23.3deg)2 cos(23.3deg)2 ellipsoid

nxO(X)2 nyO(X)2
nsk(T,X) nskO(X) ■ dnsk (T TO) yhese equations calculate the slow and fast axis
n /■ T1 *\ \ „„,n J a refractive indices at a given temperature and wavelength
nlk(T,X) nlkO(X) +• dnik( T- 10)

This equation calculates the length of the crystal at a given
L ( ) - + a ■ ) temperature accounting for thermal expansion
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Appendix A5: Modelling of Birefringent Filter
8 is the phase delay in KTP:

8(T,X) = (nsk(T,X) - nfk(T,X))-2~ Lk(T) (c.f. equation 4.11)

Constants for the Brewster Plate:

TR = 0.85 Amplitude transmission of the high loss polarisation for a single pass. This is calculated
using the Fresnel equations and a refractive index of 1.5 for the BK7 Brewster plate.
Both surfaces are accounted for.

Constants for the Laser:
This is an extended cavity laser and the physical length of the cavity, Lt, can be varied:
Lt =0.010 meters. The Physical length of the cavity

<j> = 45-deg Rotation between the slow axes of the Nd:YV04 and KTP / YV04.

A5.4 The Phase Factors

Must also define the absolute phase change on a round trip in terms of the cavity parameters, (c.f.
equation 4.12):

For a single pass in the Nd:YV04 / YV04:

®v(TA) = nsv^T'^> + tifV(TA) 2 jiLv(T) nd:yv04

4®vl(T X) =nsvl(TA) + nfvl(T,L) 2 n Lvl(T) wq
2 X

For a single pass in the KTP:

,.nsk(T,k) + nfk(T,k) 2-n-Lk(T)
2 X

La(T) -Lt-Lk(T)-Lv(T) Nd.YV04 + KTP Calculating the length of the air gaps
Lal(T) =Lt— Lvl(T) - Lv(T) Nd:YV04 + YV04
Where La is the total length of the air gaps.

For a single pass through the air gaps:

4>a(T,k) = 2 " La(T) <Dal(T,X) :=2 g Lal(T)
X X

And thus on the Round trip:

®(T,X) =2®v(TA) + 2®k(T,X)^2®a(T,A.) Nd:W04 + KTP

®1(TA) =2®v(T,A.) + 2®vl(T,X.) + 2®al(T,X) Nd:YV04 + YV04
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Appendix A5: Modelling ofBirefringcnt Filter

A5.5 Solving the Eigenequations

Next, the eigenequation must be solved at a range of different temperatures. This is done using a
routine built into Mathcad which calculates eigenvalues. This routine is built into a "solve block"
which varies the wavelength and homes into a solution for which the eigenvalue is real and positive
as required. This returns both the wavelength and the roundtrip transmission of the cavity (the
square of the eigenvalue).

Nd:YV04 + KTP:

First a range of temperatures over which the eigenequation is to be solved is defined:
i := 180.. 187

Next a "guess" is made of the wavelength which represents the solution to the eigenequation. This is
done to seed the solve block.

I : = 1064.209-10 9
Then the equation and inequality to be solved are stated. These require the eigenvalue to be real (i.e.
the imaginary part to be zero) and positive.

Given

Im(«K(i^(T,X),§(T,X),<D(T,>.),TR)0)=0 Re;aK(i!;(T^),S(T,l),O(T,X),TR)0) >0
The next function solves the above equation using built in numerical routines.

U(T) = find(l)

The results are then stored in an array.

lamdaK. : = U(T.)i \ v

Unfortunatetly, Mathcad is not capable of supporting iterative starting "guesses", so every time the
wavelength tunes out with the range of the current "guess" and the solve block hops to an adjacent
solution closer to the "guess", a new solve block must be initiated if the tuning of a given mode is to
be studied. The following are the solve blocks required between 18.8 and 21.0 celcius. This is a
range within which the birefrigent filter has a maximum.
i =188.. 200

T. =—
1 10

I : = 1064.219-10 9
Given

Im(aK(i^(T,X),5(T,X),<I)(T,X),TR)0)=0 Re(aK(i^(T,X),8(T,X),<D(T,X),TR)0) >0
U(T) = find(X)
lamdaK. /.I T.)i \ >/

i =201..210
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Appendix A5: Modelling of Birefringent Filter
I = 1064.229-10 9
Given

Im(aK(i?(T,X),5(T,X),<D(T,>.)/rR)0j=0 Re(aK((t.^(T,X),8(T,X),<|)(T,X),TR)0) >0
Xl(T) =fmd(X)
lamdaKj =>.1 T;j

2nd Mode: (i.e. one of the adjacent modes of the similar polarisation.)

i = 180.. 198

T. =—
1 10

I := 1064.175-10"9
Given

Im(aK(i^(T,X),8(T,X),O(T,X),TR)0)=0 Re(aK((>,l;(T,X),8(T,X.),4>(T,X.),TR)0) >0
M(T) . = find(X)

lamdaK2j =Xl fl'J
i := 199.. 210

T. : =—
1 10

I '■= 1064.19-10 9
Given

Im(aK(i^(T,X),8(T,X),cD(T,).),TR)0)=0 Re(aK(*,5(T,X),8(T,X),<D(T,X),TR)0)>0
X. 1 (T) = find(7)
lamdaK2. =Xl(T.)' V </

i := 180.. 210

e,
lamdaK-

% 1
§ 1.0642*10
5 lamdaK2-
6 1

18 18.5 19 19.5 20 20.5 21

T;
Temperature (Celsius)

The above plot shows the wavelength tuning of the two adjacent modes with temperature of the
birefringent element (in this case KTP). The wavelength tuning is 0.008 nm/Celsius and the mode
separation is 0.037nm
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Appendix A5: Modelling of Birefringent Filter
Nd:YV04 + YV04:
i := 180.. 184

T. =—
1

10

X = 1064.192 10 9
Given

Im(aV(i^(T,X),U(T,X),Ol(T,X),TR)0j=0 Re(aV(4»,S(T,X),U(T,X),<J>l(T,X),TR)0) >0
Xl(T) = find(X)
lamdaV. -XI T.j1 V 1/

i := 185.. 210

X : = 1064.205-10"9
Given

Im(aV(i!;(T,X),U(T,X),cI>l(T,X),TR)0)=0 Re^aV(lj)^(T,X),U(T,X),(Dl(T,X)!TR)0] >0
Xl(T) =find(X)
lamdaV. : = Xl(T.)i \ 11

2nd Mode:
i = 180..210

T. =—
1 10

X =1064.2375-10 9
Given

Im(aV(i^(T,X),U(T,X),$l(T,X),TR)0)=0 RejaV(<Ki;(T,X),U(T,X),®l(T,X),TR)0) >0
XI (T) =fmd(X)

lanidaV2i =Xl T.

i =180. .210

1.06425*10 6

T.
1

Temperature (Celsius)

The above plot shows the wavelength tuning of the two adjacent modes with temperature of thebirefringent element (in this case Vanadate). Here the wavelength tuning is 0.003 nm/Celsius overthe same range as the KTP case and a mode separation is 0.035nm.
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1.06423*10 6

1.06422*10 6

?

J 1.06421*10 6
£

1.0642*10 6

1.06419*10 J I
19 19.5

Temperature (Celsius)
Vanadate
KTP

This graph illustrates the difference in tuning rates.

A5.6 Calculating the Polarisation Angles
In order to determine the directions of the polarisations one must solve for the eigenvectors of MK
and MV, these are got via the pK and pV functions:

Angle of Polarisation at the output coupler:

/PK(*,S(T,1),5(T,1),®(T,X),TR)10\
angle_plOK(T,/.) atan — Nd:YV04+ KTP

\PK(i^T,X),5(T,X),O(TA),TR)0j0/
/pv(*,5(TA),5i(TA),®i(T,X),TR)10\

anglc pIOV(T,/.) := atan! Nd:YV04 + YV04
\pv(*,5(TA),U(TA),®i(TA),TB.)oJ

Instead of resolving the eigenequation at the input coupler, it is simpler to use the Jones matrices to
propagate the polarisation through the cavity.
The matrices required to extrapolate from the output to the input coupler are the following:

MTK(<t>,^,8,<t),TR) : = C^(O Cb(TR) R(-4) C8(8) R((i)) Nd:YV04 + KTP

MTV(*,^1,®1,TR)^: yl-C5(0-Cb(TR)*R(-*)-C§(U)-R(*) Nd:YV04 + YVQ4

MIK(T,X) =MTK(i^(T,>.),8(T,X),<D(T,l),TR) Nd:W04 + KTP

MIV(T,X) =MTV(i^(T,X)^l(T,X),01(T,X),TR) Nd:YV04 + YV04

Have <J)/2 here because there is only a half round trip.

The wavelengths must be unaffected by propagation through the laser, (evaluation of the
eigenequation at the output and input couplers confirms this) so one is only concerned with the
angle of polarisation.
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Let EV_p1_0 be the eigenvector of the polarisation at the output coupler:

rv ,nmi (lK(i^(T,lamda),5(T.lamda),cI)(TJamda)/rR)00 Nd:YV04+KTPhV_p 1_OK( T, lamda) = i 4
pK( <t>, £,("F, lamda), 8(T, lamda),®( I', lamda), TR), Q

(3V( <|>,);(T, lamda), £l(T, lamda),®1(T, lamda),TR)0„
EV_p 1 OV(T, lamda) = ' Nd:YV04 + YV04

PV(i^(T,lamda),U(T,lamda),®1(T,lamda),TR)j Q j
And so the polarisations at the input coupler are:

EV_pl_IK(T,X) =MIK(T,).) EV_pl_OK(T,X) Nd:YV04 + KTP

EV_pl_IV(T,X) =MIV(T,X) EV_pl_OV(T,X) Nd:W04 +W04
And the angles of polarisation at the input coupler are:

/EV_pl_IK(T,A.) \
angle_plIK(T,/-) = atanl Nd:YV04+KTP

\EV_pl_IK(T,X)0j
/EV_pl_IV(T,X)

angle_plIV(T,X) =atan Nd:YV04 + YV04
\EV_pl_IV(T,A.)n

o

£
C

O

•a
x

Polarisation Angles at Input Coupler

-to

KTP Mode 1
Vanadate Mode 1
KTP Mode 2
Vanadate Mode 2

Temperature (Celsius)
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Polarisation Angles at Output Coupler

18.5 19 19.5 20 20.5 21

Temperature (Celsius)
KTP Mode 1
Vanadate Mode 1
KTP Mode 2
Vanadate Mode 2

18 18.5

Vanadate Mode 1
Vanadate Mode 2

—

KTPModel
~

KTP Mode 2

19 19.5

Temperature (Celsius)

It is more important to know how the loss varies with Temperature. This can be obtained from the
square of the round-trip eigenvalue. (The round trip loss is one minus the square of the round trip
eigenvalue.

Round trip Eigenvalues
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Appendix AS: Modelling ofBirefringent Filter
The important factor here are the separation of the peaks for adjacent modes (gives an indication of
how well the temperature must be stabilised) and the loss for the second mode when the first is at
a transmission maximum (gives an idea of the discrimination).

KTP: YVO,

Separation of maxima: 0.95 Celsius
Width at 99% transmission: 3.2 Celsius
Discrimination: 0.3%

Separation of maxima: 1.3 Celsius
Width at 99% transmission: 2.15 Celsius
Discrimination: 1.4%

So 5mm of Vanadate out-performs 5mm of KTP in terms of the discrimination to neighbouring modes.
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